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UNITED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.
June 28, 1974

In the matter of an investigation
with regard to the importation and
domestic sale of certain writing
instruments and nibs therefor

Docket No. 30
)
Section 337
)
)
) Tariff Act of 1930, as amended

Introduction
On November 23, 1971, Venus Esterbrook Corp.,1/ New York, N.Y.,
hereinafter referred to as complainant, 2/ filed a complaint
with the U.S. Tariff Commission requesting relief under section
337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 1337), alleging
unfair methods of competition and unfair acts in the importation
and sale of certain writing instruments and nibs therefor. Complainant alleged that its U.S. Patent No.. 3,338,216 covers
certain writing instruments and nibs therefor and that the
importation and sale of such writing instruments and nibs by Major
Line, Inc., Santa Fe Springs, Calif.; Ultra, Inc., Warren, Mich.;
Accuray Products, Inc., : Wallington, N.J.; Micropoint Engineering Co.,
Sunnyvale, Calif.; and Carter's Ink Co. of Cambridge, Mass.-hereinafter referred to as respondents--has the effect or
tendency to destroy or substantially injure an efficiently and
economically operated industry in the United States, or to prevent the establishment of such an industry.
1/ On Oct. 5, 1973, Venus Esterbrook became a wholly owneri
subsidiary of Faber-Castell, Inc.
2/ The terms "complainant" and "respondent" frequently appear in
this report. Commissioners Leonard and Young wish to enter the
following: The use of these terms is limited to serving as a convenient means of identifying certain parties before the Commission
and is not to be construed, by implication or -otherwise, as an indication that the Commission proceedings are adjudicatory as opposed
to factfinding.
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Notice of receipt of the complaint and initiation of the
preliminary inquiry was published in the Federal Register (36 F.R.
23596), on December 10, 1971. Interested parties were given until
January 17, 1972, to file written views pertinent to the subject
matter. However, at the request of interested parties, an extension
until February 22, 1972, was granted, followed by a further
extension, until April 17, 1972, being granted after the complaint was amended on February 9, 1972. Copies of the complaint
and the notice of time for filing written views were served on
all known interested parties.
Having conducted a preliminary inquiry in accordance with
section 203.3 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure
(19 C.F.R. 203.3), the U.S. Tariff Commission, on September 14,
1972, ordered a full investigation. No temporary exclusion order
was recommended. Notice of the full investigation was published
in the Federal Register of September 21, 1972 (37 F.R. 19675).
On February 5, 1973, the Commission denied a motion filed on
behalf of Kiriu Seiko Co., Ltd. (Japanese exporter of pens),
one of the interested parties, to dismiss the investigation on the
grounds that there is no industry in the United States injured
or prevented from being established by the acts alleged by the
complainant. The motion was denied without prejudice to
the right to raise the same issue in the proceeding at
a later time. The attorneys for the moving party and the complainant were advised of the Commission's action by letter.
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A public hearing was held on March 6, 7, and 8, 1973 (notice
of which was published in the Federal Register of January 9, 1973
(38 F.R. 1160), and all interested parties were given opportunity
to be present and to produce evidence.
At the public hearing, Kiriu Seiko again moved to have
the investigation dismissed on the grounds that there is no domestic
industry to be protected. The Commission ruled against the request
on March 7, 1973. On March 8 a recess was ordered. The hearing
was resumed on April 9, 1973, notice of resumption having been
published in the Federal Register of March 16, 1973 (38 F.R. 7154).
On November 12, 1973, the Commission held a further public
hearing to consider only legal argument on the question of whether
the proceeding should be dismissed on the grounds that there is no
domestic industry to be protected nor one prevented from being
established. Notice of this hearing was published in the Federal
Register of October 17, 1973 (38 F.R. 28874).
Appearances of record were entered on behalf of Venus Esterbrook
Corp., Carter's Ink Co., Micropoint Engineering Co., Kiriu Seiko
Co., Ltd., Teibow Co., Major Line, Inc., Sanford Corp., and Pilot
Pen Co., Ltd.
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Finding of the Commission
The Commission does not find unfair methods of competition and
unfair acts in the importation into the United States of certain
writing instruments and nibs therefor or in their sale by the owner,
importer, consignee, or agent of either, the effect or tendency of
which is to destroy or substantially injure an industry, efficiently
and economically operated, in the United States, or to prevent the
establishment of such an industry.

S

Statement of Chairman Bedell and Commissioners
Leonard and Young 1/ 2/
Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 declares unlawful unfair
methods of competition and unfair acts in the importation of articles
into the United States, or in their sale by the owner, importer,
consignee, or agent of either, the effect or tendency of which is
(a) to destroy or substantially injure an efficiently and economically
operated domestic industry, or (b) to prevent the establishment of
such an industry, or (c) to restrain or monopolize trade and commerce
in the United States. 3/
In the instant investigation, we find that the criteria of section
337 are not met. On the basis of the evidence adduced at the hearings,
included in submissions of the parties, and developed from an independent investigation by the Commission, we have concluded that
(1) of all the imported writing instruments that are alleged to be
covered by the claims of complainant's U.S. Patent No. 3,338,216,
only one model may possibly be so covered, and (2), assuming the model
in question is covered by the claims of complainant's patent, the
importation and sale of this model does not have the effect or tendency
to destroy or substantially injure, or prevent the establishment of,
an industry efficiently and economically operated in the United States.

1/ Vice Chairman Parker and Commissioner Ablondi concur in the result.
2/ Commissioner Moore finds that sect 337 is not violated for
the reason that the complainant's nibs which are the essential elements
of its patented writing instruments were not produced in the United
States, and therefore there is no industry in the United States, nor
is one prevented from being established, within the purview of sec.
337.
3/ The effect or tendency of unfair practices to restrain or monopolize trade and commerce is not at issue in this investigation.
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Further, specifically on the basis of the factual situation of this
case, we have concluded that the importation of nibs per se is not
an unfair method of competition and unfair act under section 337. Our
reasoning in support of these conclusions is set forth below.

Alleged unlawful practice under section 337
The only unfair method and act alleged in this investigation is
the importation and sale of certain pens and nibs therefor which are
made in accordance with the claims of U.S. Patent No. 3,338,216,
which is owned by the complainant. The patent describes a certain
writing instrument including a specific plastic nib (having a star-shaped
opening extending the entire length thereof through which ink flows
by capillary action) and a nib holder, spaced from the filler (ink
reservoir), for retaining the nib. Complainant asserts that the
importation and sale of certain writing instruments (which are
alleged to be covered by the claims of the said patent) and of plastic
nibs for such writing instruments (which contribute to practice of
the claims of said patent) are unlawful under section 337. The complainant specifically alleges that it is injured by the unlicensed
importation of complete writing instruments which are sold in the
United States by several companies (such as Micropoint Engineering
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Co., Major Line, Inc., and others), as well as by the importati-n of
plastic nibs which are assembled domestically into complete writing
instruments by Carter's Ink Co. These writing instruments contain
plastic nibs which have varying cross-sectional configurations. 1/
All these writing instruments are alleged by the complainant to be
covered by the claims of its patent. Writing instruments which incorporate imported plastic nibs are also produced domestically by the
Sanford Corp., but there has been no allegation that either the.
Sanford nibs or their complete writing instruments are covered by the
complainant's patent.

The relevant domestic industry
The domestic industry under consideration consists of that
portion of complainant's operations which is engaged in the manufacture
of the patented writing instruments; 2/ there are no domestic licensees
of the patent.

1/ Illustrations of cross-sectional views of representative nib configurations appear in app. A. App. A also contains a crosssectional illustration of the complainant's writing instrument, including
the configuration of the nib.
2/ U.S. Tariff Commission, Convertible Game Tables and Components
TC Publication 652, March 1974,
Thereof: Report to.the President . .
p. 8. Substantially the same definition, modified to suit the facts
in each case, was used by the Commission in Lightweight Luggage: Report
TC Publication 463, February 1972,
on Investigation No. 337-28 . .
TC
p. 6; Sphygmomanometers: Report on Investigation No. 337-26 . .
Publication 457, January 1972, p ‘ 6 ; and Articles Comprised of Plastic Sheet!
Having an Openwork Structure: Report on Investigation No. 66/-29 . .
TC Publication 444, December 1971, p. 5. The Court of Castoms and
Patent Appeals stated In re Von Clemm, 108 USPQ 371 (1955), p. 373:
"In our opinion the holding by the Tariff Commission that Linde's Synthetic Crystals Division is an industry efficiently and economically
operated in the United States is amply supported by the record. There
is nothing in the statute which requires that an industry must, be of
any particular size, or that more than one company must be involved
before the protection provided by the statute may be invoked."
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About 40 people are employed by the complainant in the manufacture
and packaging of the patented writing instruments. These same employees
also work on other products. In the complainant's plant in Lewisburg,
Tenn., the barrel and cap portions of the writing instruments are
molded by complainant's personnel and then assembled with an inner_cap,
clip, nib, nib holder, and decorator ring to form a complete writing
instrument. The nib and nib holder are not produced in the United ,
Staes;hyrpucasedfomJpnserducthais
foreign

licensee under the patent.
Scope of U.S. Patent No. 3,338,216 1/
Claim 1, the only independent claim in the patent, provides
the broadest claim coverage; it reads as follows:
In a writing instrument including-(a) an elongated hollow casing defining an ink reservoir,
(b) a filler for the ink reservoir and
(c) a nib holder for mounting a nib at one end of the casing,

(d) the nib holder being spaced from the filler,
(e) a nib comprising
(1) an elongated member having a star-shaped
opening disposed centrally thereof and
extending the entire length thereof,
(2) a writing tip at one end of said nib
disposed exteriorly of the casing and
(3) a rear terminal end opposite said one
end of said nib adapted to engage the
filler to draw ink therefrom,
(4) said star-shaped opening having a plurality
of legs of a size to permit flow of ink
therethrough by capillary action.

1/ This patent has never been involved in court litigation. See
app. B for copy of patent which was filed Jan. 11, 1966, and
issuing Aug. 29, 1967.

To interpret the scope of this claim, consideration was given, among
other things, to (1) the claim itself, 1/ (2) the patent specification, (3) the
drawings, 2/ and (4) the history of the prosecution of the case before
the U.S. Patent Office (the file wrapper). 3/ In the instant patent,
the detailed description in the specification provides a general
description of the writing instrument claimed and the assembly thereof, not making specific reference to any particular configuration of
the nib. It then goes into the details of the preferred embodiment
of the nib (used in the combination) which is described as being-. . . preferably made from a resilient, flexible
material which is impervious to various types of
writing fluids . . . a suitable material for the
nib has been found to be an extruded thermoplastic
resin . . . . The nib is generally of circular
cross section . . . and has a star-shaped opening
. . . disposed centrally thereof and running the
entire length of the nib to permit flow of ink
therethrough by capillary action . . . .
The drawings show only one type of nib construction and that is the
one which is specifically described as quoted above. More particularly,
the nib is shown to be a single) integral unit having a star-shaped
opening disposed centrally thereof and running the entire length of
the nib.
1/ Ziegler v. Phillips Petroleum Company, 171 USPQ 44 (N.D. Tex.
1971), p. 49: "The claims of the patent define the scope of the monopoly granted to the patentee. Every term recited in the patent claim
is a limitation on the patentee's monopoly, and nothing is an infringement which does not fall within the terms in which the patentee has
chosen to express his invention."
2/ Laitrom Corp. v. Deep-South Packing Co. L Inc.,170 USPQ 190 (5th
Cir. 1971), reversed on other grounds, 173 USPQ 769 (Sup. Ct. 1972).
3/ Graham v. John Deere Co. of Kansas City, 148 USPQ 459 (Sup. Ct. 1966);
Farrell Marine Devices, Inc. v. United States, 152 USPQ 328 (Ct. Cl.
1966); Autogiro Co. of America v. United States, 155 USPQ 697 (Ct. Cl.
1967); Safe Flight Instrument Corp. v. McDonnell-Douglas Corp., 169
USPQ 328 (C.D. Cal. 1971); and Welch v. General Motors Corp., 170 USPQ
22 (E.D. Va. 1970). Graham v. John Deere Co. of Kansas City, 148 USPQ 459.
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Turning to the file wrapper, claim 1 was rejected by the Patent
Office as unpatentable over Schreur 1/ in view of Kornfeld 2/ because
Schreur shows a writing instrument having a nib formed of a plurality
of filaments (forming capillary passages) held together by a shroud
in the body member of the writing instrument; and Kornfeld shows a
nib of plastic material with a star-shaped opening having a plurality
of legs which permit the passage of ink. It was the examiner's
opinion that it would involve an obvious substitution of one wellknown writing nib for another equally well-known writing nib and
that it would be only a matter of design to make the nib opening
shown by Kornfeld the same size and shape through the entire length
of the nib.
To overcome the examiner's rejection, claim 1 was amended to
include the language: ". . . the nib holder being spaced from the
filler." While the drawing does disclose a spacing between the nib
holder and filler material, the specification is totally silent
about the significance of this spacing, and, in fact, makes no
mention of it whatsoever. Although no reference was made as to
why this particular amendment to the claim language overcame the
ground for rejection of the claim, much stress was made in the
attorney's remarks on the fact that-The nib, as set forth in claim 1, is an
elongated member having a star-shaped opening
disposed centrally of and extending the entire
1/ U.S. Patent No. 3,203,025, filed Aug. 15, 1962, and issuing
Aug. 31, 1965, See app. B.
2/ Austrian Patent No. 200,473, published Nov. 10, 1958. See
app. B.
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length of the nib having a plurality of legs
of a size to permit flow of ink therethrough by
capillary action . . . . It has been found that
this type of nib is extremely economical to make
and has several functional advantages. For
example, the star-shaped opening extending the
entire length of the nib produces a continuous
flow by capillary action and eliminates the danger
of leakage while at the same time producing a
very fine line substantially comparable to
conventional steel tip ground pen points.
Moreover, in discussing the Kornfeld patent i it is further stated in
the attorney's remarks that-This reference does not disclose a nib having a star-shaped
opening wherein the legs are of a size to permit flow of
ink therethrough by capillary action while one end engages
in a filler of ink absorbent material.
Respecting the Schreur reference, the attorney's remarks stated:
Clearly this reference does not disclose or suggest
the idea of using an elongated nib having a star-shaped
opening running the entire length thereof which produces
the functional advantages noted above • • • •
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The significance of these statements made in the file wrapper
are most pertinent with respect to limiting the scope of claim 1,
particularly when viewed in light of the case law cited in footnote
2 on page 9 supra. 1/
1/ In Farrell Marine Devices, Inc. v. United States, 152 USPQ 328
(Ct. Cl. 1968), p. 335, the Commissioner stated:
The structural qualifications relied on by
the applicant to secure allowance of a claim
by the Patent Office cannot be thereafter
disregarded as irrelevant.
The court stated in Autogiro Co. of America v. United States, 155
USPQ 697 (Ct. Cl. 1967), p. 704:
The file wrapper also has a broader and more
general use. This is its utilization, like
the specification and drawings, to determine the
scope of the claims. For example, the prior
art cited in the file wrapper is used in this
manner. In file wrapper estoppel, it is not
the prior art that provides the guidelines,
but the applicant's acquiescence with regard
to the prior art. In its broader use as a
source material, the prior art cited in the
file wrapper gives clues as to what the claims
do cover . . . .
Further, in Safe Flight Instrument Corp. v. McDonnell-Douglas Corp.,
169 USPQ 328 (C.D. Cal. 1971), p. 335, the court said:
Claims of the '540 patent are to be construed
not only in light of specifications and drawings,
but also with reference to the file history;
claims are to be explained by and read in conjunction with the specification and in light
of definitions and admissions made by the applicant.
The court concluded in Welch v. General Motors Corp., 170 USPQ 22
(E.D. Va. 1970), p. 25:
When prior art is distinguished in argument before
the examiner on the ground of its lack of certain
characteristics, although the applicant does not
simultaneously narrow his claims, this court concludes that the construction of claims thereafter
accepted must be limited by applicant's representations.
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Accordingly, based on the patent specification, drawings, and
file wrapper, it is our opinion that claim 1 appears to be directed
to a writing instrument having all the elements recited on page 8
supra, with the main contribution therein being directed to "(d) the
nib holder being spaced from the filler" and "(e) a nib comprising
(1) an elongated member having a star-shaped opening disposed
centrally thereof and extending the entire length thereof,""
and "(4) said star-shaped opening having a plurality of legs of a
size to permit flow of ink therethrough by capillary action."
Thus far, we have shown how claim 1 of the patent in issue is
limited by the file wrapper, with no attempt having been made to
apply prior art patents not introduced during the prosecution of
the patent before the U.S. Patent Office. 1/ Prior art patents which
were not cited during the prosecution of the patent in question were
introduced at the public hearing. These patents, 2/ together with

1/ FMC Corp. v. F. E. Myers E Bro. Co., 155 USPQ 299 (6th
Cir. 1967), p. 306: "A patent must be construed in light of the state
of the art to which it pertains." Tate Engineering, Inc. v. United
States, 166 USPQ 329 (Ct. Cl. 1970), p. 335: "the language of a claim
must be interpreted, not only in the light of the file wrapper, specification and drawings, but also with an eye on the prior art."
2/ Austrian Patent No. 202,897, published Apr. 10, 1959; German
Patent No. 396,082, dated Mar. 29, 1923; British Patent Nos. 364,808
and 413,764, accepted, respectively, Jan. 14, 1932, and July 26, 1934;
U.S. Patent No. 3,424,539, filed on Feb. 9, 1965 (antedating the
filing date of the patent in issue); and Japanese Utility Model
Registration 34-3714, effective date in 1965. See app. B.
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other prior art found by the Commission, 1/ convince us that if the
patent in issue teaches anything new, it is limited to a writing instrument
comprising an integral, single-piece, elongated nib member with a
star-shaped opening disposed centrally and extending throughout the
length thereof 2/ and not one having a nib made up of a plurality of
rods or a folded member even though there be formed at the center
thereof a star-shaped opening extending throughout the length of the nib.
Accordingly, because of the prior art, we conclude that a writing
instrument including a nib having all the other limitations, as
recited in claim 1, but made of a plurality of strands or a folded unit

of integrally connected strands, rods, et cetera, is not within the
scope of claim 1.
A claim of a patent, as a general rule, is not avoided by
using a plurality of pieces instead of one, or one piece instead of a
plurality. However, as in the instant case ; when the one-piece
construction is the essence of the invention and is necessary to
distinguish the invention from the prior art, claim 1 cannot be
expanded to cover a writing instrument having a nib comprised of a
1/ U.S. Patent Nos. 3,003,181; 3,003,182;_3,044,101; and
3,141,187, all dated earlier than the patent in issue, clearly
show writing instruments each containing a filler material making
contact with a felt nib, with the nib being retained in the casing
by a nib holder spaced from the filler material. See app. B.
2/ It would appear that there is no particular novelty in
substituting, in a writing instrument, one nib for another unless
there is novelty in the nib per se. This is particularly true
when it is observed that the instant inventor of the patent in
question also has another patent (U.S. Patent No. 3,325,851; see
app. B), filed shortly before the patent in question, teaching
substantially the same structure, including the spacing between
the nib holder and filler material, but showing instead of a plastic
nib (about which the Commission - is concerned) a felt nib.
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plurality of members. 1/ Moreover, where a patent is a minor improvement
in a rather crowded art, as is the patent in issue, the doctrine of
equivalence has a very limited application. 2/
Conclusions as to unfair method and act
The writing instruments in issue.--We have concluded that the only
unfair method and act which could possibly be included within the protection of section 337 is the importation and sale of the Micropoint
pen, Model No. 549 (Fine-Stik). This writing instrument has a nib with
a snowflake-shaped opening, centrally disposed and running through the
entire length thereof for carrying ink by capillary action; it is the
only writing instrument presently being imported which may fall within
the scope of claim 1 of the patent in question. Since this patent
appears to limit the number of legs for ink flow to four or more, 3/
there is a question whether the Micropoint Model No. 549 is covered
by the claims of the patent. In viewing the nib having the snowflakeshaped cross section, it is possible to conclude that it has only three
legs for ink flow, since, as it will be observed, from the center opening

1/ Magnetics, Inc. v. Arnold Engineering Co., 163 USPQ 513 (N.D. Ill,
1969), p. 517: "The fabrication of a die from one piece of material was
an essential part of both patents' inventive concept, thus precluding
infringement by two-piece molds."
2/ Tate Engineering, Inc. v. United States, 175 USPQ 115 (Ct. Cl.
1972) and Autogiro Co. of America v. United States, 155 USPQ 697
(Ct. Cl. 1972) both uphold the well-known rule that a minor improvement
patent has only a narrow range of equivalents and state: "The doctrine
of equivalence is subservient to file wrapper estoppel."
3/ The patent in question states, in col. 3, lines 26 through 29:
. . . Further it has been found that while
six circumferentially equispaced legs provide
good transfer of ink, four may be suitable
and a number greater than six may also provide
the desired ink flow. (Emphasis added.)
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there are only three legs. However, it should be further noted that
each of the three legs ultimately forks into two branches. Accordingly,
there is a question whether this is a three-legged or six-legged
configuration and thus, whether the Micropoint Model No. 549 is covered
by the claims of the patent in issue.
The nibs in issue.--Plastic nibs equivalent to the type used in the
patented writing instrument are currently incorporated in a recorder
pen device which is not covered by the claims of the patent in issue.
In addition, these same types of plastic nibs can be used in writing
instruments (1) which do not have a "filler", as required by claim 1
of the patent, or (2) where the nib holder contacts the filler. Accordingly, we have determined that the nib, an element of claim 1, can be
considered to be a substantially staple article of commerce, having
applications other than in the particular writing instrument recited in
claim 1 of the patent. Therefore, we conclude that the importation of
nibs per se would not be an unfair method of competition or an unfair
act under section 337.
Effect or tendency to injure
The second requirement of the statute is that the effect or
tendency of the unfair methods of competition and unfair acts is to
destroy or substantially injure an efficiently and economically
operated domestic industry. It has been demonstrated in the foregoing section that, of all the imported writing instruments which,
complainant alleges to be covered by its U.S. Patent No. 3,338,216,
the only writing instrument that may be so covered is Model No. 549
(still being imported and sold by Micropoint Engineering Co.). Assuming
for the purpose of this discussion that claim 1 of the patent reads on the
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Model No. 549, then in order that complainant may be afforded relief
under section 337, it needs to be shown that the importation and sale
of Model No. 549 has the effect or tendency to destroy or substantially
injure the domestic industry, i.e., that segment of complainant's
operations which is devoted to the production of writing instruments
covered by U.S. Patent No. 3,338,216. We have concluded that no such
showing has been established.
Writing instruments having a plastic nib--a category which includes
the patented pens, pens alleged to be covered by complainant's patent
(including Micropoint's Model No. 549), and other pens--constitute a
small part of a large market for writing instruments, a market which
encompasses pens and markers of varied constructions and shapes. Though
writing instruments differ greatly in specific characteristics, a great
proportion of such instruments are substitutable for one another in
a market comprising a variety of writing instruments such as fountain
pens, refillable and nonrefillable ballpoint pens, and various types
of markers--including fine-line markers. It is difficult, therefore,
to distinguish between the writing instruments falling within a general
category such as fine-line markers, except on the basis of price, and,
furthermore, it may be equally difficult to differentiate between pens
which are classified within any one of the other product groups, again
except on the basis of price.
In the aggregate, some 2 billion writing instruments (other than
pencils) have been sold annually in recent years in the United States
(see table in app. C). Sales of fine-line markers, which subsume,
according to industry sources, the writing instruments in issue, amounted
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to more than 500 million, valued at more than $86 million, in 1973.
In that year, sales of complainant's patented pens and those of the
single imported pen which the Commission believes may be covered by
the patent, together accounted for less than one-tenth of 1 percent
of the total number of fine-line markers sold.
A further segmentation of the fine-line writing instrument market
would narrow the scope to all those pens that have a plastic nib, i.e.,
complainant's patented pens and all the imported pens that were alleged
to be covered by the patent. 1/ In viewing this latter class of writing
instruments, it is to be noted that the types of imported writing instruments that have been alleged by complainant to be covered by the patent
(or obtained by the Commission in the course of its investigation) were
introduced into and sold in quantity in the U.S. market prior to
1971--the year in which the first model (the Vega) of complainant's
writing instrument covered by the patent was introduced. U.S. consumption of pens with plastic nibs rose rapidly from less than 500,000
units in 1969 to more than 7 million units in 1972. Within that group of
writing instruments, the significance of the Micropoint Model No. 549
(the model that the Commission believes may be covered by the patent)
diminished; it accounted for a very substantial share of consumption
of pens with plastic nibs in 1969, but less than 10 percent in 1972.
1/ All of these writing instruments that have come to the attention
of the Commission are of the throwaway type.
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In contrast, the share of consumption accounted for by complainant's
Vega rose from a small percentage in 1971 to more than a third in 1972. I
1973, complainant introduced two additional models covered by the
patent. It is estimated that complainant's current share of the market
for writing instruments with plastic nibs is larger than, or at least
the same as, in 197.2.
In the most narrow comparison--that of complainant's patented
pen with Micropoint's Model No. 549--there occurred a complete reversal
of the position of the former relative to the latter in terms of the
number of units sold during the period 1971-73. While in 1971 the sales
of Micropoint's Model No. 549 were by far the larger, in 1972 and
1973 the sales of complainant's pens were several times larger than
those of Micropoint's Model No. 549. A similar reversal occurred in
the profit position of the complainant on the patented pens. While
in 1971 and 1972 substantial net operating losses were sustained
on the patented writing instrument (mainly as a result of the cost
of extensive promotional efforts in introducing the new pen), in
1973 a very healthy profit was realized.
Prevention of the establishment of an industry
It was noted in the preceding section that, in 1971, several
years after the complained-of imported writing instruments had been
introduced in the U.S. market, the complainant entered the market with
its patented product. The record establishes that, despite a late
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entry into an already established market for pens with plastic nibs,
the patented product has increased its position from a relatively
minor share of the market in 1971 to a dominant share of the market
in 1973, and that an industry has not been prevented from being
established.
Conclusion
On the basis of the foregoing, we conclude that in the instant
case the criteria of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 have
not been met.

Appendix A
1. Magnified cross-sectional views of nibs
2. Enlarged cross-sectional view of the
"Vega" writing instrument
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voir 14. The ink carrier 16 is preferably made of a
3,338,216
material such as felt capable of storing a large canntity
WI TING INSTRUMENT'
of ink and as illustrated in FIG. 3, is of generally cirFrank W. Roller. Sr., Haddonfield, NJ., assignor to The
cular cross section having a longitudinally extending flat
Esterbrook Pen Company, Cherry Hill, NJ., a corps). 6 aide edge portion 16a to define a longitudinally extendwino of New Jersey
ing vent channel 18 between the flat on the reservoir and
Filed Jan. 11, 1966, Scr. No. 519,996
the inner peripheral surface of the barrel or casing 12,
7 Claims. (CI. 120-45.6)
The back end of the barrel 12 is closed by a plug 20
held in place by a press fit. The front end of the barr.- 7
10divergsnwalytofresicdpng2ats
ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE
forward end to receive a nib holder 24 which in turn
A nib for a writing instrument including an elongated
supports a writing nib 26. As illustrated, the writing nib
hollow easing the interior of which defines an ink reser26 is supported in a manner so that its inner terminal
voir, a tiller of ink absorbent material housed in the ink
end 30 engages in one end fact of the ink carrier 16 and
reservoir and a nib holder for mounting a nib at one end 15 its writing tip 38 projects beyond the nib holder. By this
of the casing which is spaced from the filler. The nib is
arrangement, ink flows by capillary action from the inner
an elongated member made of a flexible, resilient materminal end 30 of the nib 26 to the writing tip 38 as will
terial such as Delrin and has a star-shaped opening disbe explained in more detail hereinafter.
posed centrally thereof and extending the entire length
The writing instrument may include a cap 40 which
of the nib. One end of the nib defines a writing tip and 20 frictionally engages over the tapered front end porti-n
is disposed exteriorly of the casing and the opposite end
12a of the barrel 12 to cover the writing tip 38 when the
of the nib is adapted to engage in the filler to draw ink
instrument is not in use and which is easily detached from
therefrom, the star-shaped opening having a plurality of
the barrel when it is desired to use the writing instrulegs of a size to permit the flow of ink therethrough by
ment. The cap abuts a shoulder 42 on the barrel so that
capillary action.
25 when it is applied over the nib the cap is spaced from and
does not press against the writing tip 33.
The nib holder 24 as best illustrated in FIGS. 1, 2 and
The present invention relates to writing instruments
4 comprises a forward section 50 which is generally conegenerally of the type including an ink reservoir, a nib
shaped and a generally cylindrical rear section 52 of
holder adapted to support a writing nib at one end of the 30 smaller cross section thati the largest cross sectional direservoir positioned to receive ink by capillary action
mension of the cone to define a shoulder 54 at the juncfrom an ink carrier housed in the reservoir. More speture of the front and rear sections. The nib holder is
cifically, the present invention relates to a new and improvided with a central opening 55 of circular cross secproved type of nib for use in a writing instrument of this
tion. The rear section which is of a size to resiliently entype.
a5 gage in the opening 22 in the front of the barrel, is proAn object of the present invention is to provide a
vided with axially extending, diametrically opposed s!ce:
writing instrument including a new and improved type
56 defining axial air passages communicating with the inof nib which is economical to make and which is very
terior of the barrel, the slots 56 extending forwardly into
effective for the purposes intended.
a portion of the cone-shaped forward section 50 to define
Another object of the present invention is to provide 40 radial air passageways 57. By this construction, the rear
a nib for a writing instrument characterized by novel feasection of the nib holder is divided into a pair of opposed
tures of construction and arrangement which produces a
flexible wing segments 59.
very fine line, insures continuous flow of ink and wherein
A suitable material for the barrel 12. cap 40, plug 20,
there is substantially no danger of leakage.
and nib holder 24 is a flexible resilient plastic material for
These and other features of the present invention and
example, nylon or propylene.
various features and details of a writing instrument made 46
Now in assembling the writing instrument of the presin accordance with the present invention are hereinafter
ent invention, the ink carrier 16 is placed inside of the
more fully set forth with reference to the accompanying
reservoir 14 of the barrel from the rear axial end thereof.
drawing, wherein:
The rear plug 20 is then pressed into place in the rear
FIG. 1 is a side elevational view of a writing instrument
axial end of the barrel. Thereafter, a suitable supply of
60
in accordance with the present invention partly in section
ink may be deposited in the opening 22 in the front of
so that the internal construction thereof may be seen
the barrel to saturate the carrier. The nib 26 is then posimore readily;
tioned inside of the nib holder with the writing tip, 33
FIG. 2 is an enlarged sectional view taken on line 2-2
projecting slightly beyond the front end of the holder. The
of FIG. 1;
" pilot portion or rear section of the nib holder 24 is then
FIG. 3 is an enlarged sectional view through the casing
engaged in the opening 22 in the front of the barrel, the
of the instrument taken on line 3-3 of FIG. 1;
wings 59 having a cross section to provide a snug press
FIG. 4 is an enlarged sectional view taken on lines
fit with the barrel. It is noted that when the nib holder is
4-4 of FIG. 2 through the tip of the writing instrument;
inserted, the wings 59 press against the nib 26 to hold it
FIG. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary view of the tip of 60 in a firm position in the holder. When the nib holder is
the nib;
completely assembled, the rear terminal end 30 of the
FIG. 6 is a schematic illustration of a method for maknib presses into the front face of the ink reservoir to ining a nib in accordance with the present invention;
sure good transfer of ink from the filler to the writing
FIG. 7 is an enlarged sectional view taken through the
tip. The writing instrument is now ready for use, the
body of the nib along line 7-7 of FIG. 6; and
co air passageways providing the desired venting of the inFIG. 8 is an enlarged view of the nib per se.
side of the barrel.
Referring now to the drawing and particularly to FIG.
Considering now more specifically the details of con1, there is shown a writing instrument generally desigstruction of the nib 26, the nib is preferably made frOm a
nated by the numeral 10. The writing instrument 10 inresilient, flexible material which is impervious to various
cludes an elongated hollow barrel or casing 12 open at To types of writing fluids that may be used in the writing instrument.4A suitable material for the nib has been found
both axial ends and which forms an ink reservoir 14 and
to be an extruded thermoplastic resin, such as that sold
an elongated ink carrier or Alter 16 housed in the reset%
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1w the F. T..dit Pont de Nemours and Company under the
trade 11:11114:
It in." The nib is generally of circular
cross section as shown in FIG. 7 and has a star-shaped
arc hin g 60 disposed centrally thereof and running the
entire length of the nib to permit flow of ink therethrough
by capillary action. Further as illustrated, the writing tip
is conical and preferably tapers at an included angle of
about 30 ° . The rear terrn;nal end 30 of the nib is also
eons shaped having a rounded end portion. However, it
has (.een found that for optimum transfer of ink through
the nib by capillary action, the included angle of taper.
of the rear section is preferably smaller than the coneshaped writing tip. Further, the star-shaped opening 60
in the nib defines six circumferentially equispaced venting legs 62 in the writing tip and a similar number of
absorption legs 64 in the rear terminal end 30 of the
nib. Fach of these legs is of comparatively mall cross
section D. It has been found that for optimum flow of
the ink through the nib, the cross sectional dimension
D of the legs may be in the order of 0.005 inch to 0.0025
inch. The width of the legs in the nib will depend on the
type of ink used, the viscosity of the writing fluid and
other factors. The external diameter of thc nib may vary,
host ever, the length L of aligned legs of the nib should
be in the range of from 0.020 to 0.030 less than the external diameter of the nib. Further it has been found
that while six circumferentially equispaced legs provide
a good transfer of ink, four may be suitable and a number greater than six may also provide the desired ink flow.
There is illustrated in FIG. 6 a schematic arrangement
for producing nibs of the type described above. As illustrated therein, the nib material may be extruded through
a suitable die 70 to provide an elongated rod 72 having
the central star-shaped opening therein. As the rods are
extruded, a double-faced grinder 74 engages the rod at
a selected location to provide a nib of the desired length
and simultaneously form the rear section and writing tip
of the nib. It is, of course, to be understood that this
method is one means of making a nib, and that other
suitable means may be employed for making the nib having the characteristics of the nib described above.
It is further noted that even though the nib of the Ares' cnt invention is illustrated and described in conjunction
with a writing instrument having an ink carrier made of
felt, the nib may also be used in a writing instrument

where the ink is stored in a cartridge or the like.
While a particular embodiment of the present invention has been illustrated and described herein, it is not

intended to limit the invention and changes and modifica-

4
tions may be made therein within the scope of the follow.
ing
I claim:
1. In a writing instrument including an elongated bola low casing defining an ink reservoir, a filler for the ink
reservoir and a nib holder for mounting a nib at one end
of the casing, the nib holder being spaced from thc
a nib comprising an elongated member having a starshaped opening disposed centrally thereof and extending
10 the entire length thereof, a writing tip at one end of said
nib disposed exteriorly of the casing and a rear terminal
end opposite said one end of said nib adapted to engage
the filler to draw ink therefrom, said star-shaped opening
having a plurality of legs of a size to permit flow of ink
15 therethrough by capillary action. •
2. In a writing instrument as claimed in claim I
wherein the nib is made of a resilient, flexible material.
3. In a writing instrument as claimed in claim 2 wherein
said material is a thermoplastic resin.
4. In a writing instrument as claimed in claim I wherein
20
said writing tip is conical and preferably tapered at an included angle of approximately 30° and wherein the rear
terminal end of the nib is cone shaped and is tapered at
an included angle less than the angle of taper of the writ-

25 ing tip.
5. In a writing instrument as claimed in claim 1 wherein
the star-shaped opening in the nib defines six circumferentially equispaced venting legs in the writing tip tin-.1
a similar number of absorption legs. in the rear terminal
30 end thereof.
6. In a writing instrument as claimed in claim 5 wherein
each of said legs is of comparatively small cross section
of between approximately 0.005 inch to 0.0025 inch.
7. In a writing instrument as claimed in claim 5 wherein

36 the length of aligned legs of the nib, are approximately
0.020 to 0.030 less than. the external diameter of the nib.
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immune to attack by the constituents of the ink and having 'searing qualities greatly enhancing the wearing prop3,203,025
WRTTING INSTRUMENT
crties of the capillary core material. Only the opposite.
Clarence Schreur, Escondido, Calif., assignor to Pacific
ends of this core arc left uncovered, the inner ends being
Research Laboratory, Escondido, Calif., a partnership
5 in intimate contact with the ink supply and the outer ends
Filed Aug. 15, 1962. Ser. No. 217,212
being exposed just sufficiently to convey the ink into con21 Claims. (Cl. 15-563)
tart with the surface being written upon. 1 he end of the
shroud is rounded to form a continuation of the wearThis invention relates to writing instruments and more
rounded exposed outer end of the core.
particularly to an instrument of the type having a reser- 10
In normal usage the nib is held at an angle inclined
soir supply of ink in continuous communication with a
to the surface being written upon with the result that
stylus or writing nib comprising a very slender flexible
the lowermost edge of the nib shroud forms a glide
bundle of fibers or filaments for feeding ink to the exsurface firmly and accurately supporting the writing force
end by capillary action and as needed for leaving
prosed
applied to the instrument and effective in holding the
3 very narrow, thin mark upon the surface contacted, and 15 adjacent end portion of the capillary material in contact
which capillary feeding core is encapsulated except at its
with the surface to apply ink thereto.
cads by a tubular shroud.
Accordingly, it is a primary object of the present invenProposals have been made heretofore to provide handtion to provide an improved writing instrument featuring
held marking devices employing a thick-bodied relatively
a novel nib and capable of making a fine line imprint
stiff fibrous nib formed of felting, wicking or the like and 0 0 of predetermined width on a wide range of surfaces and
functioning to feed ink in a wide strip onto the surface irrespective of whether these surfaces are rough, porous,
being marked and employing the ink-feeding charactersmooth, glossy, etc.
istics of felting and wicking. Writing devices of this type
Another object of the invention is the provision of an
are used to advantage in many fields and serve admirably
inexpensive hand-held writing instrument having an donfor marking with large or wide symbols, as for example, 05 gated very small diameter nib featuring a capillary core
in the sign painting art and by merchants and artisans
encapsulated in a protective generally rigid shroud for
when marking rough surfaces as shipping cartons, bumthe core, adding support and rigidity thereto and assuming
ter, building materials, parcel post packages and the like.
a major portion of the wear-resisting characteristics of the
Such markers, commonly referred to as fountain brushes,
nib assembly.
arc quite unsuitable for fine work such as that desired 30
Another object of the invention is the provision of a
for normal writing and accounting purposes requiring
writing instrument having a small diameter tubukte nib
sharply defined, narrow, quick-drying lines produced by a
mounted within the lower end thereof and designed to
nib incapable of flooding as essential characteristics. Felt
bear against the writing surface and to cooperate with
nibs as heretofore proposed in marking devices have ina core filling in forming a multiplicity of capillary inksufficient rigidity and wearing characteristics for practical 35 feeding channels.
use as a writing instrument if an attempt is made to slim
Another object of the invention is the provision of a
the nib down to a slender small-diameter contour. The
nib for a writing instrument comprising a thin-walled
service life is totally unacceptable and the load-supporttubular housing charged throughout its length with capiling characteristics are so small as to require the user to
lary ink-feeding means effective to supply ink as needed
tense the muscles in an attempt to hold the nib lightly 40 to the surface-contacting end of the nib.
contacted with the paper or other writing surface thereby
Another object of the invention is to provide an inktiring the user after only a very short period of writing.
feeding nib comprising a seamless abrasion resistant IslasIf an attempt is made to sharpen a large cross-section nib
tic tube charged with fibrous material exposed at the
of felting to provide a fine writing point, somewhat greater
opposite ends of the tube and forming a multiplicity of
rigidity and supporting capacity is obtained but the sharp
capillary ink-feeding channels.
joint wears away after a brief period of use and then "
These and other more specific objects will appear upon
:s a pronounced tendency for the sharpened nib to flood
reading the following specification and claims and upon
as well as to produce a broad line unless the instrument
considering in connection therewith the attached drawing
n supported deftly with only the point proper in light
to which they relate.
kontect with the writing surface.
30
Referring now to the drawing in which a preferred
• With the foregoing shortcomings and disadvantages of
embodiment of the invention is illustratedrior proposals in mind, it is pointed out that it is a
FIGURE 1 is an elevational view partly in section of a
;rime purpose of the present invention to provide an
writing instrument incorporating the present invention;
•niproved writing instrument retaining certain advantages
FIGURE 2' is a fragmentary cross-sectional view on
Pf fibrous and felt-tipped fountain brush-type marking 35 an enlarged scale taken through the. nib-supporting pordesices while avoiding many of the limitations, defects
lion of the instrument;
-ad shortcomings of the fountain brush. Thus there is
FIGURE 3 is a fragmentary cross-sectional view on
;rovided by the present invention a simply constructed,
an enlarged scale taken along line 3-3 on FIGURE
nexpensive, lightweight hand-held writing instrument of
2; and
'i•-: fountain type featuring a generally rigid writing nib cw
FIGURE 4 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view
comprising au extremely small diameter bundle of closely
taken lengthwise of the writing instrument at the june-.impacted filaments, fibers or other equivalent means for
lion of the nib with the main body, as is indicated by the
Isrding ink by capillary action and featuring a thin-walled
line 4-4 on FIG URE2.
tubular shroud having numerous functions. Typically the
Referring more particularly to FIGURE 1, there is
-ciliary ink-feeding core of the nib may comprise a 6:., shown ono preferred embodiment of a writing instrurunt designated generally 10 embodying the features of
'1 uniplicity of fine fibers cooperating to provide a large
camber of very fine capillary passages between their adjathe present invention. This instrument includes a tau•ent side walls and having little or no load-supporting
bar main body II of any suitable material such as mold.:4pability by themselves, the latter important and essen- ed plastic. Main body II has a tapering lower end 12
"al requirement being performed by the encapsulating or 70 formed in its axial tip with a noncircular opening 13 supporting therein a nib 14. When not in use, nib 14 is pref%mounding shroud of thin-walled flexible
material. For
.
crabby guarded by a protective cap 15 having a friction
ttaniplc, this shroud may comprise a suitable plastic
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Ill with either end of the cylindrical main body of the
instrument.
, Body 11 is intended to be charged wills a suitable writing fluid desirably retained by absorbent material 17.
This material may consist of a wide variety of substances
well known to the art, such as porous fibrous material,
felting, a mass of inert granular garticks and others. If
desired, the upper end of body 11 may be provided with
a removable cap 19 permitting recharging of material
17 with a new charge of ink after the initial charge has
become exhausted.
Referring more particularly to FIGURES 2, 3, and
4, it will be understood that nib 14 constituting an important component of the prewnt invention includes a
generally rigid but slightly flexible open ended tube 20
enclosing a snugly compacted core of capillary ink-feeding material 21. The dimensions of the nib components
are shown in exaggerated and greatly amplified scale to
facilitate an understanding of the construction, a fact
which will be appreciated when it is noted that the exterior or outer diameter of tube 20 is preferably not substantially greater than 50 mils and its internal diameter
is about 35 mils. The thickness of the tube wall is,
therefore, seen to be about 7 mils. The thickness may
be varied depending upon the properties of the constituent
material.
Although metal such as brass or aluminum may be
employed for the nib, excellent results are obtained with
extruded plastic materials immune to attack by the ink
to be employed. Tetralluoroethylenc, known commercially under the trade mark Teflon, is particularly suitable because of its strength, toughness, unusually high resistance to abrasion and to attack by ink fluids, its longwearing characteristics and its exceedingly low coefficient
of friction.
Shroud 20 is charged with capillary ink-feeding material of any suitable character as, for example, a multiplicity of very fine fibers or filaments of either an absorbent or nonabsorbent character. More specifically it
is found that excellent results are achieved using a core
filling of untwisted 3700 denier, 200 filament nylon yarn,
this material being drawn through the tube until it is completely charged with these filaments. The upper or interior end of the nib enclosed by holder 11 desirably projects upwardly into the absorbent ink-retaining material
17, or it may be cut off substantially flush with the adjacent end of encapsulating tube 20. The lower ends
of the filaments project slightly beyond the outer or writing end of the nib and these are desirably rounded off
generally' in the manner indicated at 22 in FIGURE 2.
The adjacent rim edge of shroud 20 is similarly rounded
or chamfered to provide a smooth glide surface 23 merging with and forming a continuation of the rounded tip
end 22 of the capillary material. It will, therefore, be
recognized that surface 23 is a generally narrow frustoconical hand, a small area of which provides a glide surface or shoe which rides in contact with the surface being
written upon as the pen is held in the conventional, normal inclined position with respect to this surface. Likewise it will be recognized that the adjacent rounded end
22 of the filaments is in contact with the writing surface
and effective to feed ink to this surface in a very narrow
band determined by the very small portion of the rigid
glide surface 23 actually in contact with the writing surface. Furthermore, only a relatively small percentage of
this glide surface can be brought into contact wills the
writing surface at any time and it is this small surface
which determines the width of the line of ink left by the
passage of the nib over the surface.
Since the shroud, rather than the core material, takes
the applied writing force, the relatively flexible fibers ,consaluting core 21 arc not deflected and absorb little or
none of either the friction or writing applied forces. In
consequence the filament ends in contact with the surface
are not spread by the writing pressure but arc merely
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maintained in very light contact
di
this is true irrespective of the direction from the vertical
to which the pen is inclined when starting to write.
Shroud 20 is the main component resisting wear of A;
5 gib. If selected from a material having a small cue: .
cicnt of friction, as is desired, the shroud is found to
extremely long wearing and highly effective in protect.
ing and prolonging the service life of core filling. 21.
Another feature of the invention is best shown in
10 FIGURES 2 and 3 and has reference to the mounting vi
nib 14 in main body 11. Preferably mounting openin:.
13 is noncircular in cross-section, such as of the hey
axonal shape shown in FIGURE 3. The smaller diameter of this hexagonal opening is somewhat less then
15 the exterior diameter of shroud 20 with the result that the
shroud has a snug frictional fit within the opening yo
leaves a plurality of voids or very small openings 24 sen.
ing as air vents to admit air as the ink supply is consumed during use of the instrument. The air vents also
20 accommodate temperature and pressure changes withou:
permitting leakage of the ink supply. Should nib 14 be.
come damaged or unusable for any reason, it can be
easily withdrawn and replaced by an identical replacement nib.
25 The mode of operation of the described writing instrument will be quite apparent from the foregoing detailed
description of its components and their operative relationship to one another. As will be readily apparent, the tip
of nib 14 may be applied to the surface to be written .
30 upon with any portion of glide surface 23 in contact with
the writing surface and serving as a glide shoe. Varying
writing pressures are absorbed substantially entirely by
shroud 20 with but slight or imperceptible flexure of the
nib body. Small scale repeated flexure of the nib transversely of its length does occur in normal writing but in
an amount so small as to be well within the elastic limit
of the nib assembly. Irrespective of this repeated flexure,
the nib will instantly return to its original straight condition as the pressure is relieved and this is true even though
40 extreme deflection of the nib occurs through accident or
other cause.
Desirably absorbent material 17 is charged with an ink
formulation which feeds readily by capillary action and
which dries rapidly even on nonporous substrates such as
45 glass, metal, plastics and the like nonporous surfaces, and
which resists removal by a wide range of solvents. A
suitable ink meeting these requirements consists of 10%
ester gum, 5% oil soluble dye, and 85% toluene. Numerous other ink compositions having generally similar
5o characteristics to those just mentioned and known to the
art may also be used.
While the particular writing instrument herein shown
and disclosed in detail is fully capable of attaining the
objects and providing the advantages hereinbefore stated.
55 it is to be understood that it is merely illustrative of the
presently preferred embodiments of the invention and that
no limitations are intended to the details of construction
or design herein shown other than as defined in the appended claims.
60
I claim:
1. A writing instrument having a main body provided
with a chamber charged with ink-storing means therewithin, an elongated flexible tubular writing nib having an
end projecting outwardly from said main body with the
63 interior end thereof in communication with said ink-storing means, said nib comprising a multiplicity of filaments
cooperating to provide a capillary ink-feeding system between said ink-storing means and a writing surface when
70 in contact with-the outer end of said nib, and a relatively
rigid impervious encapsulating shroud snugly enclosing
said capillary system substantially throughout the length
thereof exteriorly of said main body with its outer end
adapted to contact the surface being written upon and
75 functioning to lend writing rigidity to the outer end of
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slid filaments and preventing evaporation and drying of
ink from the sides of said nib.
2. A writing instrument as defined in claim 1 characterized in that the vicar resisting characteristics of said
.hroud arc at least greater than those of said filaments
whereby the outer end of said shroud wears away automatically and as an incident to the use of the pen to produce writing thereby exposing new increments of said
filaments and supplementing the wear resisting charac!ei istics of said filaments in prolonging the service life of
said nib.
3. A writing instrument having an elongated tubular
main body charged with ink-storing means therewithin,
a long slender flexible tubular writing nib supported in
and projecting from one end of said main body with its
inner end arranged to be supplied with ink from said inkstoring means, said nib being characterized by a core of
lire elements arranged parallel to one another in closely
compacted form effective to feed ink by capillary action
from said ink-storing means past the exposed outer end
of said elements onto a surface in contact with the exposed outer end of said nib as the nib is moved across
said surface, and semi-rigid but flexible open-ended tubular shroud means enclosing substantially the full length
of said fine elements exteriorly of said instrument body
and constituting the means for holding said fine elements
snugly and. closely compacted therewithin and for lending
flexible writing stability to said fine elements.
4. A writing instrument as defined in claim 3 characterized in that said main body is provided with fine bare
air vent means through the wall of said main body exteriorly of said nib shroud and closely adjacent the connection of the latter to said instrument body.
5. A writing instrument as defined in claim 3 characterized in that said shroud is formed of thin-walled nonmetallic material having sufficient flexibility to withstand
repeated slight flexure without taking a set or fracturing.
6. A writing instrument as defined in claim 5 characterized in that said shroud has greater wear-resisting characteristics than said fine ink-feeding elements whereby
the latter serve primarily to feed ink to the tip of the
shroud in contact with the surface being written upon.
7. A writing instrument as defined in claim 3 characterized in that said shroud comprises a tube of flexible
plastic material immune to attack by the ink writing fluid
charged within said ink-storing means.
8. A writing instrument as defined in claim 3 characterized in that the exposed outer end of said nib is not
substantially thicker than 125 mils.
9. A writing instrument as defined in claim 3 characterized in that said capillary ink-feeding elements comprise a small bundle of fine filaments arranged parallel
to one another axially of said shroud with the interior ends
thereof in intimate contact with said ink-storing means,
10. A writing instrument as defined in claim 3 characterized in that said ink-feeding elements enclosed by said
'hroud mutually cooperate to form a multiplicity of capillary passages effective to advance ink axially of said nib
to spread a narrow line of ink onto a surface as the outer
end of said nib is passed over a surface and irrespective
of the position of said surface with respect to the end
a the nib.
II. A writing instrument comprising a hollow tubular
housing charged with capillary ink-storing means, a writlog nib projecting from one end of said tubular housing,
', Id nib comprising a thin-walled tube compactly and
•migly enclosing capillary ink-feeding material comprising
compact flexible bundle of filaments which bundle is
M contact at its inner end with said ink-storing means,
lhe outer end of said bundle of ink-feeding material being

6
semi-spherical in contour and terminating beyond but substantially at the outer end of said tube and being effective
to feed ink onto a surface as the semi-spherical nib tip
is moved along the surface.
12. A writing instrument as defined in claim 11 in that
5
said nib is adjustable lengthwise of the end of said housing whereby a desired length of said nib can be exposed
to vary the degree of flexibility of the nib to suit individual users.
13. A writing instrument as defined in claim 12 charac10
terited in that said nib has a firm frictional lit in an opening through one end of said instrument housing and being
forcibly adjustable axially of said opening, said frictional
fit being effective to hold the nib firmly supported and
15 against axial movement under normally applied writing
pressure but being movable to a different position under
deliberately applied pressure.
14. A writing instrument as defined in claim 13 characterized in the provision of minute atmospheric air vent
20 means between the interior and exterior of said housing in
an area in close proximity to said nib.
15. A nib adapted to be mounted in a holder for a
supply of writing fluid, said nib comprising an elongated
thin-walled slightly flexible tube open at its opposite ends,
23 said tube having one end thereof rounded to provide a
smooth glide surface when said nib is placed in contact
with a surface to be written upon at a conventional writing angle for a hand-held writing instrument, said tubing
being formed of semi-rigid wear-resisting material and
30 being charged with a snugly-fitting flexible core comprising a multiplicity of filaments extending the length of
said tube, the outer exposed ends of said filaments being
contoured to provide an outwardly protruding semispherical surface merging smoothly with the similarly
35 rounded glide surface on the outer end of said flexible
tube and which core of filaments is effective to feed ink
to a writing surface in contact therewith and with said
• glide surface.
16. A nib as defined in claim 14 characterized in that
40 said thin-walled tube is formed of resilient nonmetallic
material and capable of flexing repeatedly without assum- •
ing permanent deformation in response to changing load
forces normally applied to nibs when in use.
17. A nib as defined in claim 14 characterized in that
43 said thin-walled tube is seamless plastic material.
. 18. A nib as defined in claim 15 characterized in that
said nib has an external diameter not in excess of 50 mils.
19. A nib as defined in claim 18 characterized in that
the same has an internal diameter of approximately 35
50 mils.
20. A nib as defined in claim 19 characterized in that
said tube is formed of flexible plastic material such as
tetrafluoroethylene having a very low coefficient of fric-

tion.
55

60
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21. A nib as defined in claim 19 characterized in that
said core comprises untwisted nylon yarn.
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Schreibspitze
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-

Es ist eine Fiillfeder mit eine , Schreibspitze
vorgeschlagen worden, die aus • :. tall oder auch
aus Kunststoff hergestellt und mit einem zentralen Kanal an dem der Schreibspitze abges wendeten Ende versehen 1st, der mit dem Tintenbehalter fiber ein Riihrchen in Verbindung
steht. Der Kanal reicht nur ein kurzes Stuck in
die Schreibspitze, wahrend von ihrer Spitze sich
kreuzende, fiber ihre gesamte Kugelflache rei10 chende Einschnitte vorgesehen sind, die daher
auch noch in den Kanal reichen. Die Schreibspitze muB daher, insbesondere wenn sie aus
elastischem Werkstoff, wie z. B. Kunststoff,
besteht, um ein unbeabsichtigtes Austreten der
is Schrcibfliissigkeit und Klecksen zu verhilten,
von einem besonderen Fiihrungsstiick umfaBt
sein, das nur ein kurzes Stuck der Schreibspitze
freiliBt. Die Fiillfeder wird auf diese Weise im
Aufbau ziemlich umstandlich.
20 Die Erfindung betrifft eine Schreibspitze aus
Kunststoff mit einem fur den Zutritt der Tinte
(Schreibpaste) dienenden zentralen Kanal, in
den von der Spitze ausgehende, sich kreuzende
Einschnitte miinden und bezweckt eine Verein25 f a chung der Bauart der bekannten Schreibspitzen, urn sic gcg,ebenenfalls sofort in ein die
Schreibfliissigkeit (Paste) enthaltendes Rohr
cinstecken zu kOnnen, wie dies bei Kugelschreiberparronen mit Schreibspitzen bekannt ist. Im
70 wesenclichen besteht die Erfindung darin, daB
der Kanal mit einer Verjiingung bis nahe an
die Spitze heranreicht und die von der Spitze
ausgehenden Einschnitte innerhalb der Begrenzungsflache der Schreibspitze liegen und eine
ss Breite von etwa der halben Wcite des Kanals
aufweisen.
In der Zeichnung 1st eine Schreibspitze gemaB
der Erfindung in einer beisDielstveisen Ausfiihrungsform in groBerem MaBstab dargestellt.
7 ° Fig. 1 zeigt einen Lingsschnitt dutch die
Schreibspitze und Fig. 2 eine.Sth'-nansicht hiezu.
Die Schreibspitze besteht aus :einem zylindrischen Schaft 1, der mit einer nach auBen vor-

Beginn der Patentdauer: 15. April 1958.

spingendcn Ringstufe 2 in die eigentliche Kesel- ' •
form aufweisende Spitze 3 iibergeht. Von der 45
Stirnfliche des Schaftes I geht ein zentraler im
Querschriitt kreisfOrmiger Kanal 4 aus, dessen
Durchmesscr ungefahr ein Drittel des Autlendurchmessers des Schaftes / ist und der mit
einer kegelformigen Verjungung 5 versehen ist, 00
die bis nahe an die etwas abgerundete Kegelspitze heranreicht, von welcher Einschnitte 6
mit einer Breite B ausgehen, die ungefahr dem
halben Durchmesser W des Kanals 4 entspricht.
Im Ausfiihrungsbeispiel sind drei sich kreu- ss
zende Einschnitte 6 vorgesehen, doch kiinnen
auch bloB zwei sich im rechten Winkel kreuzende Einschnitte angeordnet sein. Die Einschnitte 6 reichen in die kegelformige Verjiingung 5, liegen abet innerhalb der Begrenzungs- se
flache der Schreibspitze, die unter Umstanden
auch von der Kegelform abweichen kann.
Durch die erfindungsgemifle Ausbildung der
Schreibspitze behalt diese auch bei Benutzung
elastischerer Kunststoffe ohne Verwendung zu- 117
satzlicher Umfassungsfutter ihre Form bei, wobei bei der Verformung der Schreibspitze dutch
den beim Schreiben auftretenden Druck dutch
die sich teilweisc Offnenden Einschnitte 6 geniigend Schreibfliissigkeit (Paste) austreten 7°
kann, ohnc jedoch zum Klccksen AnlaB zu
geben, wihrend ein Austreten der Schreibfliissigkeit im Ruhezustand der Schreibspitze mit
Sicherheit vermieden ist.
Unter Umstanden ki3nnen anstelle eines ein- 77
zigen Kanals auch mehrere Kanale vorgesehen
sein, die in die Einschnitte 6 miinden.
PATENTANSPRUCH:
Schreibspitze aus Kunststoff mit einem fiir
den Zutritt der Tinte (Schreibpaste) dienenden 177
zentralen Kanal, in den von der Spitze ausgehende, sich kreuzende Einschnitte miinden,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dalI der Kanal (4) mit
einer Verjiingung (5) bis nahe an die Spitze
heranreicht und die von der Spine ausgehen-
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den Einschnitte (6) innerhalb der Begrenzungsfliche der Schreibspitze licgen and einer Breite

2
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—

(B) von etwa der halben Weite (W) des Kanals

-(4)

aufweisen.

(Hiezu 1 Blatt Zeichnungen)
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FIG: 2

TRANSLATION of Austrian Patent No. 200,473 of Kornfeld.

Austrian Patent Office
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PATENT NO. 200,473
Published 10 November 1958
The engineer Anton Kornfeld, of Vienna.
WRITING TIP
Applied for 10 November 1956.
Patent life begins 15 April 1958.
There has been proposed a fountain pen having a writing tip made of
metal or even of synthetic material, and provided with a central channel
at the end turned'away from the writing tip, this channel being in communication
through a small tube with the ink reservoir of the pen. The channel extends
for only a short distance into the writing tip, while slits are provided
that cross one another and extend over the entire ball surface, thereby
extending also into the channel. For this reason the writing point, particuly
when it is rade of an elastic material, such for example as a synthetic
substance, must in order to prevent accidental emergence of the writing,
fluid and to avoid making blotches, be surrounded by a special guide-piece,
which exposes only a short piece of the writing tip. Thus the fountain pen
is of rather complicated construction.
The invention concerns a writing tip of synthetic material, with a.
central channel serving for the access of the ink (writing paste), into
which open slots that run from the tip and that cross one another, and the
invention has the purpose of simplifying the form of construction of the
known writing tips, for the purpose of if need be .making it possible to
insert into it a tube which contains the writing fluid (paste), as is known
for the cartridges for ball-point pens having writing tips. The invention
consists essentially in that the channel extends'with a reduction almost to
the tip, and the slots that run from the tip are situated within the
delimiting surface of the writing tip, and have a breadth of approximately
half the width of the channel.

APPENDIX B-11
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Kornfeld Austrian 200,473

The drawing shows to an onlarged scale a special form.of construction of
a writing tip according to the invention, and given by way of example. Fig. 1
Shows a longitudinal section through the writing tip, and Fig, 2 shows a
side view of it.
_ The writing tip consists of a cylindrical shaft 1, that by an outwardly
projecting annular step 2 merges into the actual tip 3 of conical form.
From the:end face of the shaft 1 there runs a central channel 4 of circular
section, its diameter being approximately one third of the outer diameter of
the shaft 1, and it is provided with a conical taper-down 5 that extends .
6, almosthewaround-fcialtp,romwhicunslt
of a breadth B of about half the diameter W of the channel 4.

In the example

of construction there are provided three slots 6 that cross one another;
however it is also possible to provide only two slots that cross one another
at right angles. The slots , 6 extend into the conical reduction 5, but they
however lie within the delimiting surface of the writing tip, which may if
desired also deviate from the conical form.
By means of the form of construction of the invention for the writing
tip, that tip, even when using elastic synthetic material without any
supplekentary surrounding casing, retains its form, whereby the deformtion
of the writing tip through the pressure occurring while writing enables,
through the partial opening of the slots 6, sufficient writing fluid to
emerge (paste), without however causing blotches, while an emergence of the
writing fluid while the writing tip is not in use is reliably preVented.
Under certain circumstances there may be provided, instead of a single
channel, a plurality of channels that run into the slots 6;
PATENT CLAIM

A writing tip of synthetic nterial, with a central channel for the
access of the writing fluid (writing paste), into which open slots that run
from the tip and that cross one another, characterized in that the channel (4)
extends with a reduction (5) almost to the tip, and the slots (6) that run
from the tip are situated within the delimiting surface of the writing tip,
and have a breadth (B) of approximately half the width (w) of the channel (4).
Translated by W.G,Weeltley, West Nyack N.Y. 10994.
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PATENTSCHRIFT NR. 202897
Ausgegeben a-n 10. April 1959

ING. ANTON KORNFELD IN WIEN
Schreibk3rper
Angeinelclet am 15. Janner 1958 (A 307/58). - Beginn der Pa;entdauer: 15. September 1958.

ES sind Fiillfederhalter . bekannt, die einen aus Metall oder auch Pus Kunststoff bestehenden Schreibkbrper aufweisen, der im wesentlichen kegelfOrmig ausgebildet ist and mit einem zentralen kurzen Kanal versehen ist, wahrend von seiner Spitze sich kreuzende bis in den Kanal reichende Einsehnitte vorgesehen sind. Die Schreibspitze mull daher, insbcsondere wenn sie aus elastischemWeikstoff, wie z. B.
Kunststoff besteht, urn ein Lnbeabsichtigtes Austreten der Schreibfliissigkeit und ein Klecksen zu verhilten, von einem besonderen Fiihrungsstiick umfallt sein, das nur ein kurzes Snick der Schreibspitze freilal3t.
Die Fiillfeder wird auf diese Weise im Aufbau ziemlich umstandlich.
Bei einem andem Gerat zum Auftiagen von Tinte oder Farben auf eine Schreib- oder Zeichenflache
ist in einem kegelformigen, nachgiebigen Endsttick aus Gummi od. dgl. ein zentrisch angeordneter Ka 10 nal angeordnet, den ein dochtformiger KOrper bis zur Spitze aushillt, welcher mit seinem andern Ende
in den die Schreib- oder ZeichenflUssigkeit enthaltenden Raum des Gerates rags.
Feiner ist ein Siltreibgerat bekannt geworden, in desscn Tintenbehalter ein . aus eng aneinanderliegenden Stabcheri harten Materials zusammengesetzter Korper, der selbst wieder Stabchenform aufweist,
rat, wobei abet zwischen den Stiibchen feine Langskanale fur den Durchtritt der Tinte vorgesehen sind.
15 An Smile der Langskanale konnen die Stabchen ringsektorfOrmigen Querschnitt aufweisen und derart in
der Mine einen Langskanal bilden. Die Stabchen sind etwa in der Mitte ihrer Lange und an der Miindung
des Tintenbehalrers je dutch einen Ring zusammengehalten, so daB die Stabchen an ether seitlichen Bewegung zueinander gehindert skid. Solche Schreibgerate sind jedoch nur flit fliissige und nicht filr pastenformige Tinton (Schreibpasten) geeignet. Es ist auch schon vorgeschlagen worden, derartige Stabchen
20 mit Durchfluflkanalen fur die Time in einer elastischen Fassung zu halten, doch haben sich derartige
Schreibgzra'te nicht bewatirt, da sic zum Klecksen neigten.
•
Die Erfindung betrifft einen Schreibkorper ails elastischein Material, lnsbesondere aus Kunststoff,
der eine elastische Fassung fur e inert die Form tines Stabchens aufweisenden und seibst aus eng aneinan- .
derlignStabchzusrmegtnKopbilduesthmwnlicdar,3eus
25 den Stabchen hatter! Materials gebildete KOrper aus mehrcren, sich zu einem vollen Querschnitt zusammensetzenden, vorzugsweise sektorformigen, eng aneinandcrliegenden, gegebenenfalls zusatzlich gegen
Verschiebung gesicherten Stabchen besteht, die mit ihren der Schreibspitze abgewendeten Enden frei in
den zentralen Kanal des mit Beni die Time (Schrcihpastc) enthaltenden Tintenbehalter verbindbaren
zylindriscl:enFortsatzes des SchreibkOrpers hineinragt. Durch die erfindungsgernafle Bauart wird eine (Yee,
20 genuher den Kugelschreiberspitzen wesentlich vereinfachte und billigere Bauart erzielt.
In der Zeichnung ist der Erfindungsgegenstand in zwei beispielsweisen Ansfilftrungsfonnen in wesentlicit grollerem Mastab clargestellt. Fig..1 zeigt einen Langsschnitt dutch den Schreibkorper, Fig.2 einen
Schmitt nach der Lillie II-II der Fig.1 und Fig .3 eine etwas abgeanderte Ausfilliningsform im Schmitt.
Der Schreibkorper ist von einem kegclforrnigen Teil 1 und einem zylindrischen, darab anschlieBen35 den Fortsatz 2 gebildet, zwischen welcher] eine Ringstufe 3 vorgesehen ist. Von der freien Stimflache des
Schaftes 2 ftihrt ein zentraler, irn Querschnitt kreisfOrmiger Kanal 4 in.das Innere des Korpers, welcher
Kauai Ober eine Kegclftiiche 5 in eine, in der Spitz,: des kegelformigen TeLles 1 ausmundende zylindrische Ausnehmung 6 geringereti Querschn tarn Ubetgeht. Der Schreibkorper besteht aus einem elastischen
Material, insbesondere ans Kunststoff. In die Verjungung l kaun tinter Pressung bci geringer Aufweitung
CO ;le; Schreibkorpers 1 an seiner Spitze ein die Form einer Bleistiftnrine aufweiscnder KOrper eingeserzt
warden, der aus inehreren im Querschnitt sektorfOrmigen, sich zu einem Kreisquerschnitt erganzenclen,
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N r 20 28 1.17
die Schreibspitze 8 bildenden, aus hartem Werkstoff, insbesondere Metall, bestehenden Stabchen zusammengesetzt ist. Die Stabchen sind in der Veritingung 6 gegen axialc Verschiebung dutch Re bun,: gehindert. Sie konnen irn Ziehverfahren hergestelit werden und liegen mit ihren Radialflachen dicln aneinander. so daB die Tinte (Schreibpaste), die von der auf den Fortsatz 2 aufgeschobenen oder in dcn Ka5 nal 4 desselben eingeschobenen Tintenbehalter (Patrone) vt den zentralen Kanal 4 gelargt, erst au: ireten
kann, wenn die gerundete Spitze 8 ober die Schreibflache gleitet, weil darn die Stabchen du:el, de!.
beim Schreiben auftretenden Druck sich an ihren Bertihrungsflachen gegenseitig etwas voneinander nbhcben und der Tinte den Austria zur Schreibspitze 8 ermoglichen, ein Klecksen jedoch ausschlieBen. Obvohl Versuche ergeben haben, daB dutch den eine elastische Fassung fur die Stahel:en 7 bildenden ke:;e110 formigen Teil 1 des SchreibkOrpers ein gegenseitiges Verschieben der Stabchen '7 in der zylindrisc.hc;
Ausnehmung 6 verhindert ist, kannen die Stabchen 7 dutch besondere seitliche Ansatze 9, die sichgege:
eine vordere Ringflache des Teiles 1 anlegen, gesichert rein (Fig.3). Gegebenenfalls IcOnnen die Stabchen auch innerhalb ihrer Fassung Ansatze aufweisen und die Schreibspitze mit den Stabchen im Spritzverfahren verbunden sein. Die Stabchen kOnnen abet auch aus im Querschnitt gleichschenkeligen Drei15 ecken bestehen, die sich zu einem gleichseitizen Vieleck erganzen, oder unter Umstanden aus vier, in
Querschnitt quadratischen Stabchen bestehen, die sich zu einem grdBeren Quadrat erganzen, wobei dit
Ecken der Stabcheri, die an den Kanten der gebildeten Mine zu liegen kommen, abgerundet sein ktinnen
Die Lange der zylindrischen Verrilngung 6 des zentralen Kanales 4 und die Elastizitat des verwendeter
Kunststoffes regeln die Menge der auftretenden Tinte (Paste) und daunt die Strichstarke der Schreib20 spitze.
PATENTANSPRUCH:
• Schreibkorper aus elastischem Material, insbesondere aus Kunststoff, der eine elastische Fassung
einen die Form eines Stabchens aufweisenden und selbst aus eng aneinanderliegenden Stabchen zusammengesetzten Korper bildet, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daa der aus den Stabchen (7) harten Materials ge•
bildete Korper aus mehreren sich zu einem voilen Querschnitt zusammensetzenden, vorzugsweie sektor.
25 formigen, eng aneinanderliegenden, gegebenenfalls gegen Verscliiebung zusatzlich gesicherten Stab•
chen (7) besteht, die mit ihren der Schreibspitze (8) abgewendeten Enden frei in den zentralen Kanal (4:
des mit dem die Tinte(Schreibpaste)enthaltEnden Tintenbehalter verbindbaren zylindrischen Ansatzes (2
hineinragen.

(Hiezu 1 Blatt Zeichnungen)

Druck: Bundcsamt fur Eich- u.

(Landesaufnahme) in Wien
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AUSTRIAN PATENT 202,897
WRITING ELEMENT
April 10, 1959

One is familiar with fountain pens which show a writing
element made of metal or plastic, which is essentially conically
developed and is equipped with a central short conduit, while
incisions leading from the point and crossing each other,
reach into the conduit. The writing point, especially when
it is made of elastic material like plastic, has to be covered
with a slide piece in order to avoid accidental spilling of the
writing fluid, leaving only a small portion of the writing point free.
Thus, the fountain pen is rather clumsy in its construction.
A different model for accessing ink or color onto a
writing or drawing surface is equipped with a conical, yielding
end piece made of rubber or the like and arranged to a central conduit
which is filled with a cored element up to the point. The other end of
the cored element reaches into that part which contains the writing
or drawing fluid.
Further, a writing element has become known into whose
ink container reaches a part consisting of little ro ds made of hard
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material, which part again appears in a shape of a little rod.
The little rods contain small longitudinal conduits to allow for the
flow of ink. Instead of longitudinal conduits the rods may consist
of circular cross sections and thus form a longitudinal conduit
in the middle. At the middle of their length and at the opening
of the ink container the rods are each fastened together by a
ring, so that the rods are prevented from a sidewise movement
toward each other. Such writing equipment, however, is only
applicable for liquid and not paste-like ink (writing paste). It
has been suggested to eqUip the rods with flow-through channels for
ink with an elastic mounting; however, such writing equipment does
not prove practical since accidental spilling of the ink could not
be avoided.
This invention discics es a writing point made of elastic
material, particularly of plastic, which shows an elastic mounting
for the part resembling a rod and which is also comprised of closely
connected rods. Essentially, this element, consisting of hard metal
rods and forming a full cross section, preferably sectorwise, closely
aligned and possibly adjusted to rods acting against shifting, reaches
with its writing point upward turned ends freely into the central conduit.
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The ink container can be connected to the conduit and reaches
into the cyldinrcial advance (extension) of the writing element.
,

According to this invention, an essentially less complex structure
than the ball point pen is achieved.
The drawing shows the iry ented element in two examples
in considerably larger scale. Figure 1 shows a cross section of the
writing equipment; Figure 2 shows a section according to lines
II-II of Figures 1 and 3 a slightly different structure.
The writing element is formed by a conical part 1 and
a cylindrical extrusion thereto connected, inbetween which is provided a circular step 3. From the free front surface of shaft 2
leads a central, in cross section, circular conduit 4 into the
interior of the body, which conduit reaches over a conical surface 5
into the point of conical part 1, extending to the smaller - cross section
conical extension 6. The writing element consists of an elastic
material, particularly of plastic.. At the narrowing 6 may be
inserted a lead mine when the point of writing element slightly spreads
under pressure, which lead mine consists of numerous, in cross
section sectorlike, eventually making up cross section of writing point
8, consisting of the hard material, especially metal, rods 7. The
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rods are prevented from axial dislocation through friction at
narrowing 6. They may be manufactured in a pull-method
and are closely attached with their radial surface, so that the
ink (writing paste) which is either advanced in extension 2 or in
the conduit 4, only can access as the rounded writing point
8 glides over the writing sur face. A s pressure through
writing is applied, the rods slightly spread from their touching
point, thus allowing the ink to flow to writing point 8, yet
avoding accidental spilling.
Even though tests have shown that though the elastic mounting
for the rods 7 form the cOncial part 1 of the writing element and avoid
dislocation of rods 7 in the cylindrical extension 6, the rods 7
can be secured in that especially sidewise extensions 9 adjust
to the front ring surface of part 1 (Figure 3). It is also possible
to equip the rods with extensions within their mounting and
connect the writing point with the rods in a squirting method. The
rods can also consist in the cross section of an evensided triangle,
eventually forming a larger square where the corners of the rods
which come to rest at the corners of the lead mine, can be rounded
off. The length of the narrowing 6 of the central conduit 4 and the
elasticity of the used material regulate the amount of accessing ink
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(paste) and also the strength of the stroke of the writing point.
CLAIM
Writing element made of elastic material, especially of
plastic, which shows an elastic mounting appearing in the form
of a rod and whose element consists of closely connected rods,
characterized in that the element made of rods of hard material
(7) and which element consists of numerous rods (7) which form
closely connected to a full cross section, preferably sectorlike,
which reach with their writing point 5 upwardly turned ends
free into the central channel (4) into the ink container
containing ink (writing paste) connectable to the cylindrical
extension (2).
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Alexander Simon in Halberstadt.
Schreibgerat mit auswechselbaren Schreibspitzen.
Patentiert i

eutschen Reiche vorn 29. fdarz 1923 ab.

-Schreibgerate mit auswechselbaren Schreib.- spitzen sind scion in verschiedenen Ausfilhrungen bekannt geworden. Es ist auch bekannt geworden,. eine Schreibfeder aus einem
5 Drahtbundel zu benutzen, das aus unelastischen
Drahten besteht. Den Gegenstand der Erfindung bildet die weitere Atisgestaltung dieser
bekannten Vorschlage, und zwar bestcht das
neue Schreibgerat aus einem Bandel oder Pinsel
to aus steifen feinen Stahlborsten. Ini Gegensatz
zu den bekannten Schrcibgeraten wird dieses
Borste.nbundel am Ende rechtwinklig zur Achse
_:des Btinclels abgeschliffen und dadurch eine
Schreibkante gebildet, die sich rings urn das
Schreibbundel herumzieht, so daB das Bandel
auf beliebiger Stelle auf die zu beschreibende
Unterlage aufgesetzt werden kann. Da bei
den bekannten Schreibgeraten keine Schreibkantcn gebildet sind, sondern nur Schreib20 spitzen, so entsprechen diese Ersatzfedern
in der \Virkung nicht derjenigen der ublichen
Stahlfedern, wahrend bei dem neuen Schreib- • gerdt die Wirkung der Stahlfedern volt. .wertig ersetzt wird, indem beim Schreiben von
25 Haarstrichen nur die Schreibkante zur Be• nutzung gelangt, beim Schreiben von Grundstrichen dagegen die voile Borstenbreite, vermehrt urn die Elastizitat der Borsten. •
Auf der Zeichnung ist das Schreibgerat in
30 mehreren All3 f Li hr ungs be ispi el e n veranschau 7
licht,undzwareg:
Abb. r eine AuBenansicht dcsselben,
Al,b. 2 einen Ltingsschnitt durch das Kopfend , : des Schreibgeriites,
35
Abb. 3, 4, 5 'tort 6 weitere Ausfuhrungsforrn sli di r
in stark vergreBertern
MaB
Abb. 7 laid Y di , : !Age der verschicdenen
l'inv-koden dint
zuni Schreiben (largo stc:Iirm.
Tai,: l:iinrlra (.1r!r
aus mehr
odLr
1:1 - rkliti.ten Stahl-

draht (Stahlborsten) oder anderen gceigneten
ebenso zugerichteten Stoffen. Am Ende oder in
der Mate sind die Biindel durch Lotung, Schwei - 45
Bung oder mechanisch zusammengefaf3t. und
zwar in solcher Lage zueinander, daB' die
Achsen der Borsten parallel, der Ouerschnitt
des Pinsels synimetrisch zu einem kreise oder
Oval ausgebildet ist, wie die Querschnit tfiguren 5o
zu den Abb. 3, 4, 5 und 6 andeuten. Die Anzahl der Drahtenden, aus decen daS Schreibbiindel besteht, ist mindestens drei bis sieben
oder mehr.
Das Btinclel a -wird mit dem zusammenge- 55
fatten Ende in einen Halter b gesteckt, der am
oberen Ende zweckmaBig aufgeschlitzt ist, urn
das Schreibbfindel leicht in den Halter einfiihren und auswechseln zu konnen. Die gcschlitzten Enden des Halters konnen durch 6o
eine Hulse c zusammengehalten werden, die
zweckmaBig innen etwas konisch ausgebildet
und hinter mit einem Bund d versehen ist,
urn die Hulse leicht vom Halter abstreifen zu
kiinnen. Es kann jedoch an Stelle dieser Fest- 65
stell•orrichtung fiir das SchreibbUndel jede
andere geeignete-Vorrichtung benutzt werden.
Durch die Festklcmmung des Borstenbfindels
im Halterkopf wird es ermoglicht, das Bundel
mehr oder weniger Lang aus seiner. Fassung 70
herausragen zu lassen und in der gewiinschten
Stellung lestzuklemmen.
Der zweitc Teil des Schreibgerates besteht
beispielsweise aus einer Hulse c aus Metall
oder einem anderen gecigneten Steffe, die an 75
dem einen Ende so weit ist, daB sie auf den
Halter b bzw. die Klemmhillse c aufgeschoben
werden kann. Die Hiilse e dient zuglcich zur
Aufnalime des Pinsels It, welcher durch eine
an dem spitzen Ende der konischen Hulse 8o
vorgeidielle
Ofinung hindurcligefalirt 1st,
die gestattet, daB das Erich: des Pinsels mit
lcichter Rcibung durch die offruing
wvrdcti katin.

Die Mist. 1.)eitzt in
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der Mille der konisclien Spitze in bekatin ter
Weise eine oder mehrere Offnungen f. Der
Gebrauch der Schreibvorrichtung ist derart,
daB, der Stahlpinsel a in seinern Halter be5 festigt wird...worauf die konische Hulse c mit
der weiten Offnung so fiber den Stiel b bzw.
die Klemmlitilse c gezogen wird, daB der Phiscl
durch das Loch an der konischen Spitze mehr
oder weniger hemusragt. Hiernach kann das
io Schreibgerat wie eine gewohnliche Feder benutzt werden, indem sic. in die Tinte eingetaudit wird, urn damit zu schreiben. Die
Tinte tritt durch die Offnungen f in die Heise e
ein und flieSt durch die kapillarischen Zwi• 15 schendiume beim Schreiben zwischen den Bor. sten an der Spitze des Pinsels wieder heraus.
Die Spitze des Pinsels kann verschiedcn gestaltet sein. Entweder ist sie rechtwinklig
zur Achse der Borsten geschliffen (Abb. 5 and 7)
20 oder die Borsten sind auBerdem noch mehr
oder weniger an der AuBenseite zugeschliffen
(Abb. '3, 4, 6, 8). Die Haarstriche entstehen
beim Schregaufwartsschreiben durch die rechtwinklige (Abb. 7) bzw. zugespitzte (Abb. 8)
25 Schreibkante des Pinsels, und zwar an beliebigen Steffen der Schreibkante. Ebenso entstehen die Grundstriche beim Schriigabwertsziehen des Pinsels durch die Breite desselbcn,
vcrmehrt urn die Elastizitat der Stahlborsten.
30 .Wens der Pinsel nur wenig aus dcr Hillse e hervorragt, so schreibt er hart, wenn er weiter
vorsteht, entsprechend welcher. Durch Brechen
der Schreibkante 'at sich auch die Schreibeigenschaft der Kugelspitzfedern erreichen.
35 In der beschriebenen Form bildet das Schreibgerat bereits einen Halbitillfederhalter. In dcr
konischen Spitze wird je nach der hielieren
oder tieferen Lage der Locher f bereits eine
soiche Menge Tinte gcschopft, daB ein Ein40 tauchen in das TintenfaB nur selteer notig ist.
Die konische Spitze verhindert ein unzulassiges
Anhaften der Tinte an der AuBenseite der
besonders wenn sie poliert und fiir
Tinte nicht angreifbar ist. Das unbeabsich45 tigte AusflieBen der Sclireibflessigkeit aus dem
ist ehenfalls nicht zu beftirchten, denn
die • nach unten fehrenden Offnungen sind
derart fein, daB zur Cbcrwindung der Fliissigkeitsadhasion Druckkrafte notig sind, die int
so Gebrauch nicht auftreter• Bei richtiger Bemessung eles Durehlasses des Schreibpinscls
durch die lielse ist ein Abtropfen der Tinte
- vollkornmen ausgeschlossen.
Diese wertvollen Eigenschaften des Schreib55 geretes treten noch mehr Lei dem Ban von
Fiellfederhaltern mit dieser Schreibspitze hervor. Die Weglassung der Locher f und die

Verwendung cines holden Sticks 1), aid deli
die Heise beiepielsweise tintendicht wagesclintubt ist, und die Befestigung des Piriscls a Go
an einem Steg von geringen Abinessungen, der
die bcidcrseitigcn Holdreume in Stiel und
Heise in Verbindinig Wit, bind dig geringen
Unterschiede zwischen dem zuerst beschricbenen Halter und einer hiillfc lcr deren Tin- 65 •
tenfassungsraum ‘vegen Fortieth:us der Federhal te- und Dichtungseinrichtuneen auDerordt n tlich groB ist. \Vcgeu der schen verher besprochenen Adhasionserscheinungen 1st ein AusflieBen der T e bci dem 1 tinsel treil eeeret 70
nicht zu befiirchten, dalier gentigt es, eine
einfache Schutzkappe auf die Hulse c beini
Nichtgebrauch dcs Gerates zu stecken, die den
Schreibpinsel vor Beschadigung schtitzt.
Die hauptsachlichsten Vorteile der neuen 75
Bauart liegen darin, daB die Abnutzung gegeniiber Stahifedern auBerordentlich gering ist.
Die konische Mille oder der Tintenhalter verschleiBt bei geeignetem, gegen Tinte widerstandsfiihigem Stoll fiberhaupt nicht. Was go
die Schreibborsten anbetrifft, so tritt zwar
eine Abnutzung der .Schreibkante ein; diese
kann jedoch gegebenenfalls vieder gerade geschliffen werden, wenn nicht vorgezogen wird,
die Borsten frisch zu ersetzcn, wenn sic ab- 85
geschrieben oder unbraticilbar geworden sind.
Das neue Schreibgerat eignet sick auch zum
Durchschreiben, im Gegensatz zu den gewohnlichen Federn, welche nicht den dazu notigen
Drucle aushalten und hergeben. Ebenso eignet 90
es sich zum Stenographieren. An Stelle gleichstarker Stahlborsten lassen sich auch diinne
und dicke Draft te miteinander in symmetrischet
.
Form verwenden.
95
PATENT-ANSPRBCHE:
,

r. Schreibgerat rnit auswechselbaren
Schreibspitzerie dadurch gekennzeichnet,
daB diese aus einem Bendel oder Pinsel 100
aus steifen, &Innen Stahlborsten (a) bestehen, an denen dutch rechtwinklig zur
Achse der Borsten erfolgtes gerades Abschleifen derselben eine Schreibkante rings
urn das Borstenbtindel gebildet ist, wo- . 105
durch Haar- und Grundstriche, erstere nur
vermittcls der Schreibkante, laztere durch
die Breite der Borsten, verrnehrt durch
die Elastizitat derselben, herstelibar sind,
2. Schreibgerat nach Anspruch r, da- 110
dutch gekennzeichnet, daB das die Schreibspitze •ildende Borstenbtindel aus dfinnen
met dickcn Borstc n in symmetrischer Form
bestelit.
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GERMAN PATENT 396,082
March 29, 1923
WRITING ELEMENT WITH EXCHANGEABLE WRITING POINT

Writing elements with exchangeable writing points
have been known in various models. Further, a writing quill
has been known which is made of a bundle of elastic wires. The
object of this invention further develops the models known in the
art in that the new writing element consists of a bundle or brush
made of fine steel bristles. Contary to writing elements so
fa r known, this bristle bundle is smoothed at its ends at a right angle to the bundle and thus forms a writing edge, extending over
the entire writing bundle, so that the bundle can be placed
in various positions on a base to be described. Since the writing
elements known in the art do not show writing edges, but only
writing points, these substitution quills do not correspond to the
effect of the common steel quills, as the new writing quill
completely replaces the effect of the steel quill in that, while
writing extremely narrow strokes, only the writing edge is being
used, and when writing broader strokes the entire bristle width
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comes to use, increasable through the elasticity of the bristles.
The drawings show a writing element in various styles,
in which:
Figure 1 is an external view
Figure 2 is a longitudinal cut through the head piece
Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 show further developments of the
brush bundle, on larger scale, while
Figures 7 and 8 show the position of the various brush
ends in relation to the paper while writing
The bundles or brushes consist of more or less thin,
straight steel wires (steel bristles) or other suitable, similar
material. At their end or in the middle of the bundles are soldered
or melted together, or mechanically connected, and in particular
in such a fashion that the axis of the bristles are parallel while the
cross cut of the brush is symmetrically a circle or oval, as shown
in the cross sections of Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6. The number of
wires of which the writing bundles consists is it least three
to seven or more.
The bundle a is inserted with the combined end into the
holder b, which is suitably opened at the end, so as to allow for each
insertion or exchange. The split ends of the holder can be held
together by a shell, which is suitably conically shaped and equipped with
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a tie d so as to dislocate the shell easily from the holder.
However, any other fastening mechanism can be used. As the
brist le bund e is fastened at the holder's head it is possible to let
the bundle extend from its fastening any desired length and then
secure it in the desired position.
The second part of the writing element consists for
instance of a shell e made of metal or any other suitable material
which is at one end wide enough to be pushed into the holder b or fastening
sheel c. The shell e serves at the same time for acdeptance of brush a,
which is pushed through a fine opening located at the conical end of the
shell which allows for the end of the brush to be pushed easily through
the opening with light friction. The holder has near its conical point
in a known manner various openings f. The use of the writing element is
such that the steel brush a is fastened in its holder, whereby the
conical shell e is pulled with its wide opening over the shaft b, i. e., the ja.rnmit
shell c and the brush extends more or less through the hole at the conical
point. After this the writing element can be used as a common quill
in that it is dipped into ink to be used for writing. The ink enters through
opening f into the shell e and flows through the capillary interval between
the bristles at the point of the brush while writing. The point of the brush
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may have many shapes. It is either smoothed at right angles with
the bristles (Figures 5 and 7) or the bristles are more or
less smoothed at the exterior sides (Figurss 3, 4, 6 and 8).
The very fine lines are achieved when writing in an upward
slanting fashion through the right angular (Figure 7), i. e., pull point
(Figure 8) writing edge of the brush, with the desired position
of the writing edge. In the same manner the basic strokes are
achieved when pulling the brush and its width slantingly upward.
This is increased by the elasticity of the shell bristles. If
the brush extends only a little from the shell e, the brush writes
hard; when extended more, it writes softer. Through tilting
the writing edge one can achieve ball point writing characteristics.
In the above described the writing element forms already
half a fountain pen. At the conical point is through the either higher
or lower position of the holes f already enough ink absorbed so that a
refill is hardly necessary. The conical point eliminates unintentional
sticking of ink at the exterior of the shell, especially when it is polished. Th
accidental flow of writing fluid from the brush is also avoided because
the downward openings are so fine that the pressure is necessary to
overcome the fluid adhesive, which situation does rot occur when it is
not in use. When correctly ajdusts the flow of the writing brush
through the shell a dropping of ink is totally impossible.
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These valuable characteristics of the writing element
are further advantageous when used for the construction of fountain
pens with these writing points. The elimination of holes f and
the use of a hollow stem b, upon which the shell is, for example,
screwed ink-tight, and the fastening of the brush a onto a stick
of small dimensions which connects the two sided intervals in the stem
and shell, the small differences between the above described pen and
the fountain pen whose ink intake is extremely large because
there is no necessity for the quill holder and density structure.
Because of the above described adhesive characteristics accidental flow of
ink need not be feared and it is sufficient to place a cover upon
sheel c when the element is not in use to guard the writing brush_
against defects.
The main advantages of the construction are mainly that
little wear is experienced compared to steel quills of the conical
shell of the prior art. Useful ink-resisting materials impose
hardly any wear on the ink holder. As to the writing bristles,
although wear does appear on the writing edge, however,
it can be smoothed straight, if not preferred to renew the bristles.
the new writing element is also useful for writing through copies
contrary to common pens which do not yield to the necessary pressure.
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It is also applicable for stenography. In place of equally
strong steel bristles one can use thin and thick wires in
symmetrical form.
CLAIMS
I. Writing element with exchangeable writing points,
characterized in that it consists of a bundle or brush of still, thin steel
bristles (a), over which bristle bundle is formed a writing edge by
straight smoothing, whereby fine and broad strokes, on the one hand,
only with the writing edge, the latter through the width of the
bristles, increased through the elasticity of such, can be achieved.
2. Writing element according to claim 1, characterized
in the writing point consists of thin and thick bristles arranged
symmetrically, thus forming the writing point.
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PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATION.

Improvements in Writing Implements.
I. • A
FRANK. STANL.EY KENT, of
ot:a
- Acton, near priStoi,
octor of Science, University Professor,
British subject, ,do hereby declare the
ature of this invention to be as
,flows :This invention. relates to writing
as and has for its object
as production of an implement
-hich shall possess the smoothness and
acility iii -use pf a lead pencil whilst
,roducing a trace having the legibility
ed .permanence of that of - an ordinary
.en or stylograph:
my invention .T.prepare a writing
inplementaS follows take threeor
aore • • lately shaped portions of,
rier.;1 cud fit t tem together slae by side
a. such a -manner as to form a tcrujnal
1,.a,s. .-composed of three or more portions
id :Of Which Are properly supported on
.ems Strips or the like and from this terninal mass the actual writing point is
.vorked:: The point itself is carefully
.ormed of any &sired size according to
11er a broad a medium or a fine trace
desir04- and the 'portion which is in..ended to come into 'contact with ,the
• surface is finished as a •highly
,vi.iting:
Kiiished hemisphere. The material used
ar the construction of the point may be
- to that •.ordinarily used for the
points of gold or other peps or it may be
of steel . as for example that known as
'.` . Stainless "- steel or of Some other suitable. material. Where an expensive
material such for example as iridium or
its alloys is used portions of it may be
mounted on stem.; strips or the _like of
suitable metal and . where less expensive
material is Used appr
opriately. shaped por.,
lionsmayetkhionvery
ease being to construct an aggregate
formed o three or more units closely fitted
together from which the actual writing
point may be worked.
Alternatively, an element may be pre- .
pareds.mblingotrhew
of a cylinder split longitudinally for
portion its length so as to form three
or inoro connected portions each of which
is tftper•d end may be provided . with a.
y
trip of 1):411 metal. The side strip
;
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be bent inwards and the three or more tips
may be fitted together and worked into a 55
hemispherical surface of the size desired.
A portion of the cylinder may be so folded
as to provide a channel for ink to pass to
the point or• additional lamellae may be
provided for this purpose.. An element 60
prepared in this manner may be made
suitable in size and form for fitting into
an ordinary or specially designed reservoir or other penholder.
Alternatively again. an element may be 65
made resembling an ordinary pen nib in
which however the central member is not
split but is •continued so as to form one
of the group of three or more points the
other two or more being provided by bend- 70
ing inwards and prolonging the sides of
the nib one or both of which play be'split
so as to provide additional points if desired or the central member may be Split
as. usual thus providing two of the three 75
or more points the other one or more being
provided by bending inwards and prolonging the side or sides •of the nib.
If desired the arrangement of the points and
•(or) the orientation of the element in a 80
holder ntay be such that instead of the
writing imper coming into contact with
two points simultaneously as in the case
of an ordinary pen it makes contact with
one point only the other two or more art- 85
ing principally as a means of feeding ink
to the point one advantage of such ail
nrrativement• Leine. that The writing point
in contact with the paper is a tart of a
solid hemispherical surface without break
or irregularity of any kind and without .
anyroughestifwperfectly smooth and silky . gliding over the
paper and to facilitate this one of the
points may he of greater size than the 95
remainder.
But if desired it ma,y be
arranged so that two or more of the points
make contact with the writing surface
siintiltaneously, the two or more points in
this case nevertheless .being fitted closely. 100
together so that the writing point
althom.7,1r formed of several separate. parts
yet in consequence of these fitting closely
to one another is enabled to act as
- • 1.0a
polished hemisphere.of
and.tp glide
over the surface of the paper without let
or hindrance:
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Front the fact that the writing point
ends in a ii-.‘inisphere it is of no consequence how the implement is held with
regard to the writing surface and no
5 necessity exists as in the case .of an
ordinary pen for orientating, the implement in a particular manner since however held the ideal surface that is to say
a part of a sphere is that presented to the
10 paper over which in consequence the implement elides with a freedom comparable
to that of a first class lead pencil.
.

()wine. in the method of construction it eht.
s possilik for the holder in which . the .• i
implement is fixed . to he arranged on. the , i.1
" sel f-filli eg " principle.. .. • .
The implement may he arranged either t"e
as a " stykgraph " or in connection With .... •
an ordinary or a fountain penholder in
which latter ea-e I he iiew element may . lie :
wade to hike the place of an ordinary nib...;
Dated this Seventeenth
.,...
. day , of Deeember,.-..:. )
1930.
• • •
,%.
A. F. .STA.NLEY.KE.T.
, ...
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Improvements in Writing Implements.
I, ALBERT • FRANK 'STANLEY
'KENT,
Doctor of Science, University. Professor
(British Natienality), of Moll Bay, Iron
25 Acton, near lit-istol, in the ('ount .v of
Gloucester, do hereby declare the nature
of this invention and in what manner the
same is to he performed, to .be particularly
described and ascertained in and by the
30 following statement :It has, heretofore, been proposed to fmlit
a writing pen nib or style of two or niece
separately longitudinally-arranged pieces
held—so as to be separable in the writing
'35 operation—in an india-rubber or other
elastic. ettin•. Such a writing imple•
meat, however, possesses, a defect in that,
• due to the relative displacement of its
• component parts when in use, there is a
40 tendency for the flow of ink to lu ! emre
irregular, there being a paucity of ink at
. one time and a surfeit of ink—resulting
in blotting or flooding--at another time.
My invention. has for its object to AO viate the said drawback, and is cha•acterised in that the component members of
a nib or style formed of a plurality of
• Iongitudinallyed :41:1.
portions
o^inetar or other suicali
are.
corner!ed
• 50
eliraiifTr7r reTiTive lateral increment.
In experimental practice with reservoir
pens fitted with nibs or styles constructed
in accordance with my invention, the flow
55 of ink is eertniit and equable and I find
that there is no tendency for the ink to
" blob " from the nib or style when the
reservoir is nearly empty—a disadvantageous feature of all fountain pens as at
60 Pres"ni. constructed.
Further, in as mach as the cross sectional area of the feed channels of my
nibs or styles are--due to the rigid connection of the nib or style components,
65 one with another—maintained -constant
prevented from any variation) ink.
-fiow during the writing operation may be
.

predetermined to exact ' requirements':-in
the manufacture of the pens.
.
In order that soy invention -inity!-- 4;121 !
more fully understood, reference is, ntiw.,,;?
made to the •accompanying sheet of
planatory drawings which illustrati,t by
way of examples only, several modes :of
constructing the writing impleinent.
7
in said drawings:—
-• •
• Fig. 1 shows. in longitudinal*section,r!'
the application of one suitable . .form of -.•;,!
writing point to a stylographiO Petn,, and
Fig. 2 is a plan view of sarne.!, :q,
Figs. :I and 4 are transverserSections'..--:
of alternative forms of writing riointS.•'1! ....
•
Fig. 5 is a perspective view, end
6 a plan view, of a further form:of Writ.
ing point.
Figs. 7 and S illustrate, in eide. 'eleva7;.,
tion and inverted plan ^ievr, .respectively; ;:
another alternative ; and ••••••
Figs. 9 and 10 are similar vieivs'Ot
-•
further medification.
In the several views like charaCter§',of.,:..
reference denote like or equivalent Nitta
wherever they occur.
.
Beferting Pr:A to FigS. 1 and t
generally represents a writing point•cOm e
posed of seven wire stri s b of
°se y fi tt ed
cross section whir I are
togef[ier side-by-side to provide a wire',
unit from which the actual writing point .•,
is made by suitably rounding and
IQ' •
ine• the outer-end of the nib or style
formed to Crt`Oit' a hemispherical tip c:
In the part i ular example illustrated,
the bunch of wire strips b constitiiting the •
w-Lit-ing, point
nie rigidly secured 10i
together so as lo .lie incapable of relative
lateral displacement by means of an intermediate binding rine. or collar e of suite •
able material and project at their inner
ends throueli . a friction sleeve or band f tic
between whirl). and said ring or collar
a helically coiled v.- ire spring
is interposed to normally maintain the binding
a

e, • •
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ring in contact or engagemeut with the age k which extends longitudinally
Muer end of the hollow tapered metal tip through the point from the rear end
h v,herethrungh ue writing point extends. thereof to the hemispherical tip formed
Thus the hemispherical w•itiug end oi• at the other end. Or, if so desired e teye,
,
tip c of the built-up point a is normally three or more metal strips of any other ;p
situated a convenient distance beyond
a n, ,ular section ma • be closet the outer extremity :of the stylegraph tip
tte tyre er to orm a writing porn
h. and iuk may flow in an equable maneer havin
more or less trial:is:War-shaped
from the container or reservoir j of the feec
laassageT4. two such variations are
holder d to the writing tip c whilst the conveniently illustrated by dotted lines in 75
pen is in use by way of• the several longi- Fig. 4, the sectioned portions outside the
tudinal feed channels /e—the cross sec- dotted lines together constituting the writtional areas of which, due to the rigid ing point.
connection one with another of the wires
In the construction illustrated in Figs.
of the point are maintained constant— 5 and 6, a writing implement resembles
created between the abutting wires b of the whole or a part' of a tube or small 80
the writing point. Or, if :desired, an cylinder I of metal or other suitable
extra channel or channels may beprovided material whith is slit longitudinally as
between the container or reservoir and indicated at 1' for a portion of its length
the chamber in which the spring u is con- so as to form or create thereon two, three—
tained.• Further, the movement of the or, as shown in the example, four—or 85
g. collar e of assistance in regulat- more integrally connected strips b each of
rinor
ing the flow of ink to the writing tip c.
which is tapered and may be provided
The writing point may, of course, con- with a tip of hard metal.
Said rigid
sist any desired number of wire strips strips b are bent inwards and -the 'ends 00
be rigidly seeured. together, and the wires thereof are fitted together and worked
themselves may 'he of any convenient into a hemispherical writing tip c of the
gauge, according to whether -a broad, size required.
In this arrangement a
:nedium, or fine trace is required, the in- portiou.of the tube I may -be so bent or
tention. in every case being to construct folded as to serve as a channel for ink 95
an •ageerega-e formed of two,, three (as to pass to the tip c, or additional lainellte
hoiwn iii Fig.
more
may be provided for this purpose. -Alter. together
ii tted
e r and shaped
a prie7aanl:dirilloislpisset
ihlie:illeill:.. natively, ink may flow to the tip c through
their outer or. terminal ends to provide a the hollow interior k of the tubular elehemispherical 7 er substantially hemi- Meat I.
A writing point constructed in mo
Therical writing tip.
the 111011/ler just described may be made
The material sed. for the -construction
u
suitable in size rind form for -fitment to
int
3)otra
au ordinary or specially designed reservoir
to that orainaeily used for the pouts71 — or other penholder.
gold`rthepnibs,wrg In the modification illustrated in Figs. 105
point may be mantle of steel, as for ex- 7 and 8, the writing implement resembles
ample that known as `! stainless " steel, an ordinaly pen nib in which the ventral
IT ;1 ay ether suitable inalerial,
or longer member is centrally slit at I'
tti expepsiye material as iridium o r its
m to for two of a group of four integrally
atop- is used, such material is prefer- connected strips the other two strips. as feet
eldy applied only to the tips of th , shown, being created by laterally prolong.•everal
wires -strips constituting the writ- ing' the sides of the nib and bending the
s • •,
•
g
•.
same inwardly ; the whole group of rigid
A writing point • prepared in the strips being also bent towards earh other
nanner before described may also be and rounded at their ends to provide the ii 5
eelapted for fitment to ordinary penhemisprcalt
c.
Udders or may readily be applied In
In the construction just de-scribed, The
ill
pens of sac
or writing point is conveniently constituted
,rdin3ry reservoir type, assuming, of
- mbyfourstip ade, preferably, of
• -gorse, that the wire strips forming the metal.
It will, however, be understood 14-4U
xoint are rigidly . bound together in men- that, if so desired, some or all of said
Ier suitable for their intended applica- strips may be further slit to produce a
ion .
writing point consisting of five or more
Tit MIR alternative construction illusrigid strips ; or alternatively, as shown
rete:1 in Fig.. 4. the writing pOint con- in Figs. 9. and 10, one of the side strips Mb
.ists tie-ee similarly shaped metal maybe omitted in order to provide a writtrips 1, which are of such shape . that ing point having only three strips b which.
.then bound together there is at their outer or terminal ends, are suit,eated e writing point a of circular cress ably bent to form a substantially hemi130
action provided with a -central feed pass- • sphericalArriting tip c.
,
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Having now pat ticulatly described and •
If desired alai, i he artaugentent of the
rigid strips b andlor the orientation of the ascertained the nature of my said invert- 0)
• writing implement n in a holder may be tion and in what innoner the same is to 2 •.
such that instead fq two or more strips be performed, 1 declare that Ns- hat 1 -clai:n • '
5 bearing on the v.ritin.pai er one point only is :—
.. - • -•
- bears on the paper, the other two or mo re
1. In or for use with a writingojeti•or
strips of the Nvriting elenn-nt acting Ivin- pen holder, a nib- or s tyle formed of' -u, -65
cipully as a muaas of feeling ink . 1 o the plurality (1 - longitudinally-artanged pieces
writing tip c ; ono advantage
of such tut rigidly connected together—i.e. without -.
JO arrangement is that the strip in contact capacity for relative lateral displacement
with the writing material constitutes, in during the writ: hg Operai ion—for : that r.2
effect, a part of a solid hemispherical sur- purposes specified.
' •.'. - ' :, !TO
face which is without break or irregula r ity
2 A writing implement. as clainied in-' •
of auy kind and without any rotighneS3 Claim 1, produced - • by longititainally ,e;
-I5 to interfere with its ri•rf. , .ti ,-; ntooth and slitting. a small Inleilar merither to provide:I=;'.
silky gliding over the paper.
To facili- three or mole integrally conneettl ; siri,ps
tate this object. the outer or terminal end which are bent inwardly . Anil .s...:fitted r . 75,

together at their outer or terininal'enilo - i .. ofnesaidtrpbmyhofgea
Two or more for Hui purpose specified.
size than the remainder.
20 rigidly connected strips. as in the ex3. A writing implement as- claimed • in ',:-, •
aniples illustrated in Figs. G to W. in- lite preceding Claim 2, in which,- the' .";'
elusive, may, however, he arranged to hollow interior of the tubular .. writtri,,,,....4 80
make contact with the writing surface member or an appropriately bent offeldea -..i„.'... •
;

simultaneously, but since the strips, in portion of said tabular .inember constitutes -!kl.'-.
25 these instances, are fitted closely together •i longitudinal feed pasiiage :or•••channeI -',17'. i
. they constitute a portion of a writing point leading to the tip. '
...
,.' :.•• •-i
• which, althoUgh .composed of several
4. A _writing i mplenient tis'-'alattned iii ." :is
strips-, provides . an unbroken hemi- Claim 1, consisting . of a Central metriber!....-, .spherical tip which will, of course. move having one or two side . pieces laterally
'ABO freely over the surface of the paper.
prolonged and bent .inwardly, siteh...sidet-- -.4.. It is to be particularly noted that by pieces or/and said central meMber,lieing- ,- :::;...
. reason of the fact .that each of the several slit longitudinally to provide a gioup.`of
,
...6,0
writing points illustrated in the drawings three or mimic integrolly
con
Strips. ,...i,
nected•
terminates in a hcmispberical hp, it is of whieh are bent inwardly at their 'outer:25 no oonsequenee how the Instrument IS or termin a l ends for the purpose - specified. ,''.!
held with regard to the writing surface
5. A writing implement as claimed :go. '.,..
and no necessity exiqs, tie is the cast' the preceding Claim .1, provided . with . .65

with ordinary pen nibs, for orientating means, substantially as described, wifere..... , .,.
., • the implement in a particular manner by the writing point may he cleaned,"
.-. -!:t

0 since, however held, the ideal surface— and when desired. •
. .
that is to say a part of a sphereis preG. A writing implement substantially as .'.
sented to the paper over which, in eonse- hereinbefore described and illustrated in iv)
quenee, the point glides with a freedom Figs. 1 and '2, Fig. 3, Fig. 4. Figs. 5 •, . ,•
comparable only with that of • a good an d 6, Figs. 7 „d
and s , or Figs. 9 an d 10 •
-5 quality .lead pencil.
of the accompanying drawings.
..:1
.
Another important characteristic of
7. A writing implement combined with
my writing implement is that, in _addition or mounted in a holder substantially. nR 105
to providing a writing point. it serves also hereinbefore• described and illustrated int
as an ink feed, so obviating necessity for Figs. .1 and 2 of • . the . neeompaoying= .• 50 fittnent to the pen body or holder of a drawings.
special feed bar styli as is used with
ordinary fountain or reservoir pens.
A point-protecting cap may lie provided
Dated this 12th day of Optober, 193f..
with au internal ruld,r or other cleaning
JOHN TUN I tlf,.EY WALKER,
55 pad, so that the writing point itself will
'be clog ned by mita, t with the pad each
139, Dale SI rcel. , Liverpool, and
- time the cap is applied to the pen body or
125, High Holborn. Loudon, .W.C, f,,.

holder.

Agent for the Applicant.
1,,, T.-tr.?! & Mateo:T..3°n,

ERRATUM.
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PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATION.
No. 2941, A.D. 1933.

• Improvements in or relating to Writing Implements.
ALBERT FRANK STANLEY KENT,

, D.Sc., Oxon., (British Nationality),
11.1.
at Holm Ray, Iron Acton, near Bristol,
-do hereby declare the nature of this invenAion to !be as - follows :—
This invention relates to a new or
proved form of writing implement
dapted for Use in the manner of an
ordinary fountain pen or atylograph, but
iwhich possesses novel features of eonitruction such as will obviate the known
4imitations of pens and stylographs : -these
_limitations in the case of fountain pens
4,-re unevenness of trace caused by the
-.usual forms of flexible nibs ; liability of
he -nibs to clog, to fracture easily, and
=rapidly to become so badly worn as to
reed frequent replacement ; scratching of
the writing surface ; unreliable
nkflow which causes undue spreadg of ink so as to render the
•riting illegible and appreciaible ink loss ;
stylographs the
hilst in the case
ecessity for a rear ventilation orifice
.often causes ink leakage, whilst foreign
atter works into the ink-conducting
assage so as . to impair the ink flow' and
use excessive local wearing =of the cornnents.
,--.---According to my invention,:I provide a
ng instrument which may be cheaply
roduced, ie of strong and rdbust conction yet light in weight, 'produces
a constant and definite 'trace which may
':readily be varied at the will of the user
obtain a broad, - medium, or fine trace :
.The instrument 'will -never wear out, has
solid point, and, furthermore, may be
led in the manner of an ordinary self111ing 'fountain -pen. It cannot become
-Clogged or " blob " owing to its special
=feed, is automatically self-cleaning, and
-3ipossesses 'the - 'smoothness and -facility . 'in
ruse of a -lead -pencil. -Also, no necessity
':`-exists, as is the case -with fotmtain pens,
or orientating the instrument in , :a special
--manner, whilst it is admirably - -adapted
Tor figure work or book-keeping - and for
making of carbon copies.
';-L'the
-[Price 1/-1
- :

-

Broadly, my invention resides in pro- 50
riding a writing implement having a main
casing or barrel containing a collapsible
ink reservoir or sac with a feed bar
member extending through the forward
end of 'the' main casing into communica- 55
tion with the ink reservoir or sac and with
a writing point element or unit of peculiar
-construction extending into and fixedly or
elastically 'held within the feed' bar
member, convenient sac-actuating means 60
also ibeing carried by the casing or barrel
to effect collapse of the ink reservoir in tie
ink-charging operation.
In one convenient mode of embodiment
of . the invention, the -writing `point 65
element or unit may consist of two or
more short pieces of wire or other suitable
metallic strips of any convenient cross
sectional configuration which are arranged
side-by-side and forced at their rear ends 70
into a central passage Of a feed 'bar
member made, say, of vulcanite, 'the
writing unit so created being rounded or
otherwise shaped at its outer free end to
provide a suitable writing tip or point 75
whereto ink may be delivered from the
collapsible ink - reservoir by way of one
or more channels produCed by the -wires
or strips upon formatiotiLof the •writing
point,. and also by way of -the central Teed 80
bar passage wherein the . wiriting tuiit 'anchored. In 'another 'exabodiment,' the
writing point may -consist merely ;of a
single piece or of several pieces of -metal
known as " pinion -wire having any 85
desired number of teeth to fOrm the neces' :sail feed ohannels Or any other suitably
-grooved or 'fluted metal strip, which may
tbe surrounded by a steel or other tube as
described later, and'which is forced at' its 90
rear part' into the central passage of the
feed bar member and -is appropriately
rounded- at its-Opposite free end to nroricle
a suitable writing tip. If ejesired. wires
or - -strips may be laid' in - the chann.7s 95
formed by ihe ss in ncsist
-the flow tutd-tvgttlation of init. to 'the point.
whilst
'further ' eifibodiment the

-

-
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writing. point element may be in the form
of a metal tube appropriately slit and bent
inwardly at its outer free end to create
a rounded tip with a single internal feed
5 channel leading to such tip. In some of
the points a tube of steel or other material
may be used as a continuation of the feed
bar, and this tube may be slit for a portion
of its length, or otherwise perforated, or
10 a portion of its circumference may be
ground away. In all of these points the
• feed !bar may be slit longitudinally to
provide extra ink passages which are open
to the atmosphere.
15 In these embodiments, the writing point
element or unit is securely attached to and
held against movement within the feed
bar member, but if so desired, the point,
as a whole, may be held elastically within
20 the feed bar so as to be capable of limited
yielding motion in a longitudinal direction and thus permit of extremely smooth
movement of the rounded tip over a
writing surface. To this end the feed bar
25 may be so formed or constructed internally
as to create a compartment for a small
coiled wire spring which is arranged to
bear at its rear end on a suitable locating
shoulder or stop of the feed bar member
30 and likewise operates at its forward end
upon a projection or shoulder of the
writing point unit, which, in this case, is
guided in its longitudinal movement_ by
appropriately spaced bearing portions of
35 the feed lbar member, or the feed bar
together with the writing point may abut
against a spring suitably fixed at its rear
end.
Since it is imperative that there shall
40 be no " spreading " or relative lateral
movement of the writing point constituents in the constructions wherein the
point is composed of two or more wires
or strips. a band, collar, or sleeve is used
45 tightly to bind the metallic sections if
the point be held in an elastic manner
within the feed bar member, or the strips
. may. he securely connected together by
solder or in other convenient manner;
50 The feed bar may be frictionally
engaged in the forward end of the main
casing or barrel portion of the instrument
and is attached to or otherwise associated
at its rear end with the adjacent portion
55 of the ink reservoir or sac, whilst the
metallic writing point element or unit
connected with the feed bar is in communication with the interior of said sac
by way of a comparatively large passage
60 or channel constituting, preferably in a
side of the feed bar member, a secondary
ink reservoir or chamber which in turn,
()Pens by way of a fine lateral orifice or
. duct in the feed bar to the central feeding
65 passage thereof in which the writing point
.

-milt is held or mounted. A further duet
ci forming a continuation of sa
feed.ng passage and leading directly
the interior of the sac may also be p
vided in the rear part of the feed b
member. Alternatively the feed bar ma
be slit for a portion of its length fro
either or both ends, one such slit bein
at an angle to the other slit. The tw
slits overlap in or near the centre of th
feed bar so as to form ink passage
throughout its length or the ink passe'
may be enlarged by multiplying the sli
so that the feed bar comes to consist of
series of strips or bars. Alternatively th
ink passages may be in the form of on
or more spirals or screw-like channe
formed - in the feed bar member. Th
upon expansion of the sac after collap
or deflation of the same by appropria
functioning of the actuating means p
vided for the purposes, ink will be induce
through the respective feeding passag €
of the feed bar member into the sac, an
during writing, the secondary reservoi
or chamber of the feed bar in conjunctio
with the fine lateral orifice leading fro i
the base of said chamber to the rear of th
point unit or the slits in the body of th
feed bar will serve to conduct and regulat
the flow of ink to the writing point in
manner suitable to meet individual -,
requirements, and at the same time the.:.
ink flow by way of said lateral orifice of
the feed bar or said body slits will serve 4
to divert the main ink supply in thel;-:2' ,
colapsibenthuma
reservoir or chamber and co-operate wit
the air admitted into that part of th
passages of the feed be:r beyond sal
orifice to prevent the passage of ink ":
the writing point other than by way of th
feed bar reservoir.
If desired the writing point may .b
made by slitting a; rod of metal or oth'
material for a portion of its length . an
suitably shaping the divided end.
Sealing of the implement again
leakage when carried in the pocket ma,
be effected by means of a sleeve, or by
movement of the feed bar .occluding th
ink passfige, or by any of the kno
methods.
Preferably, the ink charging operatio
is carried out by: means of a sac-collapsin
assembly consisting of a pressure bar •
posed longitudinally within the ma .
casingorbarelanda pted o-beg
laterally displaced upon actuation . of an
external lever located in a slotted part
of the casing and pivotally connected with
an internal spring ring, or +he like.
The simplicity of this implement. fir
peculiarities of its double, open, or spiral
feed, and ,the possibility of its automatic
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filling, separate, it off fl cqn ntlier writingir:ien:•?::Is of ine fountala yen and stylo-

- graph classes.
Dated this 30th day of January, 1933..

JOHN HINDLEY 'AV -1,KEIT,
139, Dale Street, Liverpool, and
123, High Holborn, London, W.C.L.
Agent for the Applicant..

OT1 SIONAL SPECIFICATION.
No. 6007, A.D. 1933.

Improvements in Writing Implements.
1, ALBERT FB.ANK STANLET KENT, another also-form a portion of one of the'
5 of aolm hay, Iron Acton, Bristol, Doctor channels by means of which the pen is
of Science, University Professor, a British filled and are thus kept free from all .
subject, do hereby declare the nature of obstruction. They ape supplied with ink 60
from the ordinaly sac or reservoir conthis invention to be as follows :This invention relates to improvements tained in the barrel .of the pen either
1. 0 in writing implements and especially to directly or through a channel engraved
such as are known as stylographs or ink on the side of the ebonite cylinder and pencils and describes a novel form of the leading from its rear end to one extremity 65
.: , above which possesses advantages over of the forward slit or slits. The engraved
channel may take the form of or be in -....those already in existence.
/5 By my invention I construct a writing addition to a spiral groove on the surface
of the ebonite cylinder. In another form
implement as follcws :—
A number of wires or elongated portions the ebonite cylinder is arranged so that :170
of metal or other suitable material are it does not completely surround the group
grouped together longitudinally in such of wires near the point but appears as one
.20 a manner as to form capillary or larger or a number of wings or projections along.-:
channels between and surrounding them. side the group of wires. Alternatively er
The wires or elements may be connected in addition one or more flats may fae:.,175
together by soldering or other appropriate formed on the ebonite cylinder and these
means, and the stiffness of the writing flats in connection with the surrounding
25 implement may be controlled by the walls of the pen section form channels for :.
distance to which such soldering extends. the passage of ink and air. These channelif:
If the soldering is carried nearer to the are kept free of. obstruction by the clear4;,S0
point a stiffer element is produced, whilst inv action of the ink during the procesai-i•
if the soldering ceases at a greater of filling the pen; whilst by arranging -so distance from the point a more flexible a free communication between the air',
contained in the. reservoir and the
- element is the result.
The group of wires or the like is sphere the danger of flooding is greatly-.33
rounded at one extremit..,1 to form the reduced. The implement may be sealed
against leakage during carrying in the'
writing point.
135 Ink is supplied to the point in the pocket either by-a longitudinal movement:.
of the.. ebonite cylinder being employed to
following manner :—
An elongated portion, such for example, occlude the aperture from the _sac or '-go
as a cylinder of suitable material such as reservoir or alternati -Yely by arranging the -ebonite is taken and a channel is formed ink passage from the reservoir in the
40 in it in which the group of wires is -.barrel of the pen to the writing point
inserted. In one design a central hole partly as a liollow : worked in the inner *
is bored longitudinally in an ebonite - .wall of the pen section surrounding .the .
cylinder aid the group of wires or the ebonite cylinder and partly as a hollo*,,n
like inserted into it to such a distance.. worked on the outer surface of the ebonite-f
145 that an appropriate length of the pointed cylinder or similar .member. So long
end projects. The end of the ebonite these two channels-are in alignment the':
cylinder adjacent to the writing point may whole passage is open, but. on rotating 100
be coned or sloped for greater convenience either 'pen section in relation to ebonite
cylinder, or ebonite: cylinder in relation
and to improve the appearance.
',60 In . order to provide a local reservoir to pen section the two portions of the chanel(bigo.ranmeth
for the ink and to convey it directly to the
writing point the ebonite cylinder may be passage is closed. .
penetrated by one or more slits extending
Dated this twenty-seventh day of
to a convenient distance from the point
or from the rear end or from both. These February, 1933.
A. F. STANLEY KENT .
slits which may be at an angle to one
'
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Improvements in or relating to Writing Implements.
I, ALBERT FRANK STANLEY KENT, capilliary or larger size between,:
M.A., D.Sc. Oxon., (British Nationality), around them. Said wires or elemen
of Holm Ray, Iron Acton, near Bristol, which are carefully rounded at ".
in the County of Gloster, do hereby extremity and finely polished—mays
- declare the nature of this invention and connected together for a portion of
in what manner the same is' to be per- length by soldering or other appropria
-formed, to be :particularly; described and means, and the stiffness of the writ=
ascertained in and by the following state- point may be controlled partly by
distance to which such soldering exten .
'. ment
If,inawrtgpo venl
This - invention relates to a new -or
. improved stylogzaphic writing implement the soldering extends nearly to the a
-,(hereinafter, for convenience of reference, or outer end a stiff point is prod
designated " pen ") such, .for example, whilst the point is more flexible if--t
described in my prior -Patent No. soldering ceases at a greater distance
, 45-.364,808 adapted for use in the manner the apex. For the purpose of suppl
'of-an ordinary fountain pen or stylograph, ink to the point, I provide a feed mein
but aims to Obviate the known limitations as for example, a cylindrical feed bar;
of pens. and stylographs now in common suitable material such as ebonite, where
there is formed a. channel adapted 11180.
20 --According -to- my invention, I provide receive said writing point. In one desi
a reservoir pen which may be cheaply a central channel is bored longitudinal/
Manufactured, is of strong and robust in an ebonite cylinder and the group-o
construction, yet light in weight, and wires constituting the writing point
,produces a constant and- -definite trace. inse.-ted into it to such a distance that
25 The pen cannot become worn out as it appropriate length of the rounded a
possesses a solid writing point ; it may polished end projects therefrom.
be filled in the manner of an. ordinary
In these embodiments, the writing poin
self-filling fountain pen ; it cannot become element or unit is securely attached to a
clogged, being automatically self rclean- held against movement within the f
3ing ; and - possesses the smoothness and bar member, but if so desired, the pail
facility in use of a high grade lead pencil, •as a whole may be held elastically wit
being thus.• admirably adapted for figure .the feed bar so -as- to be -capable of lim
work, book-keeping, and the making of yielding motion. in a lonetudinal dir
carbon copies..
tion and thus permit of extremely m
self-filling
.35 - stylographic - pen-, accord- movement of the rounded tip over
ing to my invention, is characterised in writing surface. To thia end the feed
`,that -a solid •writing point is -associated may be so formed or constructed internall
•with a feed bar and provision is made (a) as to create a compartment for a sma
for the admission and emission of air and coiled wire sprjng which is arranged
„40..of ink to and from the reservoir by way bear at its rear end on a suitable To es .
• of a channel or channels formed in said shoulder or stop of the feed bar em
feed bar or/and the surrounding point and likewise operates at its forward en
section of the pen, and (b) for the passage upon a projection or shoulder of
of ink by way of a channel or channels writing point unit, which, in this ase,
45 formed in or on the point and if necessary guide& in its longitudinal movement
completed by the fitment of said point to appropriately spaced bearing portions .the feed bar. Thus the necessary balance the feed bar member, or the feed
of pressure is maintained between the ink together with the writing point may a
reservoir and the atmosphere, the main- against a spring suitably fixed at its r
.> go tenance of this balance being one of the end and be -capable of limited yield"
Mein factors concerned in the satisfactory motion in a longitudinal direction. Mov
functioning of the pen, without occasional ment of the feed bar may if desired
shortness of ink on the one hand or flood- utilised in sealing the instrument
ing on the other.
- leakage in the manner herein described
ed
bl
-55 In constructing a pen under my invenThe end of said cylinder adjacent tat
tion, I provide a solid writing point com- writing point may be coned or sloped prising a plurality of wires or elongated greater convenience and to improve
portions of metal or other -suitable material appearance. In order to feed ink to"grouped together to form -channels of wititine , point, said cylinder 'ma
'.

■
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by one or more slots extending
st!tionvenient distance from near the
' fru= the rear end or from both
These slots, which may be at an
-2-ir inclination one to another, also
portion of one of the channels
lz
means
of which the pen is filled, and
,tbus kept free from all obstruction.
ateservoirs may be provided by formappropriate cavities or channels in the
nder or in the surrounding point,
onof the pen, or in both. Said slots
aupplied with ink from the ordinary
or-reservoir contained in the barrel
Art..9ihe' pen, either directly or through
s or a channel engraved on or in
ylinder and leading from its'rear end
er towards the 'extremity of the forward
or-slots. Said channel may take the
or be in addition to a spiral groove
surface of the cylinder.
flow of ink to the writing point
further be controlled and regulated
of a tube of suitable material
surrounds the writing point element
upon which one or several eonstricns are formed, or. upon the inner
ace of which projections are formed.
:In another form, said feed cylinder or
does not completely surround the point
its writing end, but appears as one
number of wings or projections along.. the group of wires. Or the ink may
.-.;led directly to a central channel in
feed -cylinder wherethrough it flows
.the space surrounding the group of
forming the writing point, and
ce passes towards the apex of the
der, being also conveyed through the
es between the individual elements
writing point unit. Or, alterna-.v;: the ink may be led along a channel
Is created at the side of the feed
er..and between 4.1 and the point.
on;lor variable distance, being
ards:Aid .to the writing point by ,
s of. ,straight or -curved transverse,
ne,- or-tortuous channels in or . in..
tion with the feed cylinder. - •
The -channel along which the ink is led
consist:of - a portion of the feed
derin association with the contiguousof the point section and either of
may 'be proaided with fine longi ,
_ itdizial or transverse channels.' The l
annel between said cylinder and the
int section may be continued to open at
the extremity of the latter as an air vent
d to act as .a channel for the ink in the
„asroeees of filling the pen.
, In a construction-such as that 'just.
escribed, or in those previously referred
in, an air tube may be led from the-sac
ie. the barrel of the pen to the
oentre to the side of said feed cylinder?
.

fi

the air duct being continued thence along
the side of the cylinder to open at the
extremity of the point section. Such an
air tube and duct functions in known
manner, partly as a means of adjusting 70 ,
the pressure within the ink reservoir and '
partly as a channel for the egress of air
and to a less extent for the ingress of ink
in the process of filling the pen.
I will further describe my invention 75
with the aid of the accompanying sheets
of explanatory drawings which illustrate,
by way of examples only, various modes
of carrying the same into effect.
In the several views like characters of go
reference denote like or equivalent parts
wherever they occur.
Referring first to the pen illustrated in
longitudinal section, Fig. 1, a represents
an outer barrel or miring, b a rubber sac st,
or ink reservoir •disposed within said
barrel a, c a point section, d a cylindrical
feed bar provided with a central channel
e a writing point composed of a
plurality of wires el arranged side by side oo •
and soldered together, and f is a channel
formed in the side of the feed bar d.
The writing ink passes from the
reservoir b through passage el formed
in the point section c and through the o
central channel di in the feed bar c/ to
the wires e1 composing the writing point
member e: air is admitted through said
side channel f of the feed bar d. In the
operation of charging the pen with ink, 1.00
air is emitted and ink subsequently
induced inwards along said channel. f and
passage
and also through channels in
the writing point e and passage c/1,, thus
keeping said channels free of obstruction, 105
In the pen illustrated in • longitudinal
section in Fig. 2, air is admitted to the
ink sac b through the channels 1; f -and
the central air tube g 1 of the feel:I:Aar'
whilst ink is fed_ -to the writing; point 1.10
e through passage e and the side channel
in , the feed bar d, along the traitirwse
channel /3 and so to the writing;.;pii*
e. In the ink-filling process, air. is:ex 2 .`. pelled through the tube g, gi and :the US
passages I, 11 and through the- passages
ci; p, p and ink enters by the same
channels; The air tube g may be arranged
to lie to one side of the centre line of the
sac, and being of soft rubber this tube 120.1
doesntirfwhaconte
filling•' .mechanism, Said -tube g is carried nearly to the.
upper extremity of the -sac h so that when
the latter is collapsed in the process of 125
filling, or the pressure in same is
increased, the air which has collectect-sat
the- - upper end • of the •sac is expelled- '
through the tube q, and when the sac is
allowed to expand, or the pressure in same- 130i
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is diminialled, ink - is drawn in= through
the channels as before described. - Repetition of the action of filling will—as is
known—lead to more and more air being
5 expelled and more and more ink being
drawn in until the reservoir is full.
Figs. 3 to 5, inclusive, illustrate in
longitudinal section fragments, of pens
which include variOus.means for regulat10 the ink flow through siphonic action,
by appropriate adjustment of the parts
of which the ink flow may be -regulated.
The construction shown aiso prevents the
flooding and Mobbing ofteia , :: brought
15 about through a jerk or sudden movement
of the pen. Fig. 3, h indicates the
siphonic feed-;--in Fig. 4, hi indicates the
siphonic feed - and in Fig. 5, h2_ indicates
the siphonic feed.
20 'Fig. 6 illustrates in longitudinal section
a different and more general arrangement
of air tube g whieh is carried to the upper
end of the sac or reservoir b.
Being
composed of soft rubber, this tube offers
25 no obstacle to the action of customary pen
filling mechanism.
The feed bar d shown in Figs. 7 and 7',
' longitudinal and transverse sections,
respectively, illustrates a method of con30 trolling and regulating the flow of ink to
the writing point e by means of channels
j provided upon or in the substance of the
seed bar & -wherein what is, in- effect, a
reversed feed and a siphonic action is
35 secured by tlib configuration of said
channels 2. Air is admitted through
duct I.
The principle of the feed and reservoir
in free communication with the atmosphere in association with a solid point
is preserved by : means of the channels
shown.
The longitudinal section Fig: 8 and
plan view Fig: 8' shows a form of feed
45 bar d in which cross slots k, k 1 are provided
, ferthe passage of ink to the writing point
whilst air is -admitted through' the duct
f. During the process of filling the pen,
ink is induced through both of said
50 channels k, P.
• Fit.
-s 9 is an elevation and Fig. 9° a plan
view illustrating an arrangement in
which two slots 1, 71 are worked in the
feed bar d, one 1 from the base and the
55 other from near the apex. These slots
are at right angles to each other and overlap for a portion of their length, as
shown. Flats d2 which provide channels
far the passage of ink and air may be
60 Provided upon the surface of the feed
bar.
The construction illustrated in Figs.
10 and 1 0' is substantially similar to that
of Fig. 9 and 9', but in this ease the feed
65 bar is provided with one or several local

reservoirs: or through passages m whi
are designed to receive surplus ink. _
iu Fig. 9_-fiats (1• may be provided, the,,:r
being huge or small as -required ; alterna
lively, said flats may be replaced by o
used with special air ducts. Again, the•
flat or flats referred to may be arranged :
tohavedifrnls.toherslots 1, 11, and each or any of the passageat
may be designed to act as a channel or;
channels for ink, for air, or for both.
-• In the modification illustrated in Fip.e.
11 and 12, elevation. and plan- view"
respectively, cross slots 1, 11 are provided
in the feed bar d and overlap each othe
for a suitable -length of the 'course : flat
di-, (Fig. 12) may be formed upon the fe
bar.
In Fig.• 13 and 13°, elevation and phi
view respectively, the •feed bar is provide
with two flats &2 arranged at an inclina
tion to each other with appropriate cro
ing slots 1, 11 also a local reservoir •
' 14°, are elevation and plan
Figs. 14 and
view respectively, . showing a feed ba
d provided with a flat d2 upon which
formed two or more slots 1, 11, which ar
carried right through near the apex of the'
bar, but which extend only part we.
through at their upper. end, said slots,
11 being connected with the central bor
at the lower part by cross slot / 2. Fig. 141 '
is a sectional plan view taken on the line
A—A Fig. - 14. • .
- Fig. 15 is an enlarged sectional planview illustrating an arrangement for
preventing closure of the ink passa.ge
• d1 of the feed bar d by pressure of the
point section caused by a tendency to
collapse when the feed. bar is not quite!
rigid. In- this embodiment a plug .n o
ebonite or -other suitable material
arranged in . the lumen of the feed bor
di and is. kept in place by a second plti_ .
1 . The passage for ink or ai ir is provided n
by the semi-lunar spacer .7 , bounded the internal wall .of the lumen y and th
two plugs n,- n 1 ,
Figs. 16 and 16' illustrate in lonoi
tudinal section and sectional plan view
respectively, an arrangement 'in whic
ink fed into the central bore-d 1 of th
feed bar d passes by a lateral ehnne
/1 to a flat di. provided with numerous
grooves d3 and reaches the writing poirit
e by way of a second lateral channe
p adapted to he partially - occluded by ,
o which may he a solid unit, ocrospin
made -on out of a bundle of units: an ni
duct f is provided as usual.. Thus a double:
regulation of the ink flow is provided, first
by the formation of the flat . f.P with ,
numeroshalwgvc2upon-ita•
surface, and later in the ink current
the transverse channel • p . and cross
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.piece ®. In the arrangemeri .i
and 17',
sectional plan views in Fire.
- feed slots 13 are formed in ila feed bar
5 d in such manner as to be shallow at the
extremities and sufficiently deep at or
neat the centre to open into the central
;bore di- which contains the writing point
e. One, or more flats- (17 may be used with
15 this construction.
As before stated, the ink may be led
from the reservoir 6 directly to the central
bore 41 of the feed bar d, whilst the air
tube g is situated at the side : construe15 -Lions embodyin..c, this arrangement are
. illustrated in Figs. 18, 18g. In the
arrangement shown in Figs. 18, l( the
air tube y is affiied to the side of the feed
bar d whilst the ink is fed to the writing
20 point .e through the central bore d1 . The
,air tube g may extend nearly to the top
of the sac or reservoir b, and may be of
any suitable material, as ebonite, or the
• like, or soft rubber, or the like. Channels
25 & for rapid filling are shown, but one
not in' communication with tube g may be
omitted. In Figs. 19, 19a the flow of ink
to the writing point e is controlled and
regulated by means of a cross bar o which
30 partially occludes a transverse channel
p. Said cross bar may be a single unit
or formed by a- plurality of components.
Similar channels _d4 may be provided to
facilitate rapid filling.
. In. Fig. 20 the ink flow is controlled and
- . regulated by means of an. aggregate or
bundle of units such as fine wires
P inserted in the ink passage 6', cross pin
o in this arrangement serving to prevent
40 point e from receding. .
-The feed bar illustrated in Fig..21 is
similar to that-of Fig. 20, but in this case
the fine wire regulator p is inserted from
below..a Air ducts:1,1 1 and ink channels
p, - (as more particularly described in
_ Fig: .2) are provided.
In the feed bar illustrated in Fig. 22,
the regnlator p is inserted from below.
In -the feed bar illustrated in Fig. 23, a
150 regulator p of a;multiple elements is
arranged horizontally; -and flow of ink to
the writing point e is regulated by adjusting the position of the tube q surrounding
the writing point,- and by the presence of
55 aaltindle of fine;-wires q1 in the ink
passage (1.1.
Fig_ 24 illustrates-an-alternative-method

of controlling and regulating the flow of
ink. Here the point member e is enclosed
50 in a tube r the walls of which are per- forated. • This tube is either surrounded
by a second tube_r?-(see Fig. 24 8), the ink
' . - passing down the 'annular space between
them., or is arranged inside the channel
05 di ; - in the- feed-bar 16, r between the walls

t

and the per -dated tube a an
space exists. - .
as uitiple writing point, as hereinbefore elated, may be prepared by a group
of separate elements, or it may be provided by dividing into a number of parts
longitudinally for a portion of its length
a single element. The writing point
elements may be of different configuration
iii different parts of their length.
Figs. 25 to 39, inclusive, are plan views

illustrating various writing point arrangements,- the composition of the . several
points being as follows:—
Fig. 25 :—Two half-round. elements.
Fig. 2-6 :—Tluee similar cylindrical
elements.
Fig. 27 :—An arrangement similar' to
that of Fig. 26 with the addition of a
smaller element.
Fig. 28 :—An arrangement similar to
that of Fig„ 26 with the addition of several
smaller elements..
Fig. 29 :—Two large, and a small cylindrical element.
Fig. 30 ia--Two large and two small
cylindrical elements.
Fig. 31 .:—Three" elements meeting at
an angle of 120°.
Fig. 32 :—Two pairs of dissimilar
elements:
Fig: 33 :—Fonr elements meeting at
Fright angles.
Fig. 34 :—Four square elements contained in a tube:
Fig. 35 :--A single element with

70

75

80

85

90

95

grooves formed in its_periphery contained

in a tube.
Fig. 36 :—Three cylindrical elements
surrounded by a tube which conforms to 105
their contours.
Fig. 37 :—Four .square elements surrounded by a tube which conforms to. their.
contours.
Fig. 38 :—Two cylindrical elements.
110
Fig. 39 :—Two cylindrical elements in a : 1
Fig. 40 shows a longitudinal section of
writing point as above surrounded by a
tube upon which one -or several con- lit
strictions are farmed, and
Fig. 41 shows a longitudinal section of
writing point as above surrounded by - a
tube upon the inner surface of which
projections are formed.
120
The implement may be sealed against
leakage when carried in the pocket, eitherby a longitudinal movement of the feed'
bar to occlude the aperture leadina. from
the sac or reservoir, or, alternatively, by 125
arranging the ink passage &tom the
reservoir partly as a hollow w-arked in the
inner wall of the pen section surrounding
the feed bar and partly as a hollow worked
on the outer surface of the feed bar or:13'1-
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similar member. SoJ long as these two
channels are in alignment the whole_
passage is open, but on rotation either of
the pen section in relation to the feed bar
member, or of the feed bar member in
relation to the pen section, the two
portions of the channel bein g
longer
in alignment, the passage is °closed.
For example, Fig. 42 is a fragmentary
10 sectional. elevation of a pen illustrating
a method of sealing same by longitudinal
movement of the feed bar d. As shown, a
cap s- when placed in position, abuts
against an. annular shoulder d6 of bar
is d and, forces the latter backwards against
a spring- t surrounding-a reduced portion
of bar d so that. its conical end d6 closes
the inkpassage ct of point section c.
Fig. 43 is a similar view to Fig. 42 and
-.20 illustrates a method of sealing the pen by
relative rotation of . feed .bar d (i.e.
rotation of feed bar d in relation to section
c; or of section c in gelation to feed
• bar d.):: - .
25 Figs. 44 to 47, inclusive, are sectional
plan. views taken as on lines A—A, B—B,
and C—C, Fig. 43 respectively.
In the writing position channels d7 provided on the internal surface of the point
-20 section c are in alignment with channels
d8 provided on the outer surface of the feed
bar d and in communication with the
central passage d' of same, whilst in the
sealed position said channels d7, cis are
25 out of alignment—see Fig. 47—and the
passage di closed.
It will be obvious that if the feed bar
d in' this construction is pressed back:- ' wards as illustrated in dotted lines Fig..
40 . 43, said channels di of the point section
c will be occluded by feed bar d and the
ink passage will he closed, thus providing
an alternative method of sealing by longitudinal movement of feed bar d as com45 `pared with that described with reference
to Fig. 42. Suitable stops may be provided to ensure
the correct longitudinal or rotary movement of feed bar d and/or point section c.
50 Having now particularly --Gsc-fibed
:'
ascertained the nature of my said invention and in what manner the same is to
be performed, I declare that what I claim
is :--55 L A self-filling stylographic pen in
which a solid writing point is associated
with a feed her and provision is made
(a) for the admission and emission of air
and of ink to and from the reservoir by
60 way of a channel or channels formed in
said feed bar or/and the surrounding
point section of the pen, and (b) for the
passage of ink by way of a channel or
channels formed in or on the point and
65 if necessary completed by the fitment of

said point to the feed bar.
2. A stylographic writing pea as
claimed in Claim 1, in which the passage
of ink to the writing point is controlled
and regulated by means of slots with local
reservoirs in association therewith.
3. A stylographic writing pen as claimed
in Claim 1, in which the passage of ink
to the writing point is controlled and
regulated by vertical slots in the feed bar,
said slots being arranged to overlap for
a portion or the whole of their length...
4. A stylographic writing pen as=
claimed in Claim 1, in which the- passage
of ink to the writing point is controlled
and regulated by means of slots provide&
in the feed bar, such slots communicating.
with a central bore of the feed bar by
means of a transverse slot or slots in such
_
feed bar.
5. A stylographic writing pen as
claimed in Claim 1, in which the passage:
of ink to the writing point is controlled
and regulated by means of a surface pro-;!
vided with fine longitudinal or transverse
channels in association with a contiguous:surface.
,
6. A stylographic writing pen
claimed iin Claim 1, in which the passage
of ink to the writing point is controlled
and regulated by means of one or more:
channels occupied by a ,regulatingmember.
7. A stylographic writing pen as
claimed in the preceding Claim 6, in
which said regulating member is in theform of a solid rod.
8. A stylographic writing pen asclaime&
in any one of the preceding Claims,
in which the passage of ink to the writing;
point is controlled and regulated by
adjusting the position of a tube surround-ing the writing point.
-e
9. A stylographie writing
.
claimed in any one of the preceding:
Claims, in which local reservoirs are pro..4vided to take surplus ink. •
10. A stylographie- writino. Pen- as.
claimed in any one of the preceding
Claims, in which the flow of ink to the-writing point is controlled and regulated-y
by means of a bundle of wires or-similar
elements.
11. A stylographic writing - pen as=
claimed in any one of the preceding
Claims,' in which the flow of ink to the,f
writing point is controlled and regulated
by means of .a siphon connection between
the ink reservoir and the...point section and
feed bar.
12. A stylographic writing pen as
claimed in Claim 8, in which the -flow.„
of ink to the writing point is controlled
and regulated by means of a perforated
tube arranged in association with a seconds.,
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13. A stylographic writing pen as
claimed in Claim 1, in which ink may
be fed directly or by means of lateral
5 channels or a lateral channel to the bore
of a feed bar.
14. A stylographic writing pen as
chimed in any one of the preceding
Claims, in which air may be led directly
tO or by means of a lateral channel to the
bare of a feed ter.
15. A stylographic writing pen as
claimed in Claim 1, in which the writing
point member is made- up of wires or
i5. portions of metal of similar or different
shapes sizes and configurations, such, for
example, as those illustrated in Figs. 25
to 39 inclusive.
16. A stylographic writing pen as
/30 claimed in Claim 1, in which the flow of
ink to the writing point is controlled and
regulated by means of multiple longitudinal channels provided upon the surface of the feed bar surrounded for a
?5 portion of its length by a hollow cylinder
or tube.
17. A stylographic writing point as
claimed in Claun 1, in which the writing
point is prevented from receding by means
30 of a cross member consisting of a single
rod or of a series of rods or wires.
18. A writing instrument as claimed in
any one of the preceding claims, in which
the writing point is composed of a
.•"*. plurality of wires or elongated portions
of metal or other suitable material surrounded by a tube which is arranged to
follow their external contour.
19. A writing instrument as claimed in
0 any one of the preceding claims, in which
the elongated portion of metal or writing
point is composed of a plurality of wires
or other suitable material surrounded by
a tube upon which one or several constrictions are formed.
20. A writing instrument as claimed in.

9

any one of the preceding Claims, in which
the writing point is composed of a
plurality of wires of metal or other
suitable material surrounded by a tube le
upon the internal surface of which one or
several projections are formed.
21. A stylographic writing pen. as
claimed in any one of the preceding
Claims, in which the writing point 55
element is held elastically wain the feed
bar so as to be capable of limited yielding
motion in a longitudinal direction.
22. A stylographic writing pen asclaimed in any one of the preceding 60
Claims, in which the feed bar together
with the writing point is arranged to abut it
against a spring suitably fixed and is-11
capable of limited movement in a longi-)
65
tudinal direction.
23: A stylographic writing pen afi
claimed in any one of the preceding
Claims, in which the instrument is sealed
against leakage by means of a longitudinal
movement of the feed bar member, the 70
rear end of which is arranged to occlude
the ink passage leading from the ink sac or
reservoir.
24. A stylographic writing pen as
claimed in any one of the preceding 75
Claims, 1 to 20 inclusive in which the
instrument is sealed against leakage by
means of a rotational movement of the
feed bar substantially as described.
25. A stylographic writing pen sub.. 80
stantially as hereinbefore described and
illustrated in the accompanying drawings.
26. A stylographic writing pen as
claimed in any one of the preceding
Claims, in which any of the usual methods 85
of filling fountain pens is employed.
Dated this 23rd day of January, 1934.
JOHN HINDLEY WALKER,
125, High Holborn, London, W.C.1, and
139, Dale Street, LiverpooL
,
Agert for the Applicant.

.Hedhill: Printed int- His Alf.iesty's Stationery Office. by Lore & Maloomaon, Ltd.-1981.
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United States Patent Office
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1
3,424,539
FOUNTAIN PEN
Roy M. Jenkins, Burbank, Calif., assignor to Lindy Pen
Company Incorporated, North Hollywood, Calif.
Filed Feb. 9, 1965, Ser. No. 431,377
U.S. CI. 401-292
13 Claims 5
Int. Cl. A46b /1/00; B43k 1/02
ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE
A fountain pen is formed of a plurality of elongated 10
elmntsiwhcadjurfesvplidtho
different texture patterns to provide capillary ink passages.
In a preferred embodiment, elongated elements are molded
as one integral unit which is "rolled up" to form the writing 15
asembly.
The present invention relates to writing instruments and
more particularly to a novel fountain pen combining the
ease of writing of fluent ink instruments with the smooth 20
writing action of ball point writing instruments.
Fluid writing instruments have long been divided into
three basic types. A first type employs a marking tip or
nib through which a writing fluid flows or is conveyed to
the writing surface. This type includes the earliest pens 25
from the split nib quill pens to the modern, metal split
nib pen; a second type usually referred to as a "marking"
instrument, maintains a capillary wick in fluid communication with a supply of writing fluid. The third type is best
characterized by the ball point pen, which utilizes a rotat- 30
ing ball to transport a more viscous writing fluid, from a
supply to the writing surface.
The split nib pen has long been used because of its ability
to produce a mark of consistent width and density for the
life of the point so long as the supply of ink is adequate 35
and the writting pressure uniform. Usually the pen is of
metal and preferably includes a writing nib with a tapered
writing tip, having a longitudinal slit extending from a
pierce in the nib. Ink flows by capillary action through the
slit to the tip during writing. The width of the slit varies 40
as a result of the pressure of writing. Otherwise, ink is
held and stored by capillary attraction.
The common split nib pen is "position sensitive" and
requires that the instrument be carefully oriented in the
writer's grasp to produce satisfactory results. Rotation of 45
the pen point makes writing more difficult and there are
"dead" positions from which the pen will not write.
Multiple nib lining and drawing pens have been devised
and described for example, in the patents to Chinn, No.
82,598; Heath, No. 423,684; Wardin, No. 1,345,044; 50
Aramian, No. 1,621,450; and Frank, No. 1,903,965. Each
essentially relies on the capillary action of the split between adjacent nibs to provide an adequate flow of ink to
the point.
The ball point pen which has been introduced in recent 55
years, combines the advantages of a pencil (which transmits writing perssure through several thicknesses of paper
to provide multiple copies and which is not particularly
sensitive to the orientation of the instrument) with the
desired end of producing an ink mark, usually more per- go
manent and durable than a pencil mark.
Despite the wide acceptance and popularity of the ball
point pen, many critics have objected to the application of
substantial writing pressure, required of most ball point
pens, to produce a satisfactory mark. Many find themselves 65
fatigued after extended use of such a pen. Further, certain
writing surfaces cause slippage of the ball and consequent1; a skip in the writing. Further, as the ball wears the
socket in which it is mounted, the ink flow increases and
ink builds up on the point which is left on the surface as a 70
blot.
The marking instrument, long used for its broad mark-
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ing wick, has in recent years, been modified by attempts
to find a wick-point which will provide a writing line comparable to that produced by either the nib pen or the ball
point pen. Natural and synthetic fibers have been bundled
into a small tip, through which ink flows by capillary action. Such instruments have not achieved sufficient rigidity
at the writing point to prevent the collapse of the fibers at
the very tip. As a result, an instrument providing a fine
line initially quickly breaks down and soon produces a
relatively broad mark, unsuitable for most normal writing purposes. More rigid fibers of comparable dimensions
would result in a point that could easily scratch or tear
the writing surface, which, in turn would result in an unduly broad or thick mark.
Still other attempts to modify a wick - type marking instrument for writing purposes have resulted in a narrowed
writing point, but the resulting inadequate flow of the conventional inks used, precludes a satisfactory writing instrument. A more fluent ink, which might overcome the problem, creates yet additional problems, dealing with evaporation rates, permeability of the ink reservoir and pen barrel,
and absorption by and drying on the writing surface.
A different approach to provide a wick-type marking
instrument having a more rigid structure is exemplified by
the patent to Roth, No. 2,396,058 in which a porous solid
provides capillary paths for a writing fluid to a writing tip.
Here, the choice of the materials and the size of the particles of the solid determines the size of the capillary channels, which are joined at random on a probabilistic basis.
Such a method leaves the provision of a continuous capillary path between reservoir and writing tip, too much to
chance, without any real control or adjustment being practical.
It is therefore desirable to have a writing instrument that
can utilize conventional writing or marking inks, that affords the writing ease of a nib or wick, yet permits the
wide range of writing attitudes possible with a ball point
pen, and which does not require the fatiguing writing
pressures normally experienced with a ball point pen. The
instrument should be easily fabricated and permit a relatively inexpensive construction. Such an instrument can be
expendable and therefore non-refillable, although if a
more permanent unit is desired, the ink supply may be
added to from time to time with various refilling modification. However, in an inexepensive, expendable pen, the ink
supply can be entirely self contained without provision
for refill.
The present invention provides such •an instrument
which utilizes a novel writing point. The point comprises
a plurality of molded elongated elements hereinafter referred to as "strands" to form an elongated solid. It is understood that the conventional definition of "strand" contemplates a twisted or braided configuration, but for the
present purposes that term has been adopted in preference
to "filament" or other generic term which would encompass the elongated structure comprising an element of the
present invention. The adjacent faces are spaced •nd/or
textured to provide paths of capillary dimensions for ink
from one end of the strands to the other and which is
shaped into a writi.ig tip. In a preferred embodiment,
each strand is a segment of a regular polygon. It is to be
understood that "polygon" is intended to include geometric
shapes with as few as three sides. When the plurality of
strands are bundled in interfitting alignment and inserted
into a pen barrel,.fluid communication is established with
the ink supply and the adjacent faces of the individual
strands provide capillary passages for the flow of ink.
If a cross section is taken of a bundle of strands,
orthogonal to the axis, a central channel will be seen, with
a plurality of channels radiating therefrom, all of capillary
dimensions for the ink being used. The individual strands
are textured to improve the capillary properties of the
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interfatine faces in the bundle. The strands arc tapered
Similarly, strands could be made of ceramic, f'
or
so that the bundle provides a writing tip which is subany other suitable material.
stantially symmetrical about the axis and which enables
Plasti 5, such as the act.,1 copolymers, have obvious
writing substantially independent of the attitude of the
advantages of cost, ease el molding or casting and their
writing instillment.
3 extreme fidelity to the mold. Accoalinely, a plastic strand
In additional embodiments, shoulders are / molded on
is the first choice, especially for an Ler.pendable pen.
the "bases" or outer-surfaces of selected strands, so that
Accordingly, it is an obje,:t of the present invention to
the extent of insertion into the pen barrel can be limited
provide a fountain pen having a unique point structure
by the shoulders. Still other embollimeats provide molded
suitable for use v.ith conveational writing inks.
bosses or cam surfaces on the base of each strand, so 10
It is yet another object of the present invention to prothat once a bundle is in place, the cam surfaces arc
vide an improved fountain pen having an omnidirectional
frictionally engaged by the pen barrel to maintain the
point.
strands in a tight, compact bundle. At the same time,
It is still a separate object of the present invention to
these cam surfaces provide a vent to the atmosphere from
provide a fountain pen having a plastic writing point.
the ink supplyAhrough the barrel between adjacent cam 15
It is yet an additional object of the present invention to
surfaces.
provide a fountain pen having a plastic writing point
In the preferred embodiment, the individual strands are
terminating in a metal writing tip.
molded with a triangular cross section. When assembled,
It is a further object of the present invention to provide
a regular, polygonal prism is formed. As will be easily
an improved fountain pen having an omnidirectional, alls.:en, a pol}gonal solid ,fitted iato a circular orifice will
metal writing
provide a plurality of air passages external to the solid
It is another object of the present invention to provide
for communication with the interior of the pen.
a writing point for a fountain pen, which is made up a
The preferred method for producing the strands complurality of elongated strands in a compact bundle.
prising a point involves a molding or casting process, in
It is a further object of the invention to provide an
which the inner faces of.. the mold are textured, for ex- 25 . improved writing point for a fountain pen made up
ampleonsidwthrofculasitnr of a plurality of similar strands of plastic, which, in a
scratches and on the opposite or facing side, with linear
bundle, provide contiguous capillary paths for ink for the
or lateral striations .or scratches. The "base" surfaces of
entire length of the strands.
the plurality laf strands are provided with a connecting
It is yet another object of the invention to provide- an
band or web so that the plurality of strands can be cast 30 improved writing point for a fountain pen made up of a
side-by-side in a single coherent unit which is later
plurality of molded strands of plastic which can be rolled
'rolled" to .form the polygonal solid. An eight-sectioned
into a bundle and inserted into a pen barrel.
point has proved to be eminently satisfactory and, acIt is yet an additional object of the present invention
cordingly, each strand has, an apex angle of approximately
to provide an improved writing point for a fountain pen
4P, so that an octagonal "solid" is formed by the 35 made up of a plurality of strands radially cast from a
bundling of eight, substantially identical, strands.
central stem which when inserted into a pen barrel
In an alternative embodiment, a plurality of strands
collapse to form a solid body having contiguous 'capillary
are molded to radiate from a common, central rod. To
ink paths extending the length of the point.
provide a similar, eight-sectioned point, eight strands are
It is a further object of the invention to provide an
formed, each of substantially triangular cross section and 40 improved writing point for a. fountain pen made up of a
each with an apex angle of approximately 4P. When
plurality of individual strands which are cast or molded
the individual strands are collapsed inward to be in
in a predetermined shape with a predetermined texture
parallel alignment with the axis, as by inserting the rod
to the surfaces for providing capillary ink paths between
end into a circular orifice of a pen barrel, an octagonal
adjacent strands.
body is again produced, co-axial with the stem rod.
It is yet an additional object of the invention to provide
45
Obviously, the number of strands used to make up a
a polygonal point for a fountain pen which, when inpoint, is determined by the fluidity of the ink, the capillary
serted in a circular orifice, provides a plurality of vent
properties of the ink with the material used in the making
passages to the ink reservoir.
of the strands, and the breadth of the mark to be written.
It is still an additional object of the present invention
To assure uniform-writing properties, independent of the 50 to provide an Unproved point for fountain pens made
rotational position and attitude of the pen, six or more
up of a plurality of individual strands bonded together
strands are deemed preferable. However, classical draftby a web member, which enables the strands to be rolled
ing pens would use two "strands," while the prior art
into an elongated solid for insertion into a pen barrel.
has disclosed a pen using three metal points, in a conical
It is still an additional gblect of the present invention to
taper. Experiments with four strands have produced in- 55 provide a multi-strand writing point assembly for a founstruments that were not insensitive to rotation of the pen,
tain pen which includes shoulders molded on the indibut it is suspected that even a four-strand pen would be
vidual strand element's to limit the depth of insertion of
satisfactory, if a suitably fluid ink were chosen.
the point assembly in the fountain pen barrel.
In the preferred embodiment, a point is provided with
The novel features which are believed to be charactera uniform, straight line taper, to the writing tip. It is 60 istic of the invention, both as to organization and method
believed, however, that depending upon the wearing proof operation, together with further objects and advantages
perties of the point material employed, other, non-linear,
thereof will be better understood from the following detapers might be preferable, so that the width of the mark
scription considered in ciamection with the accompanying
produced would be less dependent upon the wear of the
drawings in which several preferred embodiments of the
tip in the axial direction.
65 invention are illustrated by way of example. It is to be
• Yet other embodiments employ either all-metal strands,
expressly understood, however, that the drawings are for
or metal tips affixed to plastic strands, to provide a long
the purpose of illustration and description only and are
wearing. highly polished writing tip that is not affected
not intended as a definition of the limits of the invention.
by abrasion with the writing surface and which will conFIG. I is a perspective view of a fountain pen according
tinually provide a smooth even contract between point 70
to the present invention:
and writing surface. In such embodiments, writing tips of
FIG. 2 is a sin_ ••,:ctional view of the Pen- of FIG. 1;
suitable metals such as osmium or iriditint can be integrally
3a, 3b and 3c is a view of a
mold..al onto the ends of the individual strands. AlterFIG. 3. insinding
preferred embodiment in •!
natively, each strand could be tunde of a suitable metal,
assembly for use vs jai
in a process similar to that employed for tha plastics. 75 the fountain pen with tit:: mascot invention in which
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3a is a top view of a plurality of triara:aar strands show"capillary valve" to prevent leakage around the point or
ine the "interior" sides of the strands;
through the air vent.
FIG. 3b is a bottom view of the strands of FIG. 3a
As shown in FIG. 2, an air passage 56 is necessary to
showing the base or outside surfaces of tae strands:
communicate between the reservoir 50 and the atmosF [G. 3c is a side view of the strands of FIGS. 3a
phere to maintain pressure equilibrium as ink is used.
and 3h;
The air passage 56 through areas between the point asFIG. 4 is a perspective view of an individual strand of
sembly 40, and the interior surface of the nose piece 24
a point assembly showing, in greater detail the texturing
avoids the need to perforate the barrel 22 or the filling
of the interior surfaces thereof;
cap 26.
FIG. 5 is an end sectional view of the point assembly 10
In a preferred embodiment, the pen 20 is assembled by
of FIG. 3a taken along the line 5-5 in the direction of
first inserting the cylinder 52 of absorbent material into
the appended arrows;
the reservoir area 50 of the pen barrel 22. Next, a
FIG. 6 is an end sectional view of the point assembly
precisely metered amount of ink or writing fluid 54 is
of FIG. 3a taken along the line 6-6 in the direction of
added to the reservoir area 50 where it is absorbed and
the appended arrows;
15 held by the cylinder 54. The filling cap 26 is then inserted
FIG. 7 is an enlarged front view of the point assembly
in place. The filling cap 26 can be permanently fastened
of FIG. 2 taken along line 7-7 in the direction of the
or can be provided with a frictional, but air tight fit. If
appended arrows;
the cylinder is not used, some other equivalent structure
FIG. 8 is a perspective view of an alternative point
should be employed to keep the ink from leaking out
assembly according to the present invention;
20 around the point assembly 40.
FIG. 9 is a cross section view of a six stranded point
Next, the point assembly 40 is inserted through the
assembly according to the present invention;
orifice of the nose piece 24, and forced into the interior
FIG. 10 is a cross section view of a twelve stranded
of the pen barrel 22. Preferably the fit of the point aspoint assembly according to the present invention;
sembly 40 in the nose piece 24 is a tight one. The piercing
FIG. 11 is a cross sectional view of a hexagonal point 25 tip of the feed taper 48 enters the cylinder 52 of absorbent
assembly according to the invention comprised of a plumaterial and establishes contact with the writing fluid 54,
rality of equilateral triangular strands;
stored therein. The point assembly 40 is forced into the
FIG. 12 is a cross section view of yet another point
pen barrel 22 until the shoulders 44 engage the nose
assembly comprised of strands forming segments of anpiece 24.
nu!ar concentric cylinders to form a columnar point 30
Writing fluid 54 is conducted to the writing tip 42
assembly;
through capillary action within the point assembly 4.0,
FIG. 13 is a top view of a retaining ring adapted for
to be explained in greater detail below. When the writing
use in the present invention;
fluid has reached the tip, the pen is ready for writing.
FIG. 14 is yet another embodiment of a point assembly
The protective cap 30 is placed on the nose piece 24.
in which hexagonal strands are bundled together to form 35 An air tight fit is formed after the mating threads 28, 32
a point assembly;
have been fully engaged by rotation of the cap 30. With
FIG. 15 is a perspective view of yet another configurathe cap in place, the air tight seal thus formed tends to
tion of a plurality of strands radiating from a central
prevent evaporation of the writing fluid. The clip portion
stem;
'
34 can be used to hold the pen 20 securely in a pocket.
FIG. 16 is a side sectional view of a strand having a 40 To write, the cap 30 is removed and placed for safekeepmetal point; and
ing on the filling cap 26, where it can be secured in place
FIG. 17 is a side sectional view of yet another strand
by the mating threads.
having a metallic point.
The pen may then be employed for writing in the well
Turning first to FIG. 1, there is shown a typical
known manner. Only a light touch need be employed as
fountain pbn 20 according to the present invention. The 45 the capillary flow of fluid to the point assures a plentiful
pen 20 includes a barrel 22, terminating at the forward
supply at the writing tip.
end in an apertured nose piece 24, and, at the rearward
Turning to FIGS. 3 through 7, there is shown a preferred
end in a removable filling cap 26. The rearward end may
embodiment of a point assembly 40 according to the presbe used to fill the pen with writing fluid. As shown, the
ent invention. In a preferred method of producing the
nose piece 24 is also provided with a spiral thread 28, 50 point assembly 40, a plurality of strands are cast, in a
and the filling cap 26, has a similar spiral thread 28'.
"parallel" mold, each strand having a surface in a common
A protective cap 30, has on the internal surface thereof,
plane. Satisfactory points have been produced from an
a matching thread 32, which is adapted to engage the '
acetal copolymer, commercially available under the tradethread 28 of the nose piece 24, as well as the thread 28'
marks Cellon or Delrin. Other assemblies have been made
of the filling cap 26. A molded clip member 34 is pro- 55 of linear polyethylene and even polypropylene has been
vided on the cap 30 so that when the cap 30 is closed onto
used. The choice of a plastic material is, of course, closely
the nose piece 24, the clip 34 in cooperation with the
related to the choice of writing fluid and the compatability
barrel portion 22, provides a clip to be used with a
of one with the other.
garment pocket.
In FIG. 3a, there is shown an eight-strand assembly,
A point assembly 40 is fitted into the nose piece 24, and 00 each strand 60 of triangular cross section. In this ema writing tip 42, projects therefrom at a desired distance,
bodiment, each is provided with an apex angle roughly
determined by the placement of a plurality of shoulders
approximating 45° with a perntissible variation of —30'.
or bosses 44. The shoulders 44 engage the nose piece 24,
The exact amount by which the angle can be less than
:tad limit the depth of insertion of the pen point assembly
45° depends upon surface texture and the properties of
40 into the pen barrel 22.
65 the writing fluid. The angle can be expressed as 44° 30'
Turning next to FIG. 2, there is shown a side sectional
±30'. It will be•apparent that if the angle is much less
view of the fountain pen 20 of FIG. 1. Within the pen
than 45° with an octagonal assembly, the space between
barrel 22, there is a reservoir area 50 which, in the preadjacent strands will exceed capillary dimension except
ferred embodiment is occupied by a cylinder 52 of a
for a very small area.
highly porous, fibrous material, capable of absorbing 70
FIG. 3b shows the bases of the strands 60, with the
iin:1 holding, by capillary attraction, a substantial quantity
base surface 62 in the common plane. As shown in
cilr ink or writing fluid 54. Alternatively, the ink may be
FIGS. 3a, 3b and 3c, each strand .60 is provided with
stored in the reservoir using a plastic or other sac or
a leading taper 66 and a feed taper 68. The apex edge
possibly a relatively thin disk of porous fibrous material
64, however, is perfectly straight and, in this embodiment
between the point and the liquid ink supply to act as a 75 is aligned in parallel with those of the adjacent strands.
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The "inner" surfaces of the strands have differing cooperating textures 70, 72. A pair of webs 474, best seen
in FIG. 3b molds the strands together into an integral
unit. The webs 74 are easily produced by relieving areas
on the cooperating opposite half of the mold so that
corresponding areas of web are pioduced mon casting. 5
In FIG. 4, there is shown a single strand 60, in which
the surface texturing is illustrated in somewhat greater
detail. It has been found experimentally, that a satisfactory point assembly can be assembled from a plurality 1
of strands in which one, inner face is textured by the
plurality of parallel, longitudinal striations or scratches
70, which cooperate with the plurality of circular striations or scratches 72 on the adjacent, inner face.
When the plurality of strands 60 is formed into a 15
finished point assembly 40, the strands 60 are arranged
so that a surface having longitudinal or parallel scratches
70 is always next adjacent a surface having circular
scratches 72. The texturing of the surfaces of the mold
in which the strands are produced. It has been found, 20
that :lie scratches normally caused by the milling out
of the mold, produces adequate surface texturing on
the finished strands 60.
FIGS. 5 and 6 are cross sections of the plurality of
strands comprising a point assembly 40 in an unassem- 25
bled configuration. FIGS 5 is a view taken through
shoulders 44 while FIG. 6 is a cross section taken approximately through the center of the strands. While
FIG. 6 shows each strand to be in fact an individual
separate element, FIG. 5 shows the thickened web por- 30
tion 74, which joins the adjacent strands in an integral
unit.
To place a point assembly 40 in use, the plurality of
strands 60 are •rolled into a compact polygonal bundle,
with the plurality of apices 64 coming together at a 35
single central axial line. FIG. 7 is an enlarged end
view of a point assembly 40, fully assembled and inserted into the opening or orifice 76 of the nose piece
24. As seen in FIG. 7, the bundling of the plurality of
strands results in a regular, eight-sided polygon, which 40
is circumscribed and frictionally held by the nose piece
24. Shoulders 44 cast on alternate strands, engage the
rose piece 24 to limit the depth to which the point assembly 40 is inserted.
The point assembly is maintained in its polygonal shape 45
by the pressure of the circumscribing orifice 76 which,
in combination with the web 74, holds the strands 60
together. The space between the "flat" sides of the polygon
and the circular orifice 74 functions as a breathing vent
between the reservoir 50 and the outside environment. 50
Such a structure easily provides adequate ventilation to
the reservoir during the writing fluid withdrawal.
FIG. 8 is a perspective view of an alternative point
assembly 40' in which a plurality of boss or cam surfaces 78 are provided on the base surfaces 62', immediate- 55
ly behind the shoulders 44'. These serve to reinforce
the wedging action of the orifice 76 on the corners of
the polygon and provide added support and frictional
pressure to the midpoint of each of the strands 60.
The bundle of strands, when compacted, forms a 80
major capillary surface between all adjacent inner faces,
including a central capillary channel where the apices
meet. The texturing of the individual surfaces of the
strands provides minor capillary paths for writing fluid
so that a substantial supply of writing fluid "travels" 85
from the reservoir to the writing tip.
Still other alternative embodiments of point assemblies are shown in FIGS. 9 through 12, inclusive, which
are cross section views of the other configurations that
a point assembly might take. For example, FIG. 9 is 70
a cross section of a regular hexagonal point assembly
90 comprised of six triangular strands bundled together.
FIG...10 shows a similar structure. in this case a
dodecagon or twelve-sided polygon 0, comprised of
twelve, triangular strands bundled together. Similarly, 75

sixteen triangular strands (not shown) could be utilized
to form still another bundle having sixteen "sides." In
all of these embodiments, there is the continuing requirement that the apex angle of each strand be no
greater than 360°/N, where N is the number of strands.
A certain nominal amount of leeway is permitted by
which the angle might be less than 360`/N, depending
on the capillary properties of the ink and the strand
material. For example, the angle might be better expressed as
- 30') .±- 3

-1
-

The difference is permitted so that if the adjacent surfaces are not adequately textured, the capillary surfaces
are not completely closed off when the strands are compressed into the polygon.
Turning next to.FIG. 11, there is shown a departure
from what has heretofore been a single "layer" of strands,
each of substantially triangular cross section and each
having an apex angle no greater than 360°/N, where
N is the number of strands in the bundle forming the
regular polygon.
In FIG. 11, point assembly 94, is made up of a
plurality of strands 96 of equilateral triangular cross
section, which are arranged in a larger polygon of hexagonal shape with a central, axial line 98. As shown,
some twenty-five identical strands 96, bundled together
form the larger, hexagonal prism, point assembly .94,
whose exterior faces are made up of two adjacent strand
surfaces. The bundle can be held together by a split
ring 100, as shown in FIG. 13, or by frictional engagement with the orifice of a nose piece, of suitable diameter.
If the individual strands 96 are drawn or extruded,
then tapers must be ground or machined onto the finished
bundle. If molded or cast, a plurality of flat, parallel
type molds can be provided, or a "flower-type" configuration, explained below in connection with FIG, 15,
can be employed.
FIG. 12 shows a similar approach, in which an inner
core 102 is formed of strands 104 of a "pie" shape,
which when bundled together produce a cylindrical
column. A concentric annular cylinder 106 is made up
of a plurality of strands 163 each having the cross section of a sector of the annular ring 106 and, as shown,
a second annular cylinder 110 is provided, surrounding
the first` annular cylinder 106. Alternatively, the individual strands of the outer most annular cylinder 110
could be provided with plane exterior surfaces, so that
the bundled strands would have the appearance of a
polygon, rather than a cylinder.
A split ring 100, such as shown in FIG. 13 may be
used both to hold the strands in a bundle 'and to limit
the depth of insertion of the point assembly. The ring
may have a sharpened inner periphery 112 so that the
outer strands are slightly deformed by contact.with the
ring 100, thereby preventing sliding of the ring 100 in
the axial direction.
In FIG. 14, yet another alternative embodiment of a
point assembly is shown, in which a plurality of strands 114
of polygonal cross sections are bundled to form a point
assembly 116 and held by a split -ring 100. As shown
the stands 114 are hexagonal and may be drawn or extruded and cut to proper length. When bundled, and held
by the ring 100, a suitable taper 113 may be ground or
otherwise formed, to produce a writing tip. The taper 118
can assume virtually any configuration from a "hollow
ground," hyperboloid of revolution, (as shown), to a hemisphere (not shown). The "hollow ground" shapes permit
substantial point wear without degradation of the width
of the written mark. Other special shapes may be provided
for any desired mark or
Turning next to FIG. 15, there is shown yet another
configuration f n an tin;IN,ctithIA point structure 120,
which is suitable fur molding or casting. A plurality of
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124. With a sufficiently flexible material, the individual
strands 122 radiate from a central core member or stem
strands 122 can be bundled together to assume the same
point assembly configuration achieved by the casting of
strands in parallel, such as illustrated in FIG. 3.
In the point structure 120 of FIG. 15, siinilar shoulders

engage a pen barrel to limit the insertion of the point
therein;
a writing tip, having a uniform taper from said outer
surface toward said inner surfaces; and
inscribed texturing on said inner surfaces of predeter5
mined depth and pattern, the pattern on one surface
126,andwhersicmufa128,nbeoldbeing different from the patent on the next adjacent
ed into the exterior sides of the strands. In substantially
surface for providing, as between contacting inner
all aspects, the point structure 120 will be identical to the
surfaces of adjacent similar elements, paths of capilpoint assembly 40 of the preferred embodiment. However, io
lary dimensions for writing fluid extending the length
thesrand60ofpembdintarjoy
of said element to said writing tip for transporting
the webs 74 that form fairly wide lateral bands, yet in the
writing fluid thereto.
instant embodiment, the strands 122 are joined only at one
3. The combination with a fountain pen including
a barrel portion, a reservoir portion within the barrel
end.
The embodiments of FIGS. 11 and 12 might also be cast 15 portion, and an orifice in one end of the barrel portion
asplurityofdngasrmcetl". communicating with the reservoir portion of a writing
Such a mold is well within the skill of the plastics molding
point adapted to be inserted into the barrel portion orifice
art, and accordingly will not be dealt with herein. It is
comprising:
sufficient to note that the finished point assembly will
a plurality of elongated elements of non absorbent
consist of a plurality of strands having interfitting adjacent , 0
material, said plurality of elements being adapted to
surfacetopvidmjlarysufce.Thdjnt
be bundled into a substantially solid, elongated strucsurfaces are so textured to provide minor capillary paths
ture, adjacent surfaces of said elements having rewithin each surface. The shapes of the individual strands
spectively different pattens inscribed and textured
and the methods of porducing the strands are limited only
therein, for providing contiguous paths of capillary
by the ingenuity of the designer of the mold or die, with- 25
dimensions for writing fluids extending the length of
outnecsarilyqghxecsofinvtkl.
said elements when said elements are bundled toTurning next to FIGS. 16 and 17, there are shown still
gether and inserted into the pen barrel orifice.
other embodiments of strands 130 suitable for use in the
4. The 'writing point of claim 3 above, wherein the patpresent invention. If an all metal strand is considered untern on one of a pair of adjacent surfaces is substantially
desirable, a composite strand may be utilized. A tapered 30 curvilinear and the pattern on the other of a pair of adjapoint132frmshewgipand ofhr, cent surfaces is substantially rectilinear.
corrosion resistant metal 134, which is embedded or other5. The writing point of claim 3 above, wherein each
wise anchored to the plastic material 136, of the remainder
element has a tapered, writing tip of metal.
of the strand 130.
6. The writing point of claim 3 above, wherein each
As seen in FIG. 16, the metal point 132 has a post 138
of said elements is made entirely of metal.
extending therefrom about which the plastic material 136
7. The writing point of claim 3 above, wherein each
is molded. FIG. 17 shows a similar metal point 132' which
of said elements is made entirely of a plastic.
contains an opening 140 into which plastic material 136
8. The combination with a fountain pen including a
has been injected for a firm connection.
barrel having a 'writing fluid reservoir portion adapted to
The embodiments of FIGS. 16 and 17 are primarily 40 store writing fluid therein, and an orifice at one end
intedforusapmntyefoi,whc adapted to receive a writing point in fluid communication
the point is expected to undergo little or no wear through
with the reservoir portion of a writing point comprising:
use. Accordingly, the pen is adapted to be refilled with ink.
(a) a stem member adapted to engage the reservoir
Where the added expense can be justified, the individual
portion of the barrel;
strands themselves can be entirely comprised of metal,
(b) a plurality of strands, each attached at one end
although it is believed that plastic strand might provide 45
to said stem member and extending radially therebetter capillary surfaces and capillary paths.
from, each of said strands adapted, respectively, to
Thus there has been described a new and improved
interfit with adjacent strands to form an elongated
fountain pen as well as a new writing point assembly for a.
'solid; and
fountain pen. The pen combines many of the advantages
(c) writing fluid path means including predetermined
of the conventional fountain pen with other advantages 50
inscribed textured patterns on adjacent interfitting
peculiar to a ball point pen. Further, the present pen also strand surfaces, said patterns on a one surface being
cm bodies many features of the wick-type marking pen, but
different from the pattern on the next adjacent surprovides a smooth, long wearing point that does not deface, said interfitting strand surfaces cooperating to
grade the quality of the line produced over a period of
provide contiguous paths of capillary dimensions for
time.
55
writing fluid, extending substantially the length of
What is claimed as new is:
said strands when said strands are bundled to form
1. A writing point for a fountain pen comprised of a
an elongated solid.
plurality of similar, elongated elements, each element in9. The writing point of claim 8 above, wherein each of
cluding:
said strands is an elongated triangular prism having an
a first inner surface having a first predetermined pat- 60 apex angle of substantially 360°/N, where the plurality of
tern formed thereon, and a second inner surface havstrands consists of N strands, to form an N-stranded
ing a second predetermined pattern formed thereon,
writing point having a regular, geometric shape.
said first and second predetermined pattern being
10. The writing point of claim•8 above, 'wherein at least
different whereby a first inner surface, in intimate
one of said strands includes an outwardly projecting
contact with a second inner surface for substantially 65 shoulder on an exterior surface thereof adapted to enthe length of their respective elements, provides a
gage the barrel at the orifice thereof, to limit inward inplurality of contiguous paths of capillary dimensions
sertion of said writing point.
for writing fluid, extending the length of the ele11. The combination with a fountain pen including a
ments.
barrel having a writing fluid reservoir portion adapted to
2. An element adapted for use in a writing point as- 70 store writing fluid therein and an orifice at one end
sembly for a fountain pen in combination with other, simadapted to receive a writing point in fluid communication
ilar, elements, comprising:
with the reservoir portion of a writing point comprising:
an elongated, non=absorbent solid having a first inner
(a) a plurality of N elongated strands, each having a
surface, a second inner surface and an outer surface;
base side and a pair of inner sides meeting at an
a shoulder mounted on :aid outer surface adapted to 75
acute angle approximately equal to but less than
-
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Said strands for limiting lhe inward travel of the writing
360°/N, each of said strands adapted, respectively,
point in the barrel orifice
to interfit with adjacent strands to forntan elongated,
N-stranded solid; and
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Title of the Utility Model Registration
Writing Instrument
Name of the applicant
Takashi Funabashi

Scope of the Utility Model Registration
As shown in the attached, drawing, a writing instrument
provided with a nib holder (a) rigidly inserted into an opening of a tip portion of a casing (6), said nib holder (a)
comprising a conical head (2) having a central aperture axially
passing through thereof and a cylindrical member (3) coaxially
connected to said'head (2), a nib (5) supported by said nib
holder (a), said nib'(5) compoped af a thin felt member, said
'11
head (2) definewa
mounting position of said nib holder (a)
to said casing (6).

In the specification, it is clearly described the wellknown construction of the writing instrument shown in the drawing, for example, the rear end of the nib 5 is inserted into an
ink reservoir in the case 6.

The ink reservoir does not re-

presented by any numeral in the drawing, however, it is understood that X,represent•the ink reservoir. There is a space Y
which is not particularly illustrated, but understood in the
drawing.
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United States Patent Office
1
3,003,181
MARKING DEVICE WITH SNAP-ON
HEAD ASSEMBLY
Sidney N. Rosenthal, Belle Harbor, N.Y., assignor to
Speedry Chemical Products, Inc., Richmond Hill, N.Y.
Filed July 29, 1959, Ser. No. 830,357
6 Claims. (CI. 15-563)
This invention relates to a marking device with snapon head assembly which is adapted for use with inks
having different kinds of bases.
An object of the invention is to provide a marking
device which essentially comprises a marking nib of felt
or some similar material and wherein the ink is carried
by an absorbent member from which the ink is fed to the
nib by capillarity, which is substantially vapor tight when
not in use, thus making it possible to use highly volatile
bases or solvents for the ink, which may be recharged
with ink by the user, quickly and easily, and which will
be relatively simple and inexpensive to construct and assemble.
Other objects of the invention will appear as the description of the invention and of the embodiment illustrated in the drawing progresses.
In the drawing in which the presently preferred embodiment of the invention is illustrated,
FIGURE 1 is an enlarged elevation of the marking
device;
FIGURE 2 is an enlarged vertical sectional view;
FIGURE 3 is a horizontal sectional view through FIGURE 1 on the plane of line 3-3 on FIGURE 2;
FIGURE 4 is a horizontal sectional view through FIGURE 1 on the plane of line 4-4 on FIGURE 2;
FIGURE 5 is a horizontal sectional view through FIGURE 1 on the plane of line 5-5 on FIGURE 2;
FIGURE 6 is a horizontal sectional view through FIGURE 1 on the plane of line 6-6 of FIGURE 2.
In the embodiment of the invention disclosed in the
drawing the device comprises, fundamentally, a barrel or
ink reservoir 10 which is of hollow cylindrical or other
desirable form, which easily, comfortably and conveniently may be gripped in the hand of the user. A head assembly indicated generally by the reference numeral 12
is made, preferably, of polyethylene or of similar material, portions of which possess some degree of resiliency,
and is removably carried by the open end of the reservoir
10. The reservoir 10 is provided with an ink carrier
14 made of felt or similar ink absorbent material. The
head 12, which snaps on and off the reservoir, carries a
nib 16 the outer end of which is used for marking and
the inner end of which contacts the carrier 14 to supply
ink to the marking end by capillarity. This nib 16 is
preferably of felt or other similar material which is relatively harder than the carrier 14 and yet is capable of
capillary action.
The elements of the head assembly are, preferably, integral with each other and comprise a cap portion 18, a
nib holder 20 and a nipple 22.
A channel 24 extends axially as a continuous bore
through the nib holder 20 and the nipple 22 and is open
at both ends to permit the nib to extend into the ink
reservoir and also beyond the end of the nib holder.
The flange 26 of the cap 18 is spaced from the nipple
22, thus creating an annular channel 28, FIGURE 5, for
the reception of the neck portion of the reservoir, as later
will be explained.
The free end of the nipple 22 is provided with an annular bearing surface or shoulder 30 for engagement with
portions of the inner end of the nib and is also provided
with a taper surface 32 to facilitate the emplacement of
the head assembly on the reservoir, as later will be deIteribecL
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At the outer end of the nib holder 20 are located oppositely disposed notches 34.
The nib 16 which is of relatively hard felt or some
similar capillary material, comprises a shank portion 36
5 which is located in the channel 24.
A pair of wings 38 is located adjacent the outer end of
the shank portion and fit snugly within the notches 34
with a face-to-face engagement at 40, which engagement
prevents the nib from being forced inwardly during use.
The nib is also provided with a marking point _42,
10
of any desirable form, extending beyond the wings 38.
The shank 36 which is of less transverse dimensions
than the channel 24, thus providing air passages 44, has
shoulders 46 adjacent the wings 38 which tightly fit in
15 the channel 24, thus cooperating with the wings 38_firrnly to emplace the outer end of the nib. The cross section -of the channel 24 may be of many configurations
but, when it is circular as shown in the drawing, the outer
end is preferably constructed into an elliptical form to
20 more closely embrace the nib and yet leave an airway
around the nib.
The inner end of the nib is provided with shoulders
48 which overlap and engage the annular face 30 on the
nipple 22. The inner end of the nib is reduced to sub25 stantially pointed form for engagement with the ink carrier 14 in the barrel 10.
A reduced neck portion 50 is located at the upper end
of the barrel or reservoir 10, thus creating a shoulder 52.
In order to insure a vapor-tight joint between the ink
30 reservoir and the head assembly the outside diameter of
the nipple 22 is slightly greater than the inside diameter
of the neck of the reservoir into which it fits.
Preferably the thickness of the wall of this reservoir
neck is slightly greater than the width of the annular
35 space or channel 28 of the cap into which it extends and
there is a forced face-to-face contact of the cap with the
neck at the outer edge 54 of the neck 50 and at the
shoulder 56 of inwardly extending flange 58 of the cap
18.
40
The reservoir 10 is sufficiently long to form a comfortable hand grip.
The ink carrier 14 is positioned in the reservoir 10 with
its upper end in forced contact with the lower pointed
end of the nib by means of a resilient member, as a coil
45 spring 60, an end portion of which also serves the purpose of stiffening the ink carrier 14 without materially
affecting its capillarity. The positioning of the ink carrier 14 by the nib and the resilient member 60 and as
spaced from the enclosing wall surfaces of reservoir 10
50 insures the passage of air completely around the carrier
which is necessary to the capillary action.
The assembly of the various elements of this marking
device is simple and may be accomplished in a relatively
short time by. unskilled operators.
55
The inner end of the nib is inserted in and pushed inwardly through the chaimel 24, the protruding shoulder
portions 48 being compressed until they pass beyond the
lower end of the nipple 22 at which time their engagement of the shoulders with the annular face 30 will
00 prevent the accidental outward movement of the nib.
But the shoulders 48 may be flexed to permit deliberate
withdrawal.
With the engagement at 40 between the wings 38 and
the bottoms of the notches 34, the marking end of the
65 nib will be held in proper position securely.
The nib having been emplaced in the head assembly,
the resilient cap potrion 18 of the latter may be snapped
on the neck of the reservoir into the position shown in
70 FIGURE 2. Thus there will be three vapor-sealing
contacts between the head assembly and the ink reservoir
t4 prevent 'volatilization of the ink base.
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In order to prevent escape o' the volatile portions of
other end protruding from the inner end of said nipple,
the ink both from the reservoir and from the nib and to
said nib having shoulders adjacent its ends in engagement
maintain the nib in marking condition, a cap 62 is rewith end shoulder portions of said nib holder and nipple
movably mounted on the nil) holder 20 and is sealed at
to oppose the movement of said nib in either direction
its inner end by snug engagement of said inner end in 5 in said channel, said nib holder having at its outer end,
annular channel 64 due to the resiliency of the plastic
oppositely disposed open notches, and said nib having
nib holdtr at this location.
lateral wings snugly retained in said notches against
While a specific embodiment of the invention has been
rotative and endwise movements in relation to the holder.
illustrated and described many changes in the details of
5. In a marking device, a reservoir having an open end
construction may be made within the scope of the claims. 10 and a closed end, a head assembly mounted on said
What is claimed is:
reservoir and incdluding a nib holder, a capillary nib
mounted in said nib holder with one end extending out1. In a marking device, a head assembly, an ink reservoir, snap-on means securing the head assembly and
wardly therefrom and the other end extending inwardly
ink reservoir together, said head assembly having a chaninto said reservoir, an absorbent capillary ink carrier
nel extending therethrough to establish communication 15 within said reservoir and of less length than the same
between the ink reservoir and the atmosphere, a capillary
and resilient means between the carrier and the closed
flexible nib removably mounted in said channel and havend of the reservoir for operatively positioning said caring shoulders adjacent its ends engaging said head asrier within said reservoir and forcing said carrier into
sembly to oppose longitudinal movements of said nib
ink transferring contact with the inner end of said nib.
longitudinally of said channel.
20 6. In a marking device, a reservoir, a head assembly
2. Means according to claim 1 wherein the head asmounted on said reservoir and including a nib holder, a
sembly is an integral tube of circular cross-section whose
capillary nib mounted in said nib holder with one end
channel is the interior of the tube; with the nib being
extending outwardly therefrom and the other end extendof rectangular cross-section whose diagonals are equal to
ing inwardly therefrom, an absorbent capillary ink carthe internal diameter of the tuhe; the sides of the tube at 25 rier within said reservoir and of less length than the
its upper end being longitudinally notched, the upper end
"lame, resilient means positioning said carrier within said
of the nib being transversely enlarged to provide wings
reservoir and forcing said carrier into contact with the
fitting in said notches, the lower ends of such wings
inner end of said nib, said head assembly having a space
providing such shoulders.
therein surrounding said nib and with its outer end open
3. Means according to claim 2 wherein said tube fits 30 to the atmosphere and with its inner end open to the
inside the ink reservoir and has a skirt embracing the ink
interior of said reservoir, the effective area of said outer
reservoir; the tube and its skirt thus defining an annular
end opening being relatively restricted as compared to
groove receiving the end of the reservoir.
the effective area of said inner end opening.
4. In a marking device, a head assembly comprising
References Cited in the file of this patent
an integral resilient plastic structure, including a cap por- 35
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ink carrier 26 of absorbent material enclosed in a helical
coiled spring 27 which fits snugly within the cap 17.
In prior constructions a nib of felt or other selfsupporting absorbent material is mounted directly in a
6 nib holder. Thus, the substitution of a nib of a different form requires the use of a plurality of expensively
machined nib holders with the nibs of different forms
assembled therein.
In accordance with the present invention, nib holder
10 30, see FIGURE 2, is provided at the end of the—Cllin .

The present invention relates to improvements in pens
for marking or writing indicia and more particularly to
improvements in pens of the type described and claimed
in my prior Patent 2,416,596, issued February 25, 1947,
which utilizes a piece of felt or similar self-sustaining
porous material as a nib.
Fountain pens of the type disclosed in my prior patent
are in common use throughout the country. The piece 15
of felt constituting the nib extends through and is retained by a nib holder forming the end portion of the
pen which is gripped by the fingers. The nib holder
is accurately formed and has a screw threaded connection
with the interior of the barrel of the pen. The nib is 20
directly carried by the nib holder with the result that the
replacement of a nib is relatively expensive.
It is many times desirable to replace a nib by one having a different shape, such as a round end, square end,
chisel-shaped end or pointed end. However, the cost of 26
nib holders limits the extent to which the different shaped
nibs are used.
One of the objects of the present invention is to provide a pen of the type indicated in which nibs of different
shapes are carried by nib embracing adapters and which 30
may be easily and quickly interchanged by merely sliding the nibs and thin adapters into and out of the nib
holder.
This and other objects will become more apparent
from the following description and drawing in which like 85
reference characters denote like parts throughout the
several views. It is to be expressly understood, however, that the drawing is for the purpose of illustration
only and is not a definition of the limits of the invention,
reference being had for this purpose to the appended 40
claim.
In the drawing:
FIGURE 1 is a side elevational view of a fountain pen
incorporating the novel features of the present invention;
FIGURE 2 is a sectional view taken on line 2-2 of 45
FIGURE 1 and showing one form of nib holder for
slidably receiving interchangeable nibs;
FIGURE 3 is an extended view of the parts of the
pen and showing• the split bushing constituting a nib
ao
adapter.
Referring first to FIGURES 1 to 3 of the drawing, a
foundain pen 15 is illustrated which incorporates the
novel features of the present invention. As shown in
FIGURE 1 of the drawings, the pen 15 comprises an intermediate hollow cylindrical body 16 having a closure 65
17 at one end and a removable screw cap 18 at its opposite end. Cap 18 is provided with a clip 19 to adapt
the pen to be carried in the pocket and clipped to the
side thereof. When the pen is to be used, the cap 18 is
removed to exPose the nib at its end. 60
As illustrated in FIGURE 2, the intermediate body
portion 16 comprises a sleeve having internal screw
threads 20 and 21 at its opposite ends and external screw
threads 22 adjacent one end. An annular plug 23 of
absorbent material is positioned in the intermediate body 65
portion 16 below the screw threads 20. Closure cap 17
has a reduced threaded end 24 for screw threaded engagement with the threads 21 at one end of the intermediate body portion 16 to attach the cap 17 to the body
16. A gasket 25 is provided between the closure cap 17 70
and end of the body portion to seal the joint therebetween. Mounted in and projecting from the cap 17 is an

(Kcalbodyprtin16whcsadetoliby
receive interchangeable adapters 31 for holding nibs 32
of different forms. It will be understood that the -nib
holder 30 of the present invention may be substituted for
the nib holder used in prior constructions to slidably receive the interchangeable adapters of the present invention. Nib holder 30 has a reduced end 33 with screw
threads 34 and an annular shoulder 35 overlying the upper end of the cylindrical body 16. Thus, when the nib
holder 30 is screwed onto the internal screw threads 34,
it clamps a gasket 36 between the annular shoulder 35
and end of the body 16 to seal the joint therebetween.
The nib holder 30 has a stepped cylindrical bore 37 for
receiving interchangeable adapters 31 and provide a
shoulder 37a to limit the inward movement of adapter
31.
The adapter 31 is split so that it may be compressed
for insertion into the nib holder and will resiliently expand to frictionally seat therein. The nib 32 is formed
of felt or other self-supporting absorbent material and
is clamped within the adapter bushing 31. Adapter 31
is of a construction which may be economically manufactured in automatic screw machines and easily and
quickly assembled with a nib 32. As shown in FIGURES 2 and 3, the adapter has spaced cylindrical• sec
tions 38 and 39 with a reduced cylindrical section 40
therebetween. The adapter 31 has an axial bore 41
through which the nib 32 extends and the upper cylindrical section 38 is tapered from its outer periphery of
the bore to provide a smooth continuous surface 42 from
the end of the nib holder 30 to nib 32. Adapter 31 has
a slot 43 along one side which splits the nib holder and
extends throughout its length to adapt the holder to
flex radially for frictionally engaging the sides of the
bore 37 in the nib holder 30 in which it is slidably
mounted. After a nib 32 has been assembled in an
adapter 31, the reduced portion 40 is struck by suitable
tools to form detents 44 for engaging and holding the
nib therein without materially reducing the capillarity
of the nib.
It will be obvious from the above description that a
nib 32 of any desired shape may be easily and quickly
mounted in a relatively inexpensive adapter 31, due to
the slip 43 which permits the holder to flex. An assembly of adapter 31 and nib 32 mounted therein also
may be easily and quickly mounted in or removed from
the pen 15 by merely sliding it into or out of the nib
holder 30. Thus, nibs 32 of different forms may be interchangeably mounted in the end of the pen 15 and held
by the friction fit of the split bushing 31 with the side
walls of the bore 37 in the nib holder 30.
When it is necessary to replenish the supply of ink,
cap 17 with the ink carrier and its supporting spring is
detached from the intermediate body portion 16 by unscrewing it therefrom. The end of ink carrier 26 is then
dipped into a supply of ink which quickly saturates it.
Ink carrier 26 is then inserted into body portion 16 and
cap 17 screwed thereon. The longitudinal movement of
the ink carrier 26 and cap 17 relative to the body 16 engages the end of the carrier with plug 23 of absorbent
felt and with the nib 32 and such contact is insured by

spring 27. Ink then flows from the ink carrier 26 to
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plug 23 and from the plug to the nib 32 and to Its outer
engaging the walls of the cylindrical bore of the holder
end by capillary action. Thus, the end of the nib 32 is
to frictionally bold the nib in position In the nib bolder;
continuously supplied with the ink to adapt it to be used
said adapter and nib being permanently secured to each
to mark or write as desired. When the fountain pen is
other to form a sub-assembly adapter to be frictionally
not in use the cap 18 is screwed onto the upper threaded 5 fitted as a sub-assembly into the holder; the holder being
end 22 of the body portion 16 to enclose the nib 32 and
of considerably more rigid material than that of the
prevent the evaporation of the ink solvent.
adapter; the adapter being a thin longitudinally split
It will now be observed that the present invention proresilient sleeve; the nib holder and adapter having
vides writing instruments in which the nibs may be inmutually cooperating means for limiting the inward
terchangeably mounted by merely sliding the nibs and 10 movement of the adapter and nib sub-assembly in the
adapters into and out of the pen. It will also be obholder; the adapter being in the form of a collar enclosserved that the present invention provides a nib holder
ing the nib and having a slit extending longitudinally
for use with conventional pens to adapt it to receive
therethrough at one side to adapt the collar to yield
interchangeable nibs. It will still further be observed
radially as it is inserted into the cylindrical bore of the

that the present invention provides an adapter which is 15 nib holder; the adapter being Inwardly deformed to proof simple and compact construction, adapted for ecovide detente engaging the nib.
nomical manufacture and one which may be easily and
quickly applied to and removed from a pen.
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This invention relates to a nib bushing and particularly
for a bushing for removably supporting a felt nib within
the barrel of felt nib pens or similar writing implements.
Felt nib writing implements or pens, such as is disclosed in my prior Patent No. 2,416,596, issued February
25, 1947, usually are formed with a barrel containing an
absorbent material soaked in ink and an open end having
a felt nib secured therein. The bottom end of the nib
contacts the absorbent material and the opposite end
extends above the writing implement for applying
the ink to a surface. The pen barrel is normally accurately formed and is relatively expensive and thus, is
normally expected to have a long life. However, the
nibs wear out in due course usually because they become
dirty, and also quite frequently, it is desirable to use nibs
of different sizes for different writing purposes. Since
these devices are relatively expensive, it is not always
feasible to have a number of them available, each with
a different size nib.
Thus, it is an object of this invention to provide a nib
bushing or adapter which clamps to a felt nib and supports that nib within the •tubular open end of the writing
implement, and which may be removed when desired and
replaced with a different nib bushing having a different
size or shape nib or a clean, new nib. Hence, the nib,
which is inexpensive, can be easily replaced without necessity of discarding or altering the considerably more
expensive pen.
A further object of this invention is •to form a nib
bushing suitable for clamping and securing a nib within
the open tubular end of a writing implement but which,
although positively clamping against the nib, does not
compress the nib, since compression of the felt would
alter the writing characteristics of the device by interfering with the flow of ink.
These and other objects and advantages of this invention will become apparent upon reading the following
description, of which the attached drawings form a part:
In these drawings:
FIG. 1 is an elevational view in cross-section of a felt
nib writing implement or a pen.
FIG. 2 is a, top view of the tubular end of the pen,
taken in the direction of arrows 2-2 of FIG. 1 but
greatly enlarged.
FIG. 3 is a front elevational view of the bushing, per
se, taken in the direction of arrows 3-3 of FIG. 2, and
FIG. 4 is a side elevational view taken in the direction
of arrows 4-4 of FIG. 3.
FIG. 5 is a top view of a modified bushing with a circular nib clamped therein.
With reference to FIG. 1, the writing implement herein,
generally designated as 10, is formed of .a barrel 11
stuffed with an absorbent packing 12 saturated with ink.
At its upper end is threaded a tubular open end or nozzle 13 within which a nib 14 is secured. The open end
is circular in cross-section and the nib may be either
square, rectangular or circular in cross-section. The top
of the nib extends above the top of the tubular end of
the pen for transferring ink to a writing surface, and its
bottom end 15 is in contact wtih the packing 12 so that
ink may be transferred from the packing and through
the felt nib by capillary action.
The specific improvement of this invention is the nib
bushing 20 which is preferably formed out of a single
flat sheet of thin gauge metal which is resilient and
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bendable and which is bent into a tubular shape that is
square in cross-section. One wall is split at 21 with a
relatively wide spacing between the edges defining the
split. The two opposite side walls, which are connected
5 to the split wall, are provided with inwardly struck, sharp
spikes 25 which are normal to the walls upon which
they are formed and extend inwardly of the tube a short
distance. These same walls have flanges 27 formed at
their top ends, the flanges being bent outwardly of the
10 tube and also being normal to the walls upon which
they are formed.
In operation, the nib bushing would be bent open so
that the walls are spread apart, and particularly the walls
upon which the spikes are formed are spread apart, and
15 the elongated nib is inserted within the bushing. The
nib is then clamped in the bushing by bending the walls
back into their shape, as shown in FIG. 2. Here, the
spikes cut or bite into the felt to positively grasp the felt
nib bushing but without compressing the felt.
As shown in FIG. 2, the nib in the drawing is of the
20
same size as the interior of the bushing and the spikes
are located at approximately the center of their respective walls and are struck-in in a flower or star-like shape.
The external dimensions of the bushing are approximately
25 the size of the internal diameter of the pen tubular end
13 so that the bushing may be pushed into the. tubular
end 13 with its four corners in line contact with the interior wall of the tube and so that it is frictionally held
therein by virtue of its tight fit and its resiliency. The
30 bushing fits into the tube to the point where its flanges
27 rest upon the Iop open edge of the tube 13. These
flanges act as stops to prevent the bushing from being
pushed too far into the -tube and also as a handle means
for grasping the bushing and pulling it out when the
35 bushing is to be replaced with a new nib. Also, the shape
of the bushing is such, being square relative to the circular tube 13, that air spaces are formed along the sides,
as at 28, for the free flow of air intp the pen to thus vent
the pen.
FIG. 5 illustrates a modification wherein the bushing
40
20a is substantially identical to that described before but
wherein the split wall 31 and the wall 32 opposite to it are
bowed inwardly a slight degree in order to hold a circular
in cross-section nib which is of a diameter considerably
45 smaller that the diameter of the writing implement tubular end 13. Otherwise, the construction is the same as
that mentioned above.
This invention may be further developed within the
scope of the following attached claim. Accordingly, it is
50 desired that the foregoing description be read as being
merely illustrative of an operative embodiment of this
invention and not in a strictly limiting sense.
I now claim:
A felt nib and bushing unit removably supported with55 in a circular in cross-section tubular shaped open end of a
writing implement, comprising a square cross-section felt
nib and a square in cross-section tube formed of a
single fiat sheet of metal bent into a tubular shape; the
external diagonal dimensions of the bushing being the
60 same as the diameter of the tubular end of the writing
implement for snugly fitting the bushing-nib unit within
said tubular end and with its four corners each in line
contact with the interior wall of the tubular end for frictional securement within said tubular end; one wall of
the bushing being split along its full length, with the wall
05
edges defining the split being spaced apart a short distance; the two opposite walls which are connected to
such split wall each having struck-in sharp spikes formed
at their center portions and extending inwardly of the tube
70 normal to their respective walls upon which they are
formed; and a flange formed on one end of each of said
opposite walls and extending normal to their respective
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This invention relates to marking instruments of the
type including an ink reservoir and a support member 10
adapted to support a felt nib or applicator over the open
end of the reservoir in position to receive ink by capillary action from an ink carrier housed in the reservoir.
An object of the present invention is to provide a marking instrument of the felt nib type which is characterized 15
by a novel arrangement of parts providing a fluid-tight
joint between the nib support and ink reservoir.
Another object of the present invention is to provide
a marking instrument which is of comparatively simplified
construction which may be manufactured economically 20
and which is fully effective for the purposes intended.
These and other objects of the present invention and
the features and details of a marking instrument made
in accordance with the present invention are hereinafter
more fully set forth with reference to the accompanying 25
drawings, in which:
FIG. 1 is a side elevational view partly in section of
a marking instrument in accordance with the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a longitudinal sectional view of the nib 30
holder;
FIG. 3 is a top plan view of the nib holder shown in
FIG. 2;
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of the nib;
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary perspective view of the nib 35
holder;
FIGS. 6, 7 and 8 are enlarged fragmentary sectional
views of other embodiments of marking instruments in
accordance with the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a sectional view taken on line 9-9 of FIG. 40
6; and
FIGS. 10, 11 and 12 are perspective views of the felt
nibs of the marking instruments shown in FIGS. 6, 7
and 8 respectively.
Referring now to the drawings and particularly to 45
FIG. 1 thereof, the marking instrument comprises a generally cylindrical hollow ink reservoir 10 having a short
radially inwardly projecting annular lip 12 at one axial
end thereof defining a circular opening 14, an ink carrier
or filler 16_housed in the reservoir 10 and an elOngated 50
felt nib 18 of generally rectangular cross sectional shape
mounted in the opening 14 in the reservoir 10 by means
of a support structure 20 secured thereto. The ink carrier 16 is conventionally made of felt or similar material
capable of storing a large quantity of ink and the nib 55
18 is supported with its inner end 19 contacting the ink
carrier 16 to supply ink by capillary action to the outer
marking tip 21 of the nib 18.
In accordance with the present invention and with
reference to the marking instrument illustrated in FIGS. 00
1-5 inclusive, the nib support structure 20 comprises a
nib holder 22 and a tip section 36. The nib holder 22
is made of plastic and comprises an elongated neck 23,
an axial bore 24 in the neck 23 extending from end to
end and a radially outwardly projecting annular flange 66
26 adjacent the lower or inner axial end of the neck 23.
A pair of confronting slots 28 extending lengthwise of
the nib holder 22 are formed in the bore 24, the slots
terminating short of the lower axial end of the holder
22 to define diametrically opposed projections 30 adapted 70
to seat in notches 32 formed in opposite side edges of
the nib 18 to support the nib 18 against axial displace-
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ment with respect to the nib holder 22. The side edges
of the nib 18 below the notches 32 converge slightly toward the inner end 19 of the nib 18 to facilitate insertion
of the nib 18 from the upper end of the nib holder 22.
The tip section 36 comprises an elongated tubular neck
portion 38 which closely embraces the neck 23 of the nib
holder 22, flange portion 42 projecting radially outwardly from the lower end of the neck portion 38 which overlies the flange 26 and a skirt 40 depending from the outer
edge of the ring 42 which is crimped to provide an annular bead 44 which seats in an annular groove 46 in
the side wall of the reservoir.
In assembling the marking instrument of the present
invention for use, the ink carrier 16 is placed in the
reservoir 10, and the nib holder 22 is then positioned
over the opening 14 in the reservoir 10 with the flange
26 seated on the lip 12. The tip section 36 is placed
over the nib holder 22 and pressed downwardly whereby
the annular bead 44 snaps into the annular groove 46 to
detachably secure the nib holder 22 and tip section 36 to
the reservoir 10. It is noted that by this arrangement,
the neck portion 38 of the tip section closely embraces
the neck 23 of the nib holder 22 and the flange 26 of the
nib holder 22 is seated firmly against the lip 12 by the
flange portion 42 of the tip section thereby providing a
fluid-tight joint. The nib 18 is then inserted into the
bore of the nib holder 22 until the projections 30 engage
in the notches 32 whereby the nib 18 is supported against
axial displacement relative to the nib holder 22 to prevent the nib 18 from being pressed inwardly against the
ink carrier 16 and compressing it during use. In this
position the inner end 19 of the nib 18 is located in contact with the ink carrier 16 to draw ink by capillary
action. Additionally, by this arrangement, the felt nib 18
is maintained out of contact with any metal parts of the
instrument such as the tip section and ink reservoir thereby minimizing the chance of corroding metal parts due
to contact of the marking fluid or ink therewith.
The various embodiments of marking instruments
shown in FIGS. 6, 7 and 8 are basically the same in the
arrangement of elements to that described above except
for some changes in the structural details of the elements.
Thus in each of the embodiments the nib holder has an
outwardly projecting flange at one axial end thereof which
is pressed against the lip of the reservoir by the tip section to provide a fluid-tight joint. However, in each of
the embodiments illustrated in FIGS. 6, 7 and 8, the skirt
145 of the tip section 136 converges downwardly toward
its free end and the ink reservoir 110 has a divergent wall
section 111 between the annular groove 146 and its open
end. Additionally each of the marking instruments illustrated in FIGS. 6, 7 and 8 includes a cap 137 which frictionally engages the outer periphery of the neck portion
138 of the tip .section to cover the nib when the instrument is not being used and which is easily detached therefrom when desired. The cap may also be used with the
marking instrument shown in FIG. 1.
With respect to the marking instrument shown in FIG.
6, the confronting walls of the diametrically opposed
slots 128 in•the nib holder 122 converge toward the upper
axial end of the nib holder 122 and the nib 118 is generally "I" shaped being of larger transverse dimension adjacent its inner end 119 to provide transversely extending
shoulders 123 which abut the lower face of the flange
126 of the nib holder 122. The nib 118 has gradually
convergent _side edge portions 114:76t the: marling
tip 121 and shoulders 123 to provide abutments _1.25
adapled to engage the outer axial end face of the nib
holder.....
-122. By this arrangement, the nib 118 is supported against axial displacement in the nib holder-122
with thejaner end 119 thereof contacting_the_ ink eprrier

afei-draw ink therefromb.g.gapillary_actiog,-
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In the marking instrument shown in FIG. 7, the distance between the confronting walls of the axially extending, diametrically opposed slots 228 in the nib holder
222 is uniform for the entire length of the nib holder
and the nib is also of "I" shaped configuration, having a
body portion 227 of a uniform transverse dimension substantially equal to the distance between the confronting
walls of the opposed slots 228 and inner and outer end
portions 219 and 221 respectively of greater transverse
dimension to provide transversely extending shoulders 10
223 and 225. The shoulders 223 and 225 abut the inner
and outer axial end faces respectively of the nib holder
222 to locate the inner end of the nib 218 in engagement
with the ink carrier 216 and also to prevent axial displacement of the nib 218 relative to the nib holder 222. 15
The nib holder 322 of the marking instrument shown
in FIG. 8 is similar to that shown in FIG. 2 except that
the confronting projections 330 are disposed intermediate
the axial ends of the nib holder 322. The nib 318 has
notches 332 intermediate its inner and outer ends and is 20
of enlarged transverse dimension adjacent its inner end to
provide transversely extending shoulders 323. Accordingly when assembled, the projections 330 on the nib
holder 322 seat in the notches 332 of the nib 318 and the
shoulders 323 abut the lower axial end face of the nib 25
holder 322. Thus the nib 318 is located in the desired
position to engage the ink carrier and is restrained against
axial movement relative to the nib holder 322.
In the assembly of each of the marking instruments 30
shown in FIGS. 6-12, the ink carrier is placed in the ink
reservoir and then a suitable amount of ink is deposited
into the ink reservoir. Thereafter the nib is inserted into
the nib holder from the lower end thereof. The nib
holder is then positioned over the opening in the ink res- 35
ervoir with its flange engaging the lip surrounding the
Opening in the ink reservoir. When the tip section is
placed over the nib holder and secured to. the ink reservoir, the neck portion of the tip section closely embraces the neck of the nib holder and the flange portion 40
of the tip section presses the flange of the nib holder
against the lip of the ink reservoir to provide a fluid-tight
joint.
From the foregoing it is apparent that the present in- 45
vention provides a marking instrument of the nib type
which is comprised of relatively few parts which may be
manufactured economically and assembled easily.
While various embodiments of marking instruments in
accordance with the present invention have been illus- 50
trated and described herein, it is not intended to limit the
invention and changes and modifications may be made
herein within the scope of the following claims.

4
We claim:
1. A marking instrument comprising a generally cylindrical hollow ink reservoir having an opening at one
end thereof, a nib support structure mounted end wise of
said one end of the ink reservoir including a nib holder
and tip section, said nib holder having an elongated neck
provided with an axial bore therethrough and a resilient
radial flange at its inner end disposed in outwardly overlying engagement with said one end of the reservoir, said
tip section having an elongated neck snugly embracing
the neck of the nib holder and having at its inner end a
radially extending flange portion snugly engaged over the
flange of the nib holder and terminating in a peripheral
skirt outwardly overlying the adjacent side wall of the
ink reservoir, interengaging locking means rekasably
mounting said flange portion of said tip section to said
adjacent surface of the ink reservoir operable to permit
said tip section to be detached from said reservoir by
movement axially thereof, and an elongated nib mounted
in the bore of the neck of the nib holder with the inner
end of said nib extending interiorly of the ink reservoir
and its outer end projecting beyond the outer end of the
nib holder.
2. A marking instrument as claimed in claim 1 wherein said interengaging locking means comprises an annular
circumferentially extending groove in the outer peripheral
surface of the side wall of the ink reservoir adjacent said
one end thereof and an annular inwardly projecting circumferentially extending bead formed in said skirt of said
tip section which engages in said annular grbove.
3. A marking instrument as claimed it1 claim 1 including means defining diametrically opposed axially extending slots in the bore of said nib holder, a pair of diametrically opposed projections projecting racflally inwardly of the slots in said nib holder wherein said nib is of
generally rectangular cross sectional shape having opposite side edges engageable in said slots and having
notches in said opposed side edges to receive said projections whereby said nib is fixed against axial movement
relative to said nib holder.
4. A marking instrument as claimed in claim 3 wherein said projections are adjacent the inner end of said nib
holder.
5. A marking instrument as claimed in claim 3 wherein said projections are disposed between opposite axial
ends of said nib holder.
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5 Claims. (CI. 15-563)
The present invention relates to writing instruments
generally of the type including an ink reservoir and a
nib holder adapted to support a writing nib over one end
of the reservoir in position to receive ink by capillary
action from an ink carrier housed in the reservoir. More
particularly, the present invention relates to a new and
improved type of nib holder for supporting the nib adjacent one end of the ink reservoir.
An object of the present invention is to provide a
writing instrument which is characterized by a novel arrangement of parts including a nib holder adapted to accurately and firmly support the nib at one end of the
writing instrument in a manner to resist inward displacement of the nib by normal writing pressure exerted on
the nib or outward displacement due to swelling or expansion of the ink carrier.
Another object of the present invention is to provide
a writing instrument of comparatively simplified construction which is extremely economical to manufacture
and which is fully effective for the purposes intended.
A further object of the present invention is to provide
a nib holder characterized by novel features of construction and arrangement which firmly supports the nib in
the writing instrument and which is readily removable to
permit replacement of a nib when necesary.
Still a further object of the present invention is to provide a nib holder which is of comparatively simplified
construction which is easy to assemble and disassemble in
the writing instrument and which in the assembled relation provides venting of the interior of the writing instrument.
These and other objects of the present invention and
the various features and details of a writing instrument
made in accordance with the present invention are hereinafter more fully set forth with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:
FIG. 1 is a side elevational view of a writing instrument in accordance with the present invention;
FIG. 2 is an enlarged view partially in section showing the details of construction of the writing instrument
of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is an enlarged sectional view taken along lines
3-3 of FIG. 2;
FIGS. 4 and 5 are enlarged sectional views taken along
lines 4-4 and 5-5 of FIG. 3;
FIG. 6 is an enlarged sectional view taken along lines
6-6 of FIG. 2 taken through the ink reservoir;
FIG. 7 is an enlarged sectional view taken along lines
7-7 of FIG. 3 showing the cross-section of the front end
of the nib holder; and
FIG. 8 is an enlarged perspective view with parts broken
away of the nib holder of the present invention and a
writing nib mounted therein.
Referring now to the drawings, there is shown in FIGS.
1 and 2 a writing instrument in accordance with the
present invention generally designated by the numeral
10. The writing instrument 10 includes an elongated hollow barrel .12 open at both axial ends which forms an
ink reservoir 14 an an elognated ink carrier or filler 16
housed in the reservoir 14 and which is preferably made
of a material such as felt capable of storing a large
quantity of ink. The ink carrier 16 is of generally circular
cross section as shown in FIG. 6 and has a flattened side
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edge portion to provide a longitudinally extending air
vent channel 18. The barrel is closed at one end by a
tapered plug 20 and mounts at its other end a nib
holder 22 which supports a writing nib 24 having its
5 inner end 24a engaging in the ink carrier 16 as shown
so that ink flows from the ink carrier through the nib 24
to the writing tip 24b by capillary action whereby the
writing tip 24b of the nib is always wet with ink. The nib
24, which is of rod-like form, is fairly rigid, yet of a
10 porous nature so that ink may flow therethrough by
capillary action. A suitable material for the nib is bonded
fibrous material or a compacted felt.
The writing instrument may include a cap 30 which
frictionally engages over the reduced front end portion
15 12a of the barrel to cover the writing tip 24b when the
instrument is not in use and which is easily detached
from the barrel when it is desired to use the instrument.
The cap 30, as illustrated, abuts a shoulder 32 on the
barrel so that, when it is applied over the nib, the top
20 of the cap is spaced from the writing tip and does not
press against the writing tip 24b.
In accordance with the present invention, the nib holder
is characterized by novel features of construction and
arrangement whereby the nib may be accurately and firmly
25 positioned so that its inner end contacts the ink carrier
to supply ink by capillary action to the writing tip which
projects beyond the nib holder and includes means preventing the nib being pressed into the reservoir by writing pressure or being displaced outwardly by expansion
30 of the absorbent filier. The nib holder 22 is so constructed
that it may be easily disassembled from the barrel to
permit replacement of a nib when necessary or desired
and includes means for venting air to the ink reservoir.
To this end, the nib holder 22, which is preferably made
35 of nylon or polypropylene, comparises a forward section
40 which is generally cone shaped and a generally cylindrical rear section 42 projecting from the rear end of the
cone and which is of a smaller cross section than the
largest cross-sectional dimension of the cone to define
40 a shoulder 44 at the juncture of the front and rear sections. The nib holder 22 is provided with an opening 48
of circular cross section extending through the central
portion thereof for the full length of the nib holder in
which the nib 24 is mounted. The terminal end of the
45 rear section 42 is of reduced cross section to provide a
pilot portion 43 to permit easy insertion into the open
front end of the barrel. The rear section 42 of the nib
holder is provided with axially extending diametrically
opposed slots 50 defining axial air passages communicat50 ing with the interior of the barrel, the slots 50 extending
forwardly into a portion of the forward cone-shaped
section 40 to define radical air passageways 51. By this slot
arrangement the rear section 42 of the nib holder 22 is
divided into a pair of opposed flexible wing segments 42a
55 and 42b. Toward the rear of each of these wing sections
there is provided ar radially inwardly projecting locking
rib 52, the ribs 52 on the wing sections being diametrically opposed and axially displaced relative to one another
as shown in FIG. 5. By this arrangement, when the nib
60 24 is inserted in the nib holder 22, the wing segments
are pressed radially inward whereby the locking ribs 52
press against the side of the nib and provide a clamping
action in the assembled relation of the writing instrument which insures that the nib, is not pressed against
65 the ink reservoir by normal writing pressure. Further, the
locking arrangement prevents the nib from being pressed
outwardly by swelling or expansion of the ink carrier.
In assembling the writing instrument of the present in70 vention, the ink carrier 16 is placed in the reservoir 14 of
the barrel 12 from either axial end. Thereafter with the
nib holder 22 removed, a nib 24 is slid into the central
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opening 48 so that the writing tip 24a of the nib projects
beyond the forward portion of the nib holder and a
portion of the nib projects beyond the rear section of the
nib holder as illustrated in FIG. 8. Thereafter, the nib
holder 22 is inserted in the forward end of the barrel
simply by pressing it into the open axial end thereof, the
rear section of the nib holder normally being of a slightly
greater cross-section than the opening in the front end of
the barrel to provide a press fit. By, this arrangement, the
wing segments 42a and 42b are pressed radially inwardly
and the ribs 52 grip the nib and position it firmly in the
holder. It is noted that since the ribs do not extend circumferentially of the opening 48 and since they are diametrically opposed and axially spaced apart, they serve
to secure the nib in the holder and do not choke off or
interfere with the desired flow of ink through the nib by
capillary action. Thereafter, a supply of ink may be
deposited through the opening in the rear axial end of
the barrel and then the plug 20 may be pressed into the
barrel. The plug then presses the ink carrier 16 against the
rear portion of the nib to insure good contact between
the nib and the carrier. It is noted that in .the assembled
relation, air is vented to the interior of the barrel through
the radial and axial passages of the nib holder and up
along the space between the carrier and the barrel. If
it is desired to replace the nib, the nib holder which frictionally engages in the barrel may simply be removed
from the forward end of the barrel and the nib is simply
removed and a new nib inserted into the holder.
From the foregoing it is apparent that the present invention provides an improved writing instrument which
is characterized by a novel arrangement of parts whereby
the nib is positioned in the instrument in the manner
resisting inward displacement by writing pressure. This
protects the ink carrier filler from being compressed or
crushed to a point whereby ink transfer would be effected
and also prevents outward displacement of the nib due
to expansion of the filler which might also be effected in
transfer. The nib holder is simple and easy to insert and
is held in the barrel by only a small frictional force so
that it may be easily removed when it is desired to repike the nib. Further, the novel arrangement of parts
provides a good air-venting arrangement for effective
operation of the writing instrument.
While a particular embodiment of the present invention
has been illustrated and described herein, it is not intended
to limit the invention and changes and modifications may
be made therein within the scope of the following claims.
I claim:
1. In a writing instrument including an elongated hollow casing defining an ink reservoir and a filler for ink
in the reservoir, a nib holder for mounting a nib at one
end of the casing, said nib holder including a rear section
adapted to fit in the one end of the casing and a front
section projecting beyond the end of the casing, means
defining a bore extending through the front and rear sections for receiving the nib and being of a cross sectional

shape conforming closely to the cross sectional shape of
the nib, said rear section being provided with axially
extending diametrically opposed slots dividing the rear
section into opposed flexible wing segments, means defin5 ing a locking rib in each of the wing segments which
project radially inwardly into the bore, said locking ribs
being axially spaced relative to one another whereby the
locking ribs press against the side of the nib and provide a
clamping action when the wings are pressed inwardly
10 upon insertion of the nib holder in the one end of the
casing.
2. In a writing instrument as claimed in claim 1 wherein
the rear section is of smaller cross section than the largest
cross section of the front section to define a shoulder
15 at the juncture of said front and rear sections adapted to
abut the one axial end of the casing to properly position
the nib holder in the casing.
3. In a writing instrument as claimed in claim 1 wherein
the front section is generally cone shaped and the rear
20 section is generally cylindrical and wherein the axial
slots extend forwardly into the cone shaped front section
to define radial and axial air passageways in the nib
holder.
4. In a writing instrument as claimed in claim 1
25 wherein the nib holder is made of nylon.
5. A writing instrument comprising an elongated hollow casing defining an ink reservoir, a filler for ink
mounted in said reservoir, a cap detachably secured over
the open rear end of said casing to close one end of said
30 ink reservoir and retain the filler therein, a nib holder for
mounting a nib at the end of said casing opposite said
rear end, said nib holder including a rear section adapted
to fit in the one end of the casing and a front section
projecting beyond the end of the casing, means defining
35 a bore extending through the front and rear sections for
receiving the nib and being of a cross sectional shape conforming closely to the cross sectional shape of the nib,
said rear section being •provided with axially extending
diametrically opposed slots dividing the rear section into
40 opposed flexible wing segments, means defining a locking
rib in each of the wing segments which project radially
inwardly into the bore, said locking ribs being axially
spaced relative to one another whereby the locking ribs
press against the side of the nib and provide a clamping
45 action when the wings are pressed inwardly upon insertion of the nib holder in the one end of the casing.

50
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